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Hof Connection Update 311
www.hofreunion.com
10.3.07
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com
A quick flashback
..From nahe Fernwehpark in Hof courtesy of Dieter Feustel of Freiepresse.de
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And a visit to the Hof Reunion Web site....
By Ted Kenish (C Flt, OPN, mid 60's) adds a name or two...

And more thank you notes ...
For the 37 or so people that helped staff the Hospitality suite on the 25th floor.... And
I hope I spell everybody's name correctly!
Ginny Sheffert, Mel Hamill, Tony Donofrio, Bob Alekson, Ken Holley, Danny
Sandifer, Pete and Margit Payne, Stu and Marcy Sturdevant, Leo Root, The
Rief's and the Hoppers, The Petersons, Marvin Norris and Reuben Green,
Rich Fry, Roby Robinson, Leo Root again, Phil Murray and his dedicated
wife, Jo, Bob Sherwood, Betty Jung, Carmen Hardman, John Scholl (and I
believe I saw his dedicated wife Carol up there also?), Dean Reed, The
Paynes again, John, Evi and Barb (?), Tom Mikloiche, Bill Ward, Ken
Kielbania, Pat Schermeister, Jerry and Pat Mangas, Dave and Karen
Dickson,
And Kudos to Jim Riggen, Dick Obidinski and Phil Murray for holding the whole
thing together up there.

And from the Auction/Door Prize honchos:
SUBJECT: DOOR PRIZE AFTER ACTION REPORT

It's been a fun ride! The RENO Reunion luncheon, live auction and door prizes occurred on Tuesday,
September 4, 2007. Again, with the spontaneous and hilarious help of ANDY BRADS as auctioneer and
with the donations received from the dedicated donors and widely enthusiastic crowd, the live auction
was an outstanding success. The commitment of Andy was highly appreciated considering he was
convalescing from hip surgery. Also, thanks go out to our RENO REUNION president, Don Riverkamp,
who did an outstanding job as Master of Ceremony for the door prizes.
We collected an amazing total of $575.00 from the live auction.
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Upon conclusion of the live auction we had drawings for door prizes. The door prize committee of Jerry
Middendorf and Tom "Mick" Mikloiche extends a hearty thank you to everyone that provided donated
crafts and other donations for the live auction and door prizes. It goes without saying that our members
are very talented people. Again, thanks for all your commitment and donations.
LIVE AUCTION DONORS
Rita Bennett, Dave Dickson, Joe Hunt, Hilde Middendorf, Inga Mikloiche, Heide Prince, Gloria
Riverkamp, Myrtle Spicer, Margot Rowe and Chuck Wilson
LIVE AUCTION WINNERS
Peggy Adams, Bob Brock, Jim Derby, Rick Holden, Pat Mangas, Jim McGovern, , Claude Niebuhr, John
Pace, Pete Payne, Phyllis Phipps, Marcey Sturdevant, and Lieselot Sherwood
DOOR PRIZE DONORS
Jeanette Bryon, Hanna Hoerath, Ken & Gay Kielbania, Jerry Mangas, Bob (Mac) McAuliffe, Tom "Mick"
Mikloiche, Phil & Jo Murray, Claude Niebuhr, Gail Norvell, Pete & Margot Payne, Rosie Queen, Dean
Reed, Jim Riggin, Don Riverkamp, Margot Rowe Phil Ruth, Robert Sikes, Claude Spicer, Bobby "Stu"
Sturdevant, , Bill Toni Joey Trujillo, Rip Yarnall
Harrah Hotel and Silver Legacy Hotel
DOOR PRIZE WINNERS
Peggy Adams, Gert Berry, Jim Berry, Ruth Blumenstein, Barbara Chapman, Gary Cherpes,
Marcia Combs, George Coursey, Chuck Davis, Dave Dickson, Karen Dickson, Alois Dietz, Rosie Dietz,
Brigitte Fitzgerald, Bill Combs, Rich Fry, Norm Joe Fitzgerald, Elfriede Gentilini, Roger Gentilini, Paul
Genung, Karin Hall, Ilse Hamill, Heggie, Norman Hines, Ursula Hines, Robert & Hannah Hoerath, Rick
Holden, Jim & Pat Holloway, Marilyn Johnson, Jesse Jones, Ned Imboden, Greg Krcma, Sandy Krcma,
Erminio, Pat Mangas, Martinez, Pat Mckenzie, Hilde Middendorf, Tom Mikloiche, John Motherway, Anni
Motherway, Claude Niebuhr, Phyllis Nottingham, Wade Nottingham, Dick Obidinski, Evi Obidinski,
Ester Orozco, Margot Payne, Lance Peterson, Kay Peterson, Heide Prince, Dean Reed, Walter Robinson,
Ilse Root, Phil Ruth, Rosalie Ruth, Brigitte Sandifer, Sandy Sanderson,John Scholl, Lisbeth Seigfried,
Charles Shockley, Bob Sikes, Eva Marie Slutz, Barry & Sue Springsteen, Jerry Stanfield, March Studevant, ,
Bill Toni, Margot Tribble, Walt Tribble, Maggie & Robert Trojanowsk
i, Joey Trujillo, Kaethe Urban, Karin Weatherwalks, Walt Whisner, David Williams, Lynn Williams,
Monika Wilson
HOF REUNION ASSOCIATION
RENO REUNION - SEPTEMBER 2 -7, 2007
LIVE AUCTION SUMMARY
CROCHET DOILEY donnated by RITA BENNETT and won by JOHN PACE
$60.00
CHALET STYLE BIRD HOUSE - HAND MADE by DAVE DICKSON won by PEGGY ADAMS
$50.00
3
WOOD CARVING - OLD SITE AIRMAN on Mids by JOE HUNT and won by PETE PAYNE
$20.00
4
EMBROIDERED TABLE RUNNER WITH HUMMEL DESIGN (3) by HILDE MIDDENDORF
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and won by MARCEY STURDEVANT
$45.00
5
HAND CRAFTED BLANKET (2) by INGA MIKLOICHE won by RICK HOLDEN
$40.00
6
OIL PAINTING of a GOLD RUSH SCENE, FRAMED - 23" X 27" donated by HEIDE PRINCE
and won by LIESELOT SHERWOOD
$75.00
7
HAND-CRAFTED DECORATED "EMU" EGG by GLORIA RIVERKAMP won by JIM DERBY
$100.00
8
HANDMADE AFGHANS (3) from MYRTLE SPICER, won by BOB BROCK, JIM MCGOVERN and
CLAUDE NIEBUHR
$95.00
10
3000 PIECE JIG SAW PUZZLE ("BORN TO RUN" by Keathley) from MARGOT ROWE and won by
PAT MANGAS
$40.00
11
CLOCK from CHUCK WILSON and won by PHYLLIS PHIPPS
$50.00
TOTAL DONATION
$575.00
JERRY MIDDENDORF

TOM "MICK" MIKLOICHE

And from the Adjutant...
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Slightly off base...
Storm Worm...
Last week Update #310 was delayed for at least seven hours to all our @yahoo.com members. Every
yahoo address on our e-roster bounced, sometimes several times. Some members eventually received
it but not all. The possible cause was an epidemic of a continuing bot problem called "Storm Worm"
which has the potential to totally overload a server or a system. Storm Worm in it's various forms
and mutations has been around since at least 2001 and continues to grow and mutate and infect... a
plague if you will instead of a virus. The end result of the infection is that they deliver spam, possibly
from your own machine. Tons and tons of spam using your computer, if infected, to infect more
computers (hence a "bot net"). The most current warnings seem to center on those "E-cards" where
you receive a notice that somebody has send you a E-greeting card. When you click on the offered link
to receive your card.... like it or not you become part of the "bot-system" or via the music downloads
or file-sharing programs called P2P or peer to peer where you allow others access to YOUR system to
download music files. Some of the latest efforts center around NFL football, arcade games or videos
featuring YOU. Just click here.
For the techies or the just interested out there, got to
http://www.websense.com/securitylabs/blog/blog.php?BlogID=147 for a good overview.

Off base but important... in light of the above!
Hopefully your anti-spyware or anti-adware program is NOT listed here! All the listed "Anti"
programs are actually part of the Spyware or Adware or Malware generating problem!
http://www.symantec.com/business/security_response/threatexplorer/risks/index.jsp
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Be careful what ads you click on, especially pop-ups!
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Hof Connection Update 312
www.hofreunion.com
10.10.07
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com
The life of a "Short-timer"
The attached is a picture of the " personal living" area of a short time, non re-upper,
who at that time didn't really care much about being orderly. The back of the picture is
stamped
OFFICIAL PHOTO
U.S. AIR FORCE
HOF AS, APO NY 09684
>From an inspection of quarters while we were out working Day Shift, he had maybe
10 days to go...
Best that he can remember, it (this picture) was turned over to our Flight Commander
and NCOIC, who just told me to tidy it up.
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names deleted to protect the innocent

According to a forwarded Der Spiegle link from Dirke Vallo...
500,000 liters of Bier were consumed during just the FIRST weekend of Oktoberfest
this year!

It could have been more but the Cops weren't there in force!
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Pictures from Der Spiegle

Centerfold....
At one point it was suggested that we occasionally have a centerfold in the updates. The
first one was the all-female crew flying a KC-135 out of an airfield in Kazakhstan.
I have found another suitable young military lady for inclusion here. The first female
AF door gunner, she's an A1C, a 1A7X1!:
The caption below, while funny, is not actually correct. Vanessa is really a .50 cal door
gunner on a Pave-Hawk HH-60.
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http://www.af.mil/news/airman/1103/gunssb1.html

And Your Board of Directors -2008
In Living Color! Thanks to some nice work by Joe Kessler

The weather in Hof. ..
For Wednesday, Sunny, temps from a low of 3 to a high of 13 and light winds from the
north.
And the webcams are not showing any snow. Yet.

D Flight Roster...
IF you were ever assigned to Dog flight please
advise Ken Kelley at kelleyka@sbcglobal.net Ken is putting together a roster of all
personnel ever assigned to Dawg Trick thru the years in any position or location. CA
Russel has one working and available for Charlie trick that he has been assembling.
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Contact him at russca@bellsouth.net

Check out the new webcams
in Hof and Oberfranken here
http://www.frankenpost.de/bilder/webcams/art743,643330
and look here: http://www.fernweh-park.eu/eng/index.htm to find out what our
member Klaus Beer has been up to with his "Signs of Fame"! This link should be in
English.

Remember the time difference!
(You may have to cut and paste the links into your favorite browser).

>From the Adjutant's desk:
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Off Base
I checked on my personal account at hotmail.com today , the one that I have been using
as a check to see what the weekly update looks like and for the free on-line storage.
This is the same service I have been recommending to people as a good free alternative
to other email services when they are having problems receiving the updates. My son
has used it for almost 10 years
Now it seems that MSN has "updated" hotmail and MSN mail) so that now cookies are
required, you almost have to use IE (which I detest!), it has pop-ups and advertising,
also detestable, Instant Messaging and a bud list and you can even chat! It looks more
like AOL than AOL. And there must be 50 hidden links on that page! As well as
spam!!!!!! A lot of spam! Never had spam there before! And it also features MSN spam,
lots of it, as well as spam-spam.
So I spit out the Kool-Aid and canceled the account!
I considered Gmail as a free possibility until I read their users agreement which states:
"Uses
* Google maintains and processes your Gmail account and its contents to provide the
Gmail service to you and to improve our services. The Gmail service includes relevant
advertising and related links based on the IP address, content of messages and other
information related to your use of Gmail.
* Google's computers process the information in your messages for various purposes,
including formatting and displaying the information to you, delivering advertisements
and related links, preventing unsolicited bulk email (spam), backing up your messages,
and other purposes relating to offering you Gmail.
* Google may send you information related to your Gmail account or other Google
services.
In other words they read your mail and then send you spam based on your message
content?
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Your mileage may vary.

And the latest in Hof Reunion spam...
"Dall'organizzatore :
Greetings,
This mail will definitely be coming to you as a surprise,but I must crave your
indulgence to introduce myself to you. I am Capt. Chris Carter, an American soldier,
currently serving in the third infantry division in Iraq. I am currently in Kuwait on
duty break. I and my partner, secretly moved some abandoned cash in a mansion
belonging to the former president, Saddam Husein and the total cash is 15million USD.
Please do not expose us and for security reasons." etc etc
or this one?
My name is Simon Wong of Dah sing bank Hong Kong.
Before the U.S and Iraqi war, our client General. Ibrahim who was with the Iraqi forces
and also business man made a deposit with a value of $20,500.000.00 only in my
branch. The General and his family had been killed.

Yeah! Sure! There must be about a trillion dollars kicking around out there with the
Hof Reunion name on it. When the first check comes in we will import a Keg of each
kind of Kulmbacher and a Keg of Scherdle and a case of Löwnhof and cases from all the
other Oberfrankenkener Breweries we can find along with all the Bratwürst and
Brotchen and Senf you can eat in 5 days at a Reunion! When the first check comes in.
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Hof Connection Update #313
10/16/07

www.hofreunion.com
Jerry Mangas
Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

And the latest Mini-Reunion!
This one was in Nashville. Judging by the smiles, the enjoyed themselves. And for those of you
who have yet to get to a Hofer Reunion. All the faces you see will look JUST like these! Smiling,
welcoming and FRIENDLY!

The Group in Nashville
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Jerry and Ellen (Hof) Decker with Ellen's Sister, Elsbeth (Hof) (56(59)
Bill and Karleen Little (57-58)
Billy and Phillis Thomas (56-59)
Robbie Robertson and Inge (Hof) (57-59)
William (Speedy) Dever and Irene (57-59)
John DeMeritt and Elisa
Robert (Dee) Dellica (57-60)
Dewey Tweed (57-60)
George McCorry (55-57)

Strange thing happened to us in Nashville. On Saturday we went to lunch at a place recommended by the hotel,
while there we met a similiar group of Army Security Agency guys who were stationed a bit farther north-west.
They had come to Hof in 58 for a three week period and asked the Army if they could bunk with them, the Army
said no but we put them up in our barracks and boy they were still grateful for that. What are the odds of that
meeting taking place.
The ASA group was stationed at Helmstadt - funny I never was in Helmstadt but a couple of years ago we were
there with relatives and they still have the fences and towers up as a reminder. These guys were down for a three
week mission - course they didn't say what the mission was - guess they didn't want to have to kill us!!
Jerry Decker
((other not so lucky TDY ASA units had to sleep in pup-tents in the snow! see www.hofreunion.com))

From Steve Lawrence
(Ed note: Steve was the editor of the old "Bavarian Sunrise" a Hof Air Station newsletter, produced in the later 60's,
all done without the benefits of computers and laser-jets. In short, he did it the hard way and made it work and
made it look good!))
Re Web Cams in Oberfranken
First, thanks for the photo of my old house (rented) in Hof. It is pictured in the upper left corner of the webcam
link under the
Hof, Kubogen photo, one story down from the top windows. The "tanksteller" on the ground floor is long gone,
but otherwise, save ownership of the house, nothing much changes.
Secondly, regarding the Hotmail and the Google free services. I have Hotmail via my DSL, and I just never
bothered to update the service, skipping all the "nifty, new" spam and links and cookies.
And further from Steve after I asked him where exactly is/was the Kubogen:
'The "Kubogen" is an underpass under the railway tracks at the southern end of Hof. If you follow Bismarckstr.
south out from the Altstadt to BayreutherStr. south to where it meets Marienstr. and Wilhelmstr. (formerly, in our
time, Ringstr. -- and I have the German driver's license to prove it) you pass beneath the railroad tracks via the
Kobogen."
"Kobogen is Hoferish and is pronounced "Kuh" for "cow" and "bogen" for "pass" for "wide berth" or "bridge." It is
where "ranchers" used to bring their cows to town in the olden days."
"You can search <Wilhelmstraße, 95028 Hof, Hof, Bavaria, Germany> in Google Maps and trace the Wilhelmstr.
south, around the curve SSE, to Marienstr. (Could be that Google, in its "Know It All" simply did that tracing and
missed the fact that it *still* is Ringstrasse."
"Anyway, it has to do with Hoferish, ranchers, cows and cattle barons. <vbg>"
=Steve

The Kingsley B-17...
Has been located and re-assembled by the brainiacs in the Bulgarian Air Force!
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this picture shamelessly stolen from the Berlin Islander Website. http://berlinerphil.tripod.com
Funny..... this thing just might fly!

Also from the BIA,
written by the Berliner Secretary and a class mate of mine from Syracuse, especially for those of you that went
happily off on your 2-T assignments and for those of you that missed this small bit of Air Force Joy! Hopefully
there is still a dash one around with the skill to understand the double meaning of the name of the Lt with the law
degree in loopholes!

http://berlinerphil.tripod.com/hisand82t.htm

And another flashback from #261 covering Important Things You Need To Know!

Lost the bet!
From issue 265
Why we were in HOF (2006) I made a wager with Marcey Sturdevant that there was NO LIVER in
LIVERWURST because I was told long ago that was so.
I was also led to believe that there was NO LIVER in LEBERKASE..( FLEISCHKASE) or BAYRISHER
LEBERKASE as it is called everywhere else besides Hof
The wager was to be ONE ROUND TRIP FLIGHT from San Antonio, Texas to Hartford for her ( STU had to pay
his own way ) if I was wrong vs her buying me the CHACHO' s 1 POUND NACHO SPECIAL the next time we
came there if I WAS RIGHT.
Well now, after asking around and NOT getting any EXPERT ANSWERS, I decided to go to the source - a LOCAL
BUTCHER - I asked two METZGER MEISTERS who just happened to be my SISTER-IN-LAW and her SON who
informed me as follows
LEBERWURST - Does INDEED have either PIGS LIVER or BEEF LIVER in it or possibly some of both depending
on the BUTCHER.
SCORE ONE for MARCEY
LEBERKASE - Does INDEED have either PIGS LIVER or BEEF LIVER in it """"ONLY IF IT IS MADE IN
HOF""""
if it is made in Bayreuth or Kulmbach or anywhere else it is called FLEISCHKASE or BAYRISCHER
LEBERKASE and DOES NOT HAVE any LIVER in it....
Now then on to the wager --- MARCEY WINS !!!! However she said she would graciously let me off the hook for the
plane ticket if I found out I was wrong and PUBLISHED it in the newsletter so MARCEY here you are and YOU
WIN... Thanks for letting me off - BUT if I find cheap seats yer on yer way with or without STU....
Tom Mikloiche
(Just an aside here: Tom seems to be sort of an expert in finding cheap seats to and from obscure places. So if you
need a ticket or two from Tulsa to Tashkent via Trinidad, send him an email. He just might be able to hook you up!
ed.)

And More from the Wayback Machine (#231)
602nd TCS...
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That reads correctly... the 602nd TCS, (Tactical Control Squadron), stationed in the Hof area at the end of WWII,
initially as part of the invasion force, the Army of Occupation and then as part of the initial Cold War effort... The
602nd TCS was an apparently classified Surveillance and Warning system which included height finders as well as
distance and direction indicators and was quite advanced for it's time. There are indications of D/F units involved
also. see www.usarmyeurope.com and the sections under AC&W.
Thanks to the courtesy of Mrs. Glenwood McDowell and the efforts of Ed Carchia (of the 602nd TCS) and John
Scholl and David Sage we now have copies of a series of orders for then Capt McDowell, eventually the commander
of the 602 TCS and 603 TCS APO 696-6, dating from July 46 to June 48 which provides an interesting glimpse into
those times, starting off with a listing of 68 officers, all "white", to be transfered from Camp Kilmer NJ to the
Occupation Army of Europe. They were authorized bedding rolls but not sleeping bags, unless they were personally
owned. Tents, tent poles and pins etc were NOT authorized and neither were steel helmets (M1) nor chin straps. A
first aid kit WAS authorized! Summer uniforms were permitted for comfort. Dependant travel was not allowed.
The orders were classified "RESTRICTED". A following set of orders, also classified, took Capt McDowell to Bad
Kissengen/Wurzburg to the HQ of XII TAC. On 5 August 46 Captain McDowell was assigned to the 602nd TCS and
the same set of orders shows that a certain PFC was "trfd atched, unasgd, to 3rd Reinf Dep (Forward)... for ret to Z
of I and disch fr the Sv for reasons of habits and traits of character rendering retention in sv undesirable (AR
615-638)". Others were sent to the "Z of I" under rotation and one (lucky?) Sgt received compassionate leave to a
particular street address in the Rochereau district of Le Havre, France. (Expenses were to be his). On 24 May 1948
Capt McDowell along with his entire command were released from assignment to Det A of the 602nd TCS APO
696-6 and transfered to 603rd TCS at APO 696-6 ("No travel involved"). 6 Officers and 54 EM'm were included. A
very interesting paragraph at the end of the order set says that Cpl Zimmerman "is asgn to Dynamite D/F site. Cpl
Zimmerman is auth Monetary allowances in lieu of subsistence". (I am not sure I want to know exactly what kind of
assignment that was?). The 603rd was activated on 25 May 1948 per an additional set of orders.
These units, the 602nd and 603 TCS were apparently the predecessors to the 603rd and 602nd of our times at
Hof/Saale. Anybody with any knowlege of the exact location of APO 696-6, or any other information is encouraged
to contact Ed Carchia ( carchiadv@aol.com )

From Jerry Middendorf
Just came across a new web site "WHAT I MISS ABOUT GERMANY
http:/w.germandeli.com/mige812.html
((That website link IS written properly.. Just cut and paste it into your
browser if the link does not work from here. ))
The site is a compilation of comments from people from Germany and military people stationed in Germany.
Comments are reflective of the good memories people had and have of Germany. Recommend checking the site out if
you have some free time.
Jerry Middendorf
((But I am not too sure about this one: " vermisse ich den Doener Kebap vielleicht, mitunter anderen
Sachen am meisten."
She misses Doner Kebap? A Turkish delite, like a Gyro? I wonder if it came with Ekmek? Ed.))

A late correction...
Hello;
Just a note to correct the e-mail address you published,
not the 32 in the chart it is 42 as in agambone42@verizon.net
Thanks
Tony Gambone

Slightly off base...
Sign over a unit reading room at a forward AH-64 base in Iraq
Well.... Two out of three ain't bad!
"A man can never have too much red wine or Oberfranken beer, too many books, or too much ammunition." -Rudyard Kipling (with a little help)
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Hof Connection Update #314
www.hofreunion.com
Jerry Mangas Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com
10-27-2007

Some Housekeeping....
There will be no update next week because CA Russell and I will be in South
Carolina scouting hotels for the upcoming 2008 Reunion.
Due to the fact that very few hotels in Charleston itself have either the space we need
or a price we think we can afford we are also going to check the Myrtle Beach and
Polly's Island area just to the north of Charleston.

Re the delay in producing #314...
Thank you to all the well wishers!
And I received the following medical offer of assistance from Jack Farrell, our Medic
and High Speed Ambulance Driver of the later 60's. And to think we actually trusted
these guys with our "health" concerns?
Jerry:
You need a good retired USAF nurse major. I have Rita Flanigan's number if
you need it.
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Jack
To which I responded:
Only if I can put my head in her lap! It's around here someplace.
My duct tape bandage has failed and the top of my head exploded and blood
came shooting out of my ears!
To which our faithful and always helpful Medic answered:
First aid rule #1: Maintain an open airway. Sounds like you're okay in
that department.
First aid rule #2: Stop the bleeding. I'd suggest stapling the top of your
head back in place and applying a tourniquet at neck level to control the
ear bleeding. But then, that will probably adversely effect rule #1. Hmmm.

To editorialize for a moment.... once out of the Air Force I followed the common folk wisdom of
the day, that flu shots made you sick, for several years until both my wife and I caught the
"real" influenza in the 70's. Terrible nasty stuff! And quite a mind-altering experience. I have
had a flu shot every year since then and this was the first time I have had any kind of reaction
to them except maybe a sore shoulder muscle. The reaction this time was my own damn fault
for not mentioning the inner-ear thing, and not that of the Docs, nurses or the shot itself!
Jerry Mangas
More Re Flu shots....
After I retired from the military in 1974, my doctors have all insisted
I get the flu shot every year.(COPD) They also insist you don't get the
flu from them, so it must be a coincidence, because for 30 years,
exactly one week after receiving the shot, I would develop a mild case
of the flu. Howsomever, it didn't happen last year nor again this year!
In the 50's, we would bug-out whenever the flu shot came around. But in
1957 the Army (in France) made sure we got the shot. Later, my roommate
and I both ended up in the hospital with the flu, but we attribute the
shot to saving our lives. People all over Europe were dying from an
epidemic of Hong Kong flu that year. Made a believer out of me!
Anyway, get well soon.
Bob McAuliffe

re the ASA guys in 58
bunking in the hallways. Had a couple of them in our R/D section for awhile.
regards,
Ed Chase
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check this one:
The ASA group was stationed at Helmstadt - funny I never was in Helmstadt but a couple of
years ago we were there with relativies they still have the fences and towers up as a reminder.
These guys were down for a three week mission - course they didn't say what the mission was
- guess they didn't want to have to kill us!!
((I lost the source on this one Ed.))
Re the weekly updates....

Can't see the pictures?
I have received a report from an AOL user that they cannot see the pictures in the updates.
We have possibly found a cure for that. If you can't see the HRA logo right above the opening
title or the individual pictures such as the USA license plates below, first check with your own
ISP for possible help (some will tell you that they can't help!) and then let me now.
Thanks!
Jerry Mangas
Secretary
Hof Reunion Association

Remember these? from www.usarmygermany.com
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Or these?
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From Robert Sikes....
Quick question. Where do we send renewal dues now that we've had a new election? The
membership form on the back of the July newsletter doesn't have an address listed.
And the answer is....
mail as always goes to Joe Kessler, Adjutant at
6855 S. River Rd. Geneva,OH. 44041-9348

Hof Reunion Association uses a double entry type of system, Joe logs all incoming mail/checks
and then sends them to Nate Sparks who logs them in again and does the
banking/accountanting and reporting. Joe sends Nate a weekly summary of incoming activity
so Nate knows what to expect in his mail and can react accordingly to anything that doesn't
arrive.
The only downside to this system is the mail delay when one or the other are out of Dodge or
otherwise unavailable. Then the time delay can lead a person to suspect they have lost a check
in the mail, which fortunately is hardly ever true

A bit of Oktoberfest in the States from Jerry Middendorf...
Hofers attending the DOVER DELAWARE GERMAN AMERICAN CLUB 2007 OKTOBERFEST
on October 20, 2007. Left to right are Rosie Queen, Jerry and Hilde Middendorf and Ilse and Mel
Hamill.
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No photo credit was given but...
I would almost bet that this pic was taken by that Honorary Hofer, Gary Queen

And an older link re Oktoberfest'ing from CA Russell. ..
In English.
Take notes.
There WILL be a quiz!
http://www.best-of-munich.com/oktoberfest/oktoberfest.html

A correction from #313
I spelled a name wrong (under the Nashville mini-reunion pic) - first mistake I have made in
50 years!!! - Robert Dellacca is the right way! (instead of Delicca)
Jerry Decker
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An address change:
Have changed internet providers. New e-mail address is: applecore4@verizon.net
Thanks,
Chuck and Renate Mattice
And another:
Lconlen1@aol.com wrote:
Jerry,
My new address is.... _lconlen1@cfl.rr.com_ (mailto:lconlen1@cfl.rr.com)

It is no longer at AOL.com
Thanks.. Len Dignard

Joe Kessler....
Is back on line with us following a total hip replacement. A small bit of his story is attached
and as usual, what would we (us married guys, anyway) do without our women?
"I (just) spent two weeks in rehab and learned how to get around
with a walker and crutches, even to climbing stairs. Dolores has rearranged the house to
accommodate my needs. She's been a real trooper and I don't know what I would
have done without her.
I'm home now and back on line. I'll try and keep up with everything."
Joe
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just a correction here after the fact: Correct John Friance to John Frivance and his email as
jbfriva@comcast.net
and correct Harvey Schmit's email to hs294@cs.com

From slightly off base....
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A Note for retirees:
The following is a small part of a reprint from "Air Force Retiree News Service"
<afrns@afpclist.afpc.randolph.af.m
and was supplied by Don Ross
"The formal 10-person funeral will no longer be authorized for retiree
funerals. The funeral detail will now consist of seven people who will
serve as pall bearers, flag folders, flag presenter, bugler, spare, and
firing party. This is to provide a 30-percent manpower relief for
retiree funeral details, and 21-percent manning relief for overall
funeral details, according to Pentagon air staff officials."

"'The main concern people had in the change of the funeral procedures was
that we wouldn't be keeping with past traditions,' said Staff Sgt. David
Little, U.S. Air Force Honor Guard course supervisor for base honor
guards. 'Originally, the number of (Airmen) was going to be lowered to
five, but we didn't want to lose the pall-bearing aspect so we
determined that seven people would still be able to carry on all aspects
of the funeral.'"

And way off base
>From Dirke Vallo...
This is an interesting web sight. Try it!
For the news junkies amongst us:
When you click on the web site link below, a world map comes up showing what strange &
dangerous things are happening right now in every country in the entire world & is updated
every few minutes. You can move the map around, zero in on any one area & actually up-load
the story of what is happening or what happened. This "map" updates every 300
seconds...constantly 24/7.
http://www.globalincidentmap.com/home.php

For those working with or experiencing problems with comcast.com...
here is a list of their minimum requirments. If you are still running one of the 3.1's, 95's, ME's
or 98's (NT's??) or an older MAC, you might be in trouble:
For Windows
Operating Systems: Windows 2000, XP SP2, Vista
Processor Speed: 300 MHz or higher
Memory: 256 MB
Hard Drive Space: 150 MB of available space
Input Device: CD-ROM
Ethernet: Recommended
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USB Port: Optional
Browser:
Internet Explorer 6.0 or higher
Firefox 1.0.7 or higher ((currently at 2.0.0.8 ))
For MAC's
Operating Systems: MAC OS 10.4 and higher
Processor Speed: PowerPC G3, G4, G5 for OS 10.x
Memory: 256 MB
Hard Drive Space: 100 MB of available space
Input Device: CD-ROM
Ethernet: Recommended
USB Port: Optional
Browser:
Firefox 1.0.7 or higher
Safari 2.0
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Hof Connection Update #315
www.hofreunion.com
11.07.2007
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com
Housekeeping notes:
Next week's update will be delayed by probably a day until after I get back home from a wedding.
But have a great Veteran's Day anyway!!!

Joe Eberhardt reports...
That I have lost 20 pounds and 20 years, had plastic surgery and am running for the Muenster Town Council in
Muenster, Indiana. Joe also promises that I can get rich there on the Council!
Apparently I forgot to change my name along with all the other changes.
To quote CA.... "If elected I will not serve!" . Ed.
2008 Reunion
Due to extremely high costs and few hotels in the Charleston area that can handle a group as large as ours and
at a price we want to pay,
the Board of Directors is currently researching other possibilities in the immediate SC area.
Stay tuned!

And from Miles of Mile's Memories:
Just wanted you guys to know that after a 4 year AF tour on rotating shift, and 22 years of Private Security
rotating shifts, I have finally been assigned to the straight day shift, Mon- Fri, 0700 to 1500 Hrs.
Going to take a bit getting used to, but My hours now match my wife's working hours, and that is a plus, as she
is a nurse, who just last April got on to a straight day shift Mon- Fri after 14 years rotating.
Easy Flight to retirement! (One Hopes!)
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Miles, "Mick" Nelson
61-64 Charley Flight

Weather reports...
The first snow has fallen in Hof, reported as "snow grains" by www.weatherunderground.com (where you can
get the current and forecasted weather for just about any location in the world including Tiksi, Siberia!) Keep
an eye on the Hofer Web and Weather cams too!

Re the Kuhbogen from 313
About the picture of the Kubogen, my older Sister Gerda lived there right around the Corner for many years.
Dave and I went to see theme and went to the Silverspindle a Bar in Hof with good live music. To the right
unter the Bridge we walked to the Bahnhof for the good Bratwurst there was always a stand outside and it was
the first thing I wandet to eat.
Brigitte Foelimi
And this one...
Missing Board member found!
Here is the FULL Board of Directors for 2008. CA has been found!

Advance Holiday shopping tip (from Dirke Vallo)
You can get shoes for a buck at bowling alleys.
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Via Don Riverkamp...
In the chat room today, Helga Haese said
that she is retiring on December 1st, and will only
have her home email address.. Please send all future
correspondance and weekly update emails to the
following email address: joachim.haese@t-online.de
Don
Looking for new members...
CA has put together a letter and membership form to send to the 1175 people that we have addresses for that
have never signed up with the Reunion.
If you know someone on the roster who has never joined, give them a call and urge them to respond to that
letter! Sometimes the personal touch really works!

From our now partially bionic Adjutant

A little off base?
The latest spam into the Reunion mailbox:
My name is George Green(Sgt)an American soldier, I am serving in the
military of the 1st Armored Division here in Iraq. As you know we are
being attacked by insurgents everyday and car bombs, it will come worst
now Saddam Hussein was executed. During one of our rescue Mission we came
across a safe that contains the total sum of $21,000,000 (Twenty one
Million Us Dollars) that belongs to the revolutionaries, which I believe
they use in buying weapons and ammunitions, and it was agreed by all party
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present that the money will be shared amongst us.
but when I checked the email "source", I find that the actual mailbox is the dude's name @mail.ru..... The 1st
uses Russian mailboxes now? I don't think so!

And just slightly off base but here is a little History from Gary Dempsey

Hi! I was just re-reading a not-too-recent Newsletter (#306-8/15/2007); you led off with memories of Die (?Der?)Mauer in Berlin,
and it brought back memories, 'cuz I was in Hof when they started
building the thing. Of course, I never got to see it up close, but I
have a picture somewhere that I took on a trip to Nuremberg. In one of
the squares there they had a copy of the wall, with a sign that said
something like, "Eine Mauer trennt das Deutsche volk!"--and you can
translate that, right? I can, and I was a -E Czech (?expert?). So, you
didn't have to be near the wall to hate it.

But when I DID see the wall up close and personal was a couple of
years ago when I visited West Point with my son, Greg. In the Academy
museum there, they have a segment from the wall, with pictures of
Pres. Kennedy making his "Ich bi ein.." speech, and Reagan
saying, "Tear down this wall!", as well as a short story of how it
came to be, and how it did finally come down. You might mention this
in one of the updates, for people who can't get to Germany to see
whatever may be left of the wall "on-site". The Museum itself is worth
a visit anyway. Of course, the emphasis is on the Army rather
than "our" USAF, but they DO have the (inert) shell of an A-Bomb like
the one dropped on Hiroshima.
And speaking of the Hiroshima mission, I heard yesterday that
Paul Tibbets just died at, I think, 92 years. Most people know himand most of the coverage of his death centered on-the fact that he was
the Enola Gay's pilot on that mission, and head of the Composite Group
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formed especially to drop the Bomb. But how many people also know that
he was a pilot on the first 8th AF mission to bomb France 'way back
when we had maybe just three or four heavy bomber Groups altogether in
England? I'll have to check my records for the date, but I believe
that it was in either late '42 or early '43, and the target was
Rheims. So, he was not just an accidental choice for the A-bomb
mission, but one of the best, most experienced pilots in the AF at
that time.. -Gary Dempsey

Gary also added:
> After checking my sources, I found that Tibbets was with the 97th
> Bomb Group on August 17 (something eerie about early August and
> Tibbets--it was also early August when he dropped THE Bomb!), August
> 17, 1942, first USAAF bombing mission to German-occupied Europe, and
> the target was the RR marshaling yards at Rouen, NOT Rheims--sorry
> about that. Maybe you could have a trivia quiz and use this as one of
> the questions--"Besides the A-Bomb mission to Hiroshima, what other
> famous mission did then-Major Paul Tibbets fly? And, instead of the
> Enola Gay, what was the name of Tibbets' plane on this other mission?
> [Butcher Shop]"--Gary D.
Just an interesting addenda to Gary's WW II notes above... did you know that at the end of WW II, USAFE had
over 9700 aircraft in it's European inventory alone?
Also.... who had more casualties in WW II? The Army Aur Corps or the Marines? Ed.
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Subject: Hof Connection Update 316
From: "Secretary, Hof Reunion Association" <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>
Date: Wed, 14 Nov 2007 13:09:40 -0500
To: Phil_hra@att.net, mhartjes@yahoo.com, gina.rietschel-inman@ramstein.af.mil,
johnd_2713@yahoo.com, Mshp741r@comcast.net, sullivanbill@sbcglobal.net,
eberhardtjo@comcast.net, mundaysis2@aol.com

Hof Connection Update 316
www.hofreunion.com
14 Novenber 2007
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com
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And from the wayback machine...
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For those of you with aging vision (like me) the pic above is reportedly composed of 18,000
troopers and was taken at Camp Dodge, Iowa near Des Moines IA, , and judging by the
uniforms, probably about 1917

A quote and some history forwarded by Ray Szyperski....
I believe it was a poet who said something akin to: "If you look into a child’s eyes and you don’t
see fear, it’s because of the veterans".
And a little history might be in order, in case you’ve forgotten. It was at the 11th hour, on the
11th day of the 11th month that World War I was officially brought to a close in 1918. The
armistice was signed In Versailles, France, ending the "War to end all Wars".
Ray
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This past Sunday... Veteran's Day 2007...
I was reminded that not all of our Military Heroes like Lt Kingsley are buried on hallowed
ground in one of our National Cemeteries or in the WW I and WW II memorials in Europe,
Central America and the Pacific nor their memories held dear by families they left behind and
possibly their bravery and sacrifice are long forgotten.
A chance stop on a quiet road, at the edge of the Gila National Forest high in the mountains of
southern New Mexico and miles and miles from any semblance of civilization led my wife and I
to a crumbling and almost overgrown cemetery on this past Veteran's Day.

Only a granite marker with a bronze plaque and a rusted tin can holding a faded plastic flower
mark this hero's passing, placed by an unknown person or organization, and probably not ever
viewed by more than a dozen people a year, if that. 1st Sergeant James McNally, Irish by birth,
died leaving no known family or relations. His actual grave in this fading cemetery is
unmarked. His grave-site is actually listed as "unknown" at the
http://www.homeofheroes.com/gravesites/alpha_list_a.html
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Errata: There are 124,913 U.S. war dead interred in America's overseas military cemeteries,
including 30,921 from World War I, 93,242 from World War II and 750 from the Mexican War.
In addition, 5,857 American personnel are interred in the Mexico City and Corozal American
cemeteries in Mexico and Panama. Another 90,120 U.S. service members, listed as missing in
action or lost or buried at sea during the World Wars and the Korean and Vietnam Wars, are
commemorated individually by name on stone tablets at the World War I and II cemeteries
and three memorials in the United States.
From Army Magazine, May 2003
http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_qa3723/is_200305/ai_n9254705
******************************************************************

Hof Reunion 2008

Down a "Lazy River", with a Bier in my hand...
Watchin' all the Cops goofing off on the Strand
Linger in the shade of a palmetto tree...
Myrtle Beach next October is the place to be!
With apologies to Hoagy Carmichael, Louis Armstrong, Leon Redbone, the Mills
Brothers and a multitude of others!

Or... Myrtle Beach 2008 and the Hof Reunion Association
After a lot of exploratory work by a dedicated group of members and wives, the Executive
Board have arrived at the decision to move the 2008 Reunion from Charleston to Myrtle
Beach, about an hour north and located right on the Grand Strand of South Carolina.
The major reasons for the area move include hotel rates in Charleston being quite high even
at that point in the season and the lack of hotels with sufficient space to accommodate a group
our size at a price we felt the members would be willing to pay. With taxes included, the
cheapest Charleston room rate was over $90 a night!
In Myrtle Beach we found both incredibly reasonable "shoulder season" quality
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accommodations in excellent locations right on the Strand and hospitality and dining rooms
big enough to hold a group three times our size . If you are an outdoorsy, wander on the beach
in the morning glow type or a golfer or a show goer, a fisherman or a swimmer, a garden lover,
a dedicated Fresser, an alligator wrestler or just somebody that just likes to kick back and do
zip except watch the palm trees sway in the shore breeze while you carry on with friends new
and old, this might be the place for you.
Tours to the Charleston area are easily doable and with the traffic that we saw in North
Charleston a tour from MB might not take any longer to get to points of interest in the city.
And a note of GREAT IMPORTANCE: To go with the 2008 Oktoberfest theme, CA
Russell is working hard on locating a source of Echte Kulmbacher Bier im Fass for
our sipping pleasure and the various Chefs that we spoke in MB to all saw no
difficulty is supplying Oktoberfest related dishes for our buffet plans.
Our 2008 Oktoberfest poster child...

supplied from a member's secret family album

More details to follow as plans firm up!

Memories, pictures and more!
I HAVE UNCOVERED SOME PICTURES I TOOK IN 1964 OF VOPO TOWERS AND THE
"WALL" FROM INSIDE THE 5K. WHO IS THE PERSON AND HIS E-MAIL THAT I CAN
SEND THEM TO FOR THE REPORT? ALS0 HAVE A MENU FROM THE SILBER
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SPINDEL FROM THAT TIME ALSO.
JIM COYLE
Any information, memories, lies, legends, war stories or pictures like this should be forwarded
to the Secretary at hofreunion@dejazzd.com for inclusion in the weekly updates

Re the question on who had the higher casualty rates, Air Corp, Navy or Marines in
WW II....
More Airmen than Marines died in WWII - BUT:
The casualty numbers by themselves don't mean much because there were lots more Airmen
than Marines. Percentage-wise, the Marines had the highest casualty rates of any service,
3.66%, the Army (including Airmen) next at 2.8%, the Airmen at 1.61% and the Navy lowest
at 1.5%.
Bill Bacon
The added point here was that the USAAC actually had more casualties than the USN and
USMC combined! A fact I thought amazing until I remembered 10 man crews on 1,000 plane
missions, sometimes with a 60% casualty rate! Ed.

A forwarded question via Dan Holden...
Hello Jerry,
Can you help me with this. Mel and I were in RADAR on Okinawa back in the 50's.
Thanks,
Dan
This is possibly the answer but this site apparently only covers state-side units?
http://www.radomes.org/museum/
But for the 623 AC&W at Kadena try this one: http://623acw.com./
A better answer for the European Theater might be www.usarmygermany.com which features
extensive coverage of the European Air Defense sector including the 86th Air Defense Division
and our own 602nd/603rd/606th TCA/AC&W sites.

From our partially bionic Adjutant... Joe Kessler
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Off Base....
If you find the high cost of gasoline and the increasing cost of accommodations is stifling your
travels, check out those "Motel Discount" magazines you find at state rest areas and truck stops
all along the interstates. Pat and I have found very nice motels for far less than the going rate
with these coupons. One example was the Ramada Inn in Aspen CO.... less than 55$ a night in
an area of Hundred Dollar plus motels. Ask to check the room first before actually taking the
deal!
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Subject: Re: Hof Connection Update #317, complimentary copy to new find Gary Cooper!
From: "Secretary, Hof Reunion Association" <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>
Date: Wed, 21 Nov 2007 13:32:12 -0500
To: Jerry <jmangas@dejazzd.com>, ccooper@webquest.com, Phil_hra@att.net, mhartjes@yahoo.com,
gina.rietschel-inman@ramstein.af.mil, johnd_2713@yahoo.com, Mshp741r@comcast.net,
sullivanbill@sbcglobal.net, eberhardtjo@comcast.net, mundaysis2@aol.com,
william.porteous.ctr@jsc.mil

Hof Connection Update 317
www.hofreunion.com
11.21.2007
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

The Board of Directors wish you one and all
a quiet, peaceful and filling
Thanksgiving
***********************

MB2008 is where it's at!
After a good bit of discussion amongst the board, and looking at the economics and
opportunites offered us in the Charleston SC area as mentioned last week in update
#316, the Board has voted to move the 2008 Reunion slightly north to Myrtle Beach,
SC. Stu Sturedevant , the Reunion President is currently negotiating a contract with
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the recently renovated Landmark Resort in Myrtle Beach , but the initial numbers
look extremely positive.
Please understand that these are initial figures and are NOT set in stone as yet, but we
are "penciled in" for Oct 5-10/2008 at the Landmark at rates that you will find hard to
refuse! These same rates will be good for "as long as you want to stay, before AND
after the Reunion"!

$38.00 to $58.00 per night (plus taxes of course) from Street View (but great sunsets!)
at the low end to Ocean Front and Ocean View Executive Suites that will sleep 6 at the
high end! Sunrises at no extra cost. In the pic above, Ocean Front is to the left and
Ocean View is to the right from the building corner. All rooms have refridgerators and
microwaves or actual full kitchens in the "higher" priced versions.
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All rooms come with balconies and some "Angle Suites" have 2! If you know 2 other
couples that could get along with you for the week, there are even 4 Penthouse suites, 3
bedrooms each that will be available at "market" prices which might present some
savings as a group.

The Landmark is literally right on the beach; the hotel separated from the surf by
several pools (14 on the property in all), and a lot of sand. We watched people fishing
for sea trout on the beach right in front of the hotel!

A variety of Hotels in the area were checked and the Landmark offers us as much or
more than others at a better price in a much more compact environment. One we
checked was beautiful but you had to drive to everything from the Hospitality Room to
Breakfast! Other facilities were split by a 4 lane highway. Another, a gorgeous golf
resort, was limited in elevators and one building even had none. And it's ballroom was
far too small.
The Landmark has it all on one ocean front property with only the parking garage and
waterpark/mini-golf across the street and that is connected by a covered walkway
overpass! No traffic to dodge!
Weather? During the early part of October temp averages range from the 70's to the
80's days and 60's at night. While we were there the locals complained bitterly (in early
November!) about the cooler temps, in the 60's!
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Opportunity for entertainment, golf, fishing, shows, touring Charleston or the Strand
or both, eating, carousing and just laying back and doing aboslutely nothing except
floating down that Lazy River" or swimming in the largest indoor pool on the "Strand"
abound. You could taste Chicken Bog, buy a Sweetwater Grass Basket, see a red wolf or
an alligator, go fishing, tell a war story and have a Bier with old and new friends, all in
one day!
Back-of-the-house planning for MB2008 is ongoing but initial efforts include an
Oktoberfest theme and the Chef at the Landmark welcomes our possible suggestions
for a Bavarian Menu for our planned Tuesday Buffet. There are hopeful plans in the
works for a Fass or two of Honest Genuine Kulmbacher Bier, and failing that, we plan
on Yuengling as a back-up Beer for the Hospitality Room which we plan on being as
large as Nashville's for those of you that were there for in 2005!
We are currently diligently reseaching the proper ingredients for Hoferbratwürstschen.
Although a variety of recipes have been found, we are not yet sure that any one of them
is the really real thing! Any suggestions or recipies you might have or any contacts you
can reach out to would certainly be appreciated? We actually have a small ultra-secret
test kitchen being run in a little house behind the house of one of our Board Members
as I type!

A note from a new find...
Hi,
Charles (Charlie) Jackson, here. I was stationed in Hof (worked in Dobraberg-606th
AC&W) from Oct '65 to Oct '68. I stumbled upon your site while researching for article
for Veteran's Day publication. I am with Department of Homeland Security/FEMA and
work in Biloxi. My article is untitled as yet, but it's subject is how my military career
has helped me perform my present duties in the realm of "disaster mitigation." Just
thought you may want to forward this for any welcomed ideas.
Regards,
Charlie J
PS: I worked on the GE 412L as a computer technician and have come full circle in that
(as you probably know) I was stationed at Keesler AFB, Biloxi for school for a year prior
to Hof.

It's not your father's Air Force, or yours, anymore....
>From http://www.af.mil/news/story.asp?id=123076289
11/16/2007 - Airman 1st Class Matt Sleeper demonstrates how camouflaged gilly suits
blend into their surroundings while setting up surveillance for terrorist activity Nov. 14
in Iraq. The 506th Expeditionary Security Forces Squadron at Kirkuk Air Base, Iraq,
houses a close precision engagement team of Air Force snipers who train as anti-sniper
teams to target terrorist and insurgent snipers attacking U.S. and coalition forces in
the area. Airman Sleeper is from the 354th Security Forces Squadron at Eielson Air
Force Base, Alaska, deployed to Kirkuk Air Base, Iraq, as a member of the 506th
Expeditionary Security Forces Squadron. (U.S. Air Force photo/Staff Sgt. Angelique
Perez)
((The photo was a fuzzy pic of a guy in a gilly suit buried in the scrub, peering thru
what appeared to be a huge scope!))
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Can't you just imagine Stu with a sniper rifle? Obi maybe, but not Stu. And
Mick? Heaven forbid! ed.

And more changes...
Air Force aligns Air Intelligence Agency
Release Number: 010507
6/12/2007 - WASHINGTON -- Air Force officials announced today a force structure
change designating the Air Intelligence Agency (AIA) at Lackland Air Force Base,
Texas as the Air Force Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance Agency.
AIA reported to Air Combat Command. The new agency is aligned under the Air Force
Deputy Chief of Staff for Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (A2) as a Field
Operating Agency. //snip//
"The Air Force ISR Agency will now be responsible for broadening their scope beyond
the signal intelligence arena to include all elements of ISR," General Deptula said. "The
intent is to provide unmatched ISR capability to our Nation's decision makers and
combatant commanders." //snip//
The new agency force structure includes the 70th Intelligence Wing and the Air Force
Cryptologic Office at Fort George G. Meade, Md.; the National Air and Space
Intelligence Center, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio; and the Air Force Technical
Applications Center at Patrick AFB, Fla.
The Air Force Information Operations Center, Lackland AFB, Texas was reassigned to
8th Air Force on 1 May in a parallel transformation to emphasize cyberspace as an AF
operating domain.

With a lot thanks to Joe Eberhardt and Bob McAuliffe
We have assembled a small and probably incomplete history of the Sabotage Alert Plans for the
Operations Section and the oft maligned NEO plans for our dependents ...
Since it goes on for quite a bit, I will attempt to condense it and present it in a later update. Some of it
is theoretical or just guesswork, since we never had to put it into actual use, probably a good thing,
since a review of any official military history will show that the first thing in a crisis situation that
fails is "The Plan" especially when you have inexperience and semi-trained or untrained troops doing a
function they have little background in! Stay tuned...

More History...
In June 1945 Eisenhower told his staff at SHAEF...
"The success of this occupation can only be judged 50 years from now. If the Germans at that time have a
stable, prosperous democracy, then we shall have succeeded!
(from Citizen Soldiers by Stephan Ambrose, page 473)

Just recently...
CA Russell had our publisher/printer Dave Sallinger put together a mass mailing to all the folks we
have address information for but who have never joined the organization. One response is below:
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Sir:
Thank you for recent mailing. Had spoken several years back by email with gentlemen about the Hof
web site which
I had discovered accidentally. Apologize for not joining or attending past reunions; am
forwarding recently-received
form and check for $15 by mail. Please include me in your future roster and mailings after receipt.
Peter S. Lukasiak (A1C)
6915th RSM - Hof-Salle Germany
Comm Center (C&D Shifts)
1960-1963
Arrived alone @ Hof-Salle Bahnhof by train from Weisbaden Bahnhof @ age 17, directly from
high-school & Sheppard AFB, Was absolutely certain I'd crossed accidentally into East Germany when
I first saw Bundesgrenschutz troopers with guns.
Had Schinkenbrot & coffee @ Bahnhof and walked uphill to Kaserne, carrying my bags after getting
directions from
server. Had to argue with air police gate guard to get in. Being near holidays, no one expected me.
Left Hof, night of December 14, 1963 after going-away party for Airman 1C Dubose and I..
Discharged from active duty, December 30 @ McGuire AFB to attend University of Pittsburgh.
Graduated May 1968. Publisher/trade association executive Washington, DC-area past 40 years.
Operate own, small consulting firm in MD in semi-retirement. Married 42 years to Vivian (nurse) who
I met one day after returning home to Oil City, PA; We have 2 children; 7 grandchildren.
Loved Hof; grew-up there. Remember first spring, volunteering for (goodwill) soccer game against
Hof's team. We played in our boots under Major Miller and lost horribly. Boxed on Hof City Team 2
years; jumped from 17m high-dive platform @ Hof Sportsplatz; drank first-ever Bier @ Erika Bar,
thanks to Jake.Loved winter cross-country ski-touring; often stayed @ Bad Steben gasthaus weekends
where "old" Nazi's used to argue with us. (Gave as good as we got!) Also loved walking out to dinners @
Gasthauser on Sundays; how clean the woods were!. Toured most European countries and rivers
during stay @ Hof---unforgettable!. Also visited "forbidden" areas during tour---have souveniers and
scars to prove it, too,
Had two Sr. Airmen as roommates and life and behavour guides, thank God---Billy J. Grabbel and Al
(?) from NYC---both 201's--- helped me learn German. Only Hof airmen I've ever met since returning
was Guerry Teeple (a 203 from TN), who had operated a legal service in greater DC-are @ one time.
Great experience and wonderful people @ Hof, German and American!
Peter S. Lukasiak (Pete)
3828 Greenridge Drive
Monrovia, MD 21770
petelukasiak@aol.com
Aardvark Auto Resource Group (company& webvsite)

And from the Adjutant....

11/21/2007 4:55 PM

Re: Hof Connection Update #317, complimentary copy to new find Gary...
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John Weckerly's email ISP above should read @verizon.net

A reminder!
It is coming up on the end of the fiscal year and except for those who are paid in
advance, your 2008 dues are due shortly. Your membership checks should be sent to:

Joe Kessler
Adjutant
Hof Reunion Association
6855 Siouth River Road
Geneva, Ohio 44041-9348
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Myrtle Beach, S.C. Oct 5th-10th, 2008

11.26.2007
Hof Connection Update 318
www.hofreunion.com
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

The old website for Hof (www.hof..de)
has been changed to www.stadt-hof.de/hof/hof_deu/index.php
On the city site, be sure to check out the new Stadtplan, the city map that you can now "fly"
around the area. It is done in multi-color and has much more detail available than earlier. So
much so that the Geo-Coordinates for the old Kaserne east gate are 32.705.600N 5.591.057E
in UTM. That's pretty good detail.
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Or even better! (What a time waster this map is....)_

Note the the old POL site is now a frog pond!

Also included with the above Stadtplan is a city map from 1854, wherein you can find that
Altstadt in 1854 was called..... Altstadt!

And if you have the time and the urge to travel, the Hofer Weihnachtsmarkt in the Maxplatz
in downtown Hof is scheduled to open on 12/1/07.
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And it includes a Rock Fest.... just to be traditional!
For your program with ALL the festivities, go here:
http://www.stadt-hof.de/hof/media/files/aktuell/Neuigkeiten/20071126-weihnachtsmarkt.pdf

Re last week's mention of Bratwurst.....
It seems, from a variety of highly classified recipes from compartmented projects from all
over the world, that the secret ingredient of Hoferbratwurst MIGHT be nutmeg and/or mace
and/or marjoram and/or ginger. Ultra-secret work continues in the Area 51 test kitchens!
Shhhhhhhhhh.......
Mick Mikloiche with help from his crypto-friends is working on decoding the following
suspected recipe:
Gewürze auf 1Kg ist okay, aber kein Rindfleisch und vom Schweinebauch mageren Bauch
nehmen
Viel spaß beim Grillen
Gruß Klaus
It was captured near Ossek by Polish Boy Scouts while on a camping trip to the Fichtel in
deepest Winter and turned over to the Brits.
And from Gina Rietschel-Inman via C.A Russell...
Just gee whiiz stuff, the last time Gina stopped by in July, we got in a conversation about the
"Hofer Ein Paar", and she was kind enough to explain to this dummy, which is which..
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Wiener Wurstchen is typically the small variety of the Bratwurst, such as in the
"Frankfurter" "Hofer", or the Nurnberger Wurstchen, the Hofer style is known better as
"Wurschtl", but pretty much parallels the Nurnberger recipe.

And also re #317
Skip this section if you are hungry. The following will just make it
worse!
>From Bill and Elfi Houck who have really been doing their homework !
Jerry and Stu,
Got the update 317, gave it some thought and came up with the following ideas for a
"Bavarian Buffet Menu":
Bratwuerste, German Wieners, spicy mustard
Hard rolls, slices of German bread
Hot German potato salad (authentic!)
Hofer Sauerkraut (authentic!)
...might ask members to send in their best recipes...
Sauerbraten w/gravy, roasted pork w/gravy, mashed potatoes, red cabbage (again, recipes
from members)
Various salads: Green beans, julienned carrots, beets, cucumber
Trays of "Happen" (belegte Brote), cut in fourths, or left whole...topped with different cold
cuts (salami, ham, turkey, liverwurst, Swiss cheese, etc.) Or just trays of bread and trays of
cold cuts and condiments to fix your own Brot.
Herring salad
Meat salad #1:
Ring bologna (cut in strips), diced onions, diced German pickles, oil and vinegar, salt and
pepper -- rolls and bread on the side.
Meat salad #2:
Ring bologna (cut in strips), diced German pickles, mayonnaise, salt and pepper -- rolls and
bread on the side.
If ring bologna not available (and it's a little pricey), then regular good beef bologna will do.
Cheese cake, Black Forest cake, Applestrudel.
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Have no earthly idea how Hofer Bratwuerste are made...but if not successful, there are a
couple of sources for decent ones:
www.karlehmer.com (in Ridgewood, NY) - "Brown and serve cooked breakfast sausages",
pork and veal.
www.bavariasausage.com - "Nurnburgs"
There are two German restaurants in Myrtle Beach and they might be helpful in sharing
sources of German food/recipes with the chef at Landmark Resort.
Their contact info is as follows:
Bodo's German Restaurant, 407 8th Ave. N., Myrtle Beach, SC - Tel: 843/448-1310
Horst Gasthaus, 802 37th Ave. S., North Myrtle Beach, SC - Tel: 843/272-3351
We sent off for a brochure from Landmark Resort and got it yesterday - looks good - rates are
super. Glad to hear it's been totally renovated.
Good luck and best regards,
Bill and Elfi
Or this suggestion....
You want Hofer Bratwurst receipe, Try Metzgerei Herpich, I bet Christian would be happy to
give you some clue, since Herpich has the best Bratwuerste in hof and he was the one what
catered the food for the hotel in 2006, and also had the Banquet. Wont hurt to try.
Marianne Tressler

After a 45 year career!
Dear friends, present and former colleagues,
I am forwarding this e-mail to let you know that I will be retiring on 1 December. Everybody
that happens to be in Germany or in the area, or may have planned to take a trip to
Germany anyway without knowing of this special event, is invited to come and join us for the
luncheon and retirement ceremony. I know most of you will not be able to come due to the
distance and expenses involved, but I wanted you all to know that I would have liked for you
to come, because you are special to me and I cherished your friendship and having had the
pleasure of working with you.
My e-mail address of helga.haese@us.army.mil will cease as of 1 December and then I can be
reached at our home e-mail address
joachim.haese@t-online.de .
My home address has not changed:
Helga Haese
Grabenstr. 19
96179 Rattelsdorf
Germany
Please drop me a line so we may stay in contact.
You may also send any anecdotes or any special remembrances of our friendship or working
relations to the OIC of the Bamberg Law Center, Major Visger (e-mail below) to be read at
the retirement ceremony.
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So now I am just waiting for the last few days to pass, and hope not to loose contact with any
of you.
Take care, and best wishes
Helga

That old 1917 picture in update 316... proper credit!
Thanks to John Pace we can now give it!
During the WW I years, Arthur S. Mole and John D. Thomas Made some incredible human
pictures by using Thousands of sailors or soldiers in uniform to create images like the Statue
of Liberty in 316 and the ones below

.

From the Middendorfs....
ASSOCIATION TEE SHIRTS FOR QUILT
Received a package from an unknown sender that included a NASHVILLE
and RENO tee shirt. Thanks to the unknown sender. Keep the tee shirts
coming. We'll let you know when we have enough tee shirts for the quilt.
Hilde and Jerry

And if you need a new or replacement T-shirt...
(so you can send the Middendorfs your old raggedy one....)
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Here is the current list of Reno2007 Tee Shirts that are still available for purchase.
3XL = 11
XL = 8
L = 7
M= 3
The shirts are $10 each including shipping.......
Don Riverkamp.
Let Don Riverkamp know at river1940@sbcglobal.net what your needs are

And re #317 and the New Air Force AIA

Jerry,
An ex-USAFSS airman I met at Kelly AFB annex, who served in Turkey, was under the
impression that USAFSS was "folded" into NSA. I sent him the following AF New Release to
clarify the changes, and his humorous reply follows. Thought you'd also enjoy:
Air Force aligns Air Intelligence Agency
Release Number: 010507
6/12/2007 - WASHINGTON -- Air Force officials announced today a force
structure change designating the Air Intelligence Agency (AIA) at Lackland
Air Force Base, Texas as the Air Force Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance Agency.
AIA reported to Air Combat Command. The new agency is aligned under the Air
Force Deputy Chief of Staff for Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance (A2) as a Field Operating Agency. //snip//
"The Air Force ISR Agency will now be responsible for broadening their scope
beyond the signal intelligence arena to include all elements of ISR,"
General Deptula said. "The intent is to provide unmatched ISR capability to
our Nation's decision makers and combatant commanders." //snip//
The new agency force structure includes the 70th Intelligence Wing and the
Air Force Cryptologic Office at Fort George G. Meade, Md.; the National Air
and Space Intelligence Center, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio; and the Air Force
Technical Applications Center at Patrick AFB, Fla.
The Air Force Information Operations Center, Lackland AFB, Texas was
reassigned to 8th Air Force on 1 May in a parallel transformation to
emphasize cyberspace as an AF operating domain.
His reply was:
I somehow missed this last line of your first post which is by far the best line of the whole
thread.
"The Air Force Information Operations Center, Lackland AFB, Texas was
reassigned to 8th Air Force on 1 May in a parallel transformation to
emphasize cyberspace as an AF operating domain."
Cyberspace? Dude, that *was* our operating domain. *Nobody* left Turkey
without operating quite a bit in it.
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Best,
Steve Lawrence

And two updates from the adjutant this week....
one, #293 that was never published earlier due to a mail glitch and also the correct one for the
week!
Note the numbers of new members below! Great thanks to the Membership Committee!
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Email problems....
Each week we receive a variety of bounced emails, some due to full mail boxes, and those I just
wait a while on, but of greater concern are the bounces I receive back from some of the bigger
ISP's, like yahoo and verizon, usually delaying the mail for some unknown reason. At times
the delays are as long as 7 hours and at some point the system just quits trying and sends
back a cryptic note to me, saying something like "I'm sorry this didn't work out". .
The point of this is that if you have NOT received your weekly update by perhaps 5 PM
Wednesday let me know! Do not assume that an update was not sent. Except for very special
or pre-announced occasions like Reunion Weeks when EVERYBODY on the Board plus a
whole bunch of you guys are at the Reunion, an update of some kind is posted.
The causes are varied but we now have about 25 or so that receive their updates in a slightly
different format. The people whose names you can actually see on the header are one group
and there is another group of about the same size that can only receive their updates in PDF
format since all others are blocked by their ISP's.
As in the Pony Express.... "The Mail Must Go Through!" . If you have problems we will find a
solution somewhere.
Jerry Mangas
Secretary
Hof Reunion Association
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Subject: Re: Hof Connection Update #319
From: "Secretary, Hof Reunion Association" <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>
Date: Fri, 07 Dec 2007 00:11:39 -0500
To: Gerlinde Doom <gerlinde@tonydoom.com>
trying again
Secretary, Hof Reunion Association wrote:

Not a change.... just a filler.... see the REAL thing down below

Hof Connection Update #319
www.hofreunion.com
12/06/07
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com
Todays simplified weather in Hof.. ..

Makes it easy, right? Temps from +4 to +9 degrees expected.

12/7/2007 12:12 AM
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Correction!
The name Gilbert Cardy on our final flyby last week is spelled incorrectly. It should be
Gilbert Clardy. His wife reports that he died last April of lung cancer. My sincere
apologies and condolances. ed.

The Wiesn (Oktoberfest) is over
"And a new countdown has started.
After 16 days of beer, fun and Gemutlichkeit (sic), the Oktoberfest has closed its gates.
6.2 million people visited the biggest fair in the world and approximately 6.7 million
"Maß" beer, thousands of "Hendl" and 104 oxen were consumed.
Now Wiesn-fans worldwide will have to wait 291 days, 16 hours and 52 minutes until
on September the 20th the 175th Oktoberfest begins and the first barrel of beer is being
tapped."
If you manage to meet us in Myrtle Beach in 2008, you too can celebrate Oktoberfest in
style!

Report from the Area 51 test kitchens....
Our intredpid anonymous testers, trying to re-create Brotchen, reportedly made a
fundamental mistake over the weekend. Following a recipe forwarded by an unknown
member ("a friend has sent...." thing, and I am betting that Tony Jordan did it!). The
ingredients (below) were assembled and the reported intent was to use a bread-maker to
do the mix and knead part of the operation. (which supplies a much more controlled
"rise" situation). The fundamental mistake was not knowing that the lid of the
breadmaker would lock until the requested cycle was complete.
The result? Probably the world's largest toadstool shaped Brotchen! If you can call a
toadstool a foot tall a Brotchen?
Critical tasters decided that perhaps the flour should be unbleached instead of the
standard US enriched white flour. It did have the proper crunchy, flaky crust, with the
correct color. And it did go well with the current crop of test Bratwürstchen cooked on
the grill and served with Scharfsenf.
You or your friend requested the www.cooks.com recipe below:
---------------------------BROTCHEN (German Hard Rolls)
---------------------------1 pkg. yeast
1 1/4 c. lukewarm water
2 tsp. sugar
1/2 tsp. salt
2 tbsp. shortening
1 egg white, stiffly beaten
4 c. flour
Dissolve yeast in 1/4 cup warm water. In mixing bowl combine
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yeast, 1 cup water, salt and shortening. Fold in stiffly
beaten egg white. Add enough flour to make a soft dough.
Let dough rise twice until doubled, punch down and let rise
again. Punch down and divide into 10-12 pieces.
Form into slightly flattened balls and place on greased
baking sheet. Preheat oven to 450 degrees and bake 20
minutes. To ensure a hard crust, place pan with boiling
water in bottom of oven during baking. Serve warm with jam,
or cold. A German staple.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------obtained from: http://www.cooks.com

Letter to the Association
Jerry,
I am not sure if I have the correct address but I am a member of the Hof reunion group
at least until Jan. 2008.
In the begining of this past year I sent in a letter telling about myself and family and
our time in Hof but it did not make it into the Newsletter. Is this just for the Military
members,the officers or did I just send my request to the wrong person and that person
did not forward it to the Newsletter?
Let me know before I decide to renew or not. I am not too interested in some of the
letters that seem to always be about the Guesthaus and all the beer one can consume
when over there. I was a wife and family person who went to church. Maybe this info is
not interesting to very many old Hofers. I also got to travel but I do not read much
about others and their travels.
Not to be mean just truthful that is what I try to be.
Shirley Harvill
Hof 1965-1969
Sgt. Richard Harvill (deceased)

My response....
Thanks for writing!
1. The reunion is open to anybody associated with Hof in just about any way, military or
civilian, German or American. And widows are most certainly included in that group
and several, in fact quite a few, attend the yearly reunions without fail and are
considered an intrinsic part of the group. After all, you spent your time in Hof as well as
the guys, probably worked just as hard and possibly in circumstances a lot more
difficult that some of those that the male members put up with.
2. Widows, because of their rather elevated status with us, have a no-fee membership.
You are in for life, or as long as you want to be and are welcome to participate in any
and all functions of the Reunion except voting. Your views, comments, thoughts and
opinions probably carry as much if not more weight than those of the males. We do ask
that you fill out a new membership form every year to keep your info, email, phone and
mailing address up to date. You never know when an old friend from the 60's might call
or email, trying to re-establish contact. That also keeps the weekly updates and the
bi-yearly newsletter coming at no charge to you.
3. Not sure at all where you sent your letter last year. But if you would resend it to this
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address, hofreunion@dejazzd.com, I would be delighted to put it in the weekly update.
4. Are you getting the weekly email updates, currently at #318?
Jerry Mangas
Secretary
Hof Reunion Association

In response to the same note, from Stu Sturdevant...
Dear Shirley,
As Jerry explained, you and all the spouses like you are very valuable members of our
organization and I would like to echo his comments to make certain that you
understand your true worth. As mentioned, several of the widows attend our reunions
and take part in all the functions, especially volunteering for working in the Hospitality
Suite where they have the opportunity to meet many of our members and their wives.
We were at Hof the same time you were and your last name rings a bell. Where did you
live? We lived in the Bayreuth/Bindlach area and I worked as a Air Policeman, out at
Operations and in Investigations. What did your husband do? And Yes, please
resubmit your letter to Jerry and he will see to it that it is published in the weekly
update. As you know our next reunion will be in Myrtle Beach SC so please join us and
enjoy the company of a bunch of Hofers.
Sincerely,
STU STURDEVANT
President
Hof Reunion Association

Würst commentary from Tony...
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hof,_Germany
This is a pretty good breakdown of German Brats.
The Hofer Brat is a fine ground sausage with a high percentage of veal.
Deutsch: http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bratwurst

English translation:
http://www.windowslivetranslator.com/bv.aspx?mkt=en-US&dl=en&lp=de_en&a=http%3a%2f%2fde.wikipedia.or
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“Hofer grilled sausage: The Hofer "Brodwärschd" is finer and above all much leaner
than their direct neighbors (Thüringer, Coburger and Frankish). Since the regional
regulations orient themselves twoards the Coburger and Bamberger grilled sausages,
recently some Hofer butchers were warned, because their grilled sausages are too lean
according to regulation.”
“Kulmbacher grilled sausage: The Kulmbacher grilled sausage is characterized by a
high veal portion. It consists, like the Hofer grilled sausage, of very finely ground
mincemeat, to which ice is added when processing ((which keeps the meat cold!)) .
Regionally typically the Kulmbacher grilled sausage is eaten in a long Bratwurststollen
covered with anise , which includes up to three sausages.”

I was there ‘61-‘63 and have missed the Bavarian brats and bockwurst since. There is
nothing comparable in CONUS; that I’m aware of.
Deutsch: http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bockwurst
English: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bockwurst

Another delicacy was Karl’s Weiner Schnitzel at the Gasthaus Schönblick (The “Blick”);
across the strasse from the Kaserne. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiener_schnitzel

Needless to say – we tried not to eat in the mess hall; which had a “field” mess
classification, and consequently did not get a full ration of fresh edibles and served lots
of C-rations. Breakfast was okay (SOS is good everywhere). Note also that we also had
K.P. Duty. Think the First Shirt kept that going just to remind us that we were still
grunts. The locals that worked in the Mess were probably amused too. The GIs always
got “Pots ‘n Pans.” The Armored Cav guys didn’t have any details because they were on
alert duty; from Christiansen Barracks (Bayreuth) but they had a curfew. The AF
would pounce on their women after they went back to the Kaserne for the Midnight
curfew.

I did discover some imported Kulmbacher beer some years ago; but it was of course
pasteurized.
They ruined Coors the same way.
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Also found this recently: Bill McCusker, 62-64
http://mccusker.org/airforce/Air-Force.htm
C.A. (Tony) Jordan
PO Box 2428
Orcutt, CA

Fr. John Elledge writes:
Re: It's not your father's Air Force, or yours, anymore....
I never wanted to be a sniper, but many the day that I wished, “If only I had a
transmitter to talk back.” I know I wasn’t the only one. What damage we could have
done….
BTW, I ask those so inclined to pray for my wife, Mindy. I am taking Mindy into Johns
Hopkins in the morning at the same time. Her neurologist is putting her in because the
short respite from the latest exacerbation has ended and her legs are getting worse day
by day. They will be doing plasmaphoresis (blood filtering) to remove the antibodies
which are attacking the myelin coating of her nerves. She will be hospitalized for 10-14
days. Her diagnosis has changed slightly from MS to neuromyelitis optica. The latter
has more to do with the antibodies in the blood than MS, but the results (damage, that
is) is about the same.
God bless and keep you all,
Fr. John

Scott Brent wrote:
Please change my e-mail address from scottbrent1@comcast.net to
scottbrent2@comcast.net. Thanks! By the way, do we have firm dates yet on our
reunion in South Carolina in 2008?

unless something goes terribly wrong with the negotiation process, yes. As in #317 and
#318, oct 5 to oct 10 at the Landmark in Myrtle Beach.
Should be a fantastic time unless it rains every day and I have yet to go to a reunion
and have THAT happen. (Snowed right after Hof in 2002 up in the mountains NE of
there. I do not see that as a possibility in MB.) ed.

The latest from the Crypto-dude...
Sorry, but nothing interesting to report. Even the missing NSA buildings on Google
Earth have me confused. It seems, one version of Google Earth has them and another
doesn't.
The HOFstadtplan mentioned in the last issue #318 is worthy of mentioning again.
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With broadband, you can almost zip up and down the streets (oder Strauss). Anyone
with DSL or faster should check it out.
www.stadt-hof.de/HOF/hof_deu/index.php
It amazes me that I could drive in Germany for almost three years; and yet never truly
know North from West even all the time knowing that the bad guys were East. I think
that it had to do with the fact that as a squirrel hunter in the woods of Maryland, I
relied on the position of the sun to tell time and direction.
As most of us know, the sun never shined in Hof, except for the one time in August
1963 at 9:45 AM; and I slept late and missed it. I did see pictures, however.
Best wishes to all and you all.--JoeD
I queried Joe as to whether he meant Stasse or Straus... his cleaned-up but still pithy
answer follows:

Strauss oder Strassen?
I don't know, it was a thing that I could drive a small car over. It
could have been a Fussweg or something. My job was to screw up languages
and then un-screw them by the use of electronics. The content of the data
didn't matter.
Stop picking on me. I am a veteran, who fought in the war to protect your
children!!!!!
In addition, I help to keep the rodent infestation down to
manageable limits.
JoeD
(As a sideline, Joe is now teaching rocket scientists to hunt squirrels! Honest!)

Oberkotzauer update....
a humerous note via Don Riverkamp....
Hi Don,
once upon a time my neighbor got sick and tired of people speeding down our street. So
he goes to the Toom Baumart (the German Home Depot) and buys a few things to make
his version of a speed bump!!!
HA. I thought he was nuts. But wait, there is this young thug that lives up the street
that always guns his yellow Opel right past our places.......I must say, it is sickening to
hear and see this crook do that day in and day out!
Anyway, Hans made a video of his "invention" and you can see it by clicking on the link
below:
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x3j4bd_toombumper_news
Bottom line: the crook does not speed any more! Oh yeah, Hans is in jail.
Bill Weimann
(BTW, at last check, class II explosives are legal in Oberkotzau ONLY on New Year's
Day!) from the city website couplle rears ago....)
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And another from Don...
Tom Mikloiche and Barry Stringsteen have put the Banquet Night photos from
Reno on our website.
Visit www.hofreunion.com and look under Photos, 2007 Reno, and then Banquet. There
are 55 photos there.
DON

Have you been here yet?

Holiday greetings from selected hijacked members of the Board?
Apparently we have a member with way too much time on his hands but be sure you
watch to the end.... With moves like that, Joe Kessler's hip operation appears to be a
wild success.
long download but worth the laugh. Be careful with the sound levels!
http://www.elfyourself.com/?id=1173596584

For the OPN guys....
This link will bring you quickly back up-to-date! Bring your Smirnitsky!
www.guns.ru/pvo

Whose car is this?
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Digging thru a pile of photo-CD's I found a disk that I thought was a replication of some
of the many Becker jpg files, but in playing it, I discovered a treasure trove of pics from
the early 60's, several of guys skiing in Berchtesgarten at a Catholic retreat, a lot of
decent landscapes all over Bavaria and the following of what appears to be a mint older
car, complete with rumble seat and USA plates and a softball game near OPN with
curious uniforms. Any ident would be appreciated

There was also another series of a 4 door sedan, pretty well wrecked, that is a little too
ugly to put in here.
Further from the same disk.... this is OBVIOUSLY not the desk of the short-timer
pictured in update #312

And I have NO idea what this guy did or what bet he lost that resulted in this unusual
but rather stylish uniform....

Can anyone ID him?
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looks like a future Top Hatter!

Info from the Membership Chairman...
On November 7th, I had David Sallinger (our publisher, ed)mail out a total of 1002
specially designed letters, to all of the "address available"
people that had never signed up with us after being found, many of them 4-5 years back
(or more). The total cost of printing and mailing was $390.03. As of the current weekly
report from our Adjutant, we have enlisted a total of 23 people directly as a result of
this mailing, ....in just the last two weeks. Another 3 new members from the list will
pay back our costs, and we have the potential of signing up hundreds more. These
added people should also add to our attendance in Myrtle Beach and beyond, as they
become familiar with our weekly updates, newsletters, etc. If you see anyone you
know on the list, send'em a note welcoming them to the group!!
thanks,
c.a.r.

Give that member of the Board a pay raise.....
Dear C.A.,
They told me you were just a “Flash in the Pan”, well you showed them. Again. You
keep getting all these great results and I’m going to abdicate and make you
President. Between the great job that you and Jerry pulled off down in Myrtle
Beach, your work on getting German Bier, trying out Bratwurst recipes and now
bringing so many lost souls back into the fold—words can’t express the excellent
work you are doing and I Thank You for all your efforts. This next reunion is going
to be a Great Success because of people like you that are not satisfied with sitting on
the sidelines and watching everyone else do all the work. You are a hard act to
follow!!!
STU STURDEVANT

And another lost Hofer heard from.... via Don Riverkamp...
I was stationed at Hof during parts of 1966/67 and
transferred to Shemya 1967/68 when I finished my hitch. I was an R20351
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and number was AF > 1767XXXX. Had been working for a number of years,
but retired last summer and am spending this winter in Rio Grande Valley, TX, at a town
called
Alamo. There were three of us at Hof who won a quick notice trip to Shemya
in 1967. Still am not too sure what we did to fall into such prestigious graces.
I had a file with some information on the reunion
association on it a couple of years ago, but lost most of it in a computer
crash. Would appreciate any information you may have.
Thanks,
>
Karl R. Johnson nrskdrm@gmail.com

2nd Cav returns to Germany...
now stationed in Vilseck

from http://davidgettman.dragoons.org/old%20soldiers%20video/IMG_2318.jpg

From the Adjustant....
The weekly update:
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And take note of the numbers of NEW members! Amazing!
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A reminder!
It is coming up on the end of the fiscal year and except for those who are paid in
advance, your 2008 dues are due shortly. Your membership checks should be sent to:

Joe Kessler
Adjutant
Hof Reunion Association
6855 Siouth River Road
Geneva, Ohio 44041-9348
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12.12.2007
Hof Connection Update 320
www.hofreunion.com
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com
Your Attention Please....
I have it on good authority that the roster on the Hof website has gotten itself folded,
bent, and mutilated and is under re-construction by Barry at this time. It should be
back up next week barring the unforeseen.
Stu Sturdevant

And re the Website...
Barry and Joe are going over errors that have appeared and corrections that need to be
made to the rosters on the website. ed.

And a small correction.... or two
The correct address for the Adjutant, Joe Kessler is:
Hof Reunion Association
6855 South River Road
Geneva, Ohio
44041-9348
Joe's street has NOT been renamed! And his title, Adjutant has not been changed to
Adjustant! And Ernst Penfield suggests that we mention the amount due for dues...
$15.00 for 2008. Best Bargain on the www! No change again this year. Mail your check
to Joe at the above address!
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And some housekeeping!
Every week I re-send a few updates to people who did not receive them for what ever
reason. That's not a problem to do and takes no more than seconds. I do ask that you
send a quick note if you do not receive the update by perhaps 7 pm EST on Wednesday,
(excepting today) with the delays we are now seeing for some. Also, make sure that
Hofreunion@dejazzd.com is in your address book. That action in itself cures a LOT of
transmittal problems. For the record, I do not fill out spamblocker requests asking for
permission to mail an item to you. If you choose to use one of these programs then you
will have to do the paper-work to receive your wanted messages. If you are being buried
in spam, and some 55% of the US email IS spam and 85% worldwide is spam, then
probably your address is posted in the open somewhere? Do a google on your own email
addresses to check. That kind of search returned 5 entires for hofreunion (on military
sites), and where it has been posted. It only takes one of your addresses in public for a
web-crawler to grab it and start the spam cycle. Or worse, a member or associate with
your address in his book on a compromised computer with a mail-bot installed as a
Trojan!
Another example of non-coorperative websites.... last nite's incorrect version was
delayed for several hours to some addressees by Yahoo. That is the third time that has
happened.

And re that Mercedes in such beautiful condition in
issue 319
And whose it was. ...
Al Schneider answers that.
The car pictured under "Whose car is this?" was mine. It's a 1953
Mercedes-Benz 170Vb that I bought in 1961. I later replaced it with a 1953
Porsche in which I later took trips to the low countries and to Italy. The
other three pictures are from my collection, also. I built that desk from a
kit right in the room. I got in trouble at one point for having varnish in
the room in a wine bottle. Joe Kessler might remember the desk since he was
one of my roommates. I don't remember who the guy was in the strange outfit
at the softball game.
I took the pictures. I digitized them a few years ago from the original
slides and negatives. That car was beautiful. The paint and the chrome
were mint, but the upholstery was shabby and worn. My main complaint at the
time was that the car was underpowered and wouldn't keep up on the Autobahn
(I was 20). That's why I sold it ($200) and got the Porsche ($800). I
eventually brought the Porsche back to the states and kept it several years.
I sold the Mercedes to another GI who totaled it within two weeks. I early
on regretted not keeping the Mercedes and bringing it back to the states.
The 170 models were never sold here, and that car would have been a real
head turner.
And as to the "wrecked sedan in other pictures"...
The trashed sedan was made that way by a drunken airman unknown to me. It
was put on display at the Kaserne instead of immediately junked in order to
discourage driving and drinking.
Al Schneider
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More memories stirred up...
Hi,
Thanks for all your work this year.
I am forwarding a little token of appreciation.
(The "token" was a series of very beautiful deep winter scenes, in powerpoint, with some
tremendous background music!)
I got the Brat bug after reading the articles. Fortunately, I live near a great German
meat market called Alpine Village in Torrance, Ca.. I had a couple of Nurnburger Brats
with some pasta and a glass of Auslesse Reinhessen wine. It don't get much better! My
memory of Hof's brats is buying one from a guy selling them outside the old church
while it was snowing. If I remember right, the brats were tied together and were
boiled and the color was redish.like a hotdog but thin and long. (Ein Paar Wiener? ed)
Once, coming back into Germany from Switzerland in the summer, on a mountain road,
one Click from the border, a brat stand was there. I smelled it before I saw it. I couldn't
wait to have one!
Have you got a date yet for the Reunion. I connected with some buds from the 606th
AC&W-71&72 and hope to see them there. Thanks for everything.
Steve Scheibrel

October 5th to October 10th are the dates we are
planning on!

The Grand Strand of Myrtle Beach...
photo by ye ed.

Hey Jerry:
Just thought I'd add my 2 cents to the Bratwurst discussion. Someone was talking
about herbs and spices. Across from Marienkirche in Nuernburg was a restaurant (fast
food joint) called Bratwurst Haeusele. They had a big charcoal pit in the middle where
they grilled Bratwurst, and no other meat. Their Wurst was the shorter kind, about
the size of my little finger. They used rubbed sage in their recipe. The same sage
traditionally used in American turkey stuffing. We made it a point to eat lunch there
every time we were in Nuernburg. 8 links and a glob of German potato salad. Add a
half liter of bier, and you spent DM7,5. Of course, that's when a mark was a quarter.
My mouth still waters when I remember those Wurst.
So much for the nostalgia. Give your better half a hug for us.
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Joe Eberhardt

Jerry I was watching the movie classic The Great Escape and noticed later on in
the movie - after the escape - that two of the escaped POW's were driving a
a straight-truck with "NUERENBURG - HOF" emblazoned on the canvas cargo
cover. Unfortunately the two were recaptured.
No big deal, but I've seen the movie a dozen times before and never noticed
it..
Terry Sweeney

Questions re the last couple of updates....
"If you manage to meet us in Myrtle Beach in 2008, you too can celebrate Oktoberfest in
style! "
you going to have Maß" beer, thousands of "Hendl" and 104 oxen at Myrtle?
We are working on the oxen part! And the Bier.
"Widows, because of their rather elevated status with us, have a no-fee membership ".
elevated status? how bout me? widower...no elevated status? ha
Your status is elelvated just because you associate with us Hofers!
loved your wikipedia link of Hof...should include our names along side the mayors...
mystery: wanted to copy the picture of the bratwurst man but couldnt...tried to save as
and couldnt
must be your inbedded format?
making me hungry with Bockwurst and Wiener Schnitzel stuff...arggghhh. but lost my
appetite with mention of SOS--our cook stole the eggs for his German schatzi....
loved the McCusker hof pics...especially the shot of his room in the kaserne
barracks...real deja vu...
squirrel hunting? you know they have albino squirrels in so. Illinois...
hof reunion link awesome
elf yourself double awesome: didnt think you had those moves in you...must have had a
Maß or two...
re mint 'cedes: i could send you a photo of my rolled over VW
should have a car show of everyones car...
you actually outdid yourself with this newsletter...outstanding....
and my sympathy for all the beer tasting and wurst sampling in myrtle beach
send me some funds and i will research Florida for you
Dirk Vallo
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And Tony Jordan writes....
Chuck Mattice had mentioned that the ‘Blick was now a Mexican place. He
also offers some other “changes.”
I remember when the Italian Ice House (Mosena?) opened and they had some
great Italian dishes but the GIs showed them how to make (decorate) American
style pizza and that become the most ordered item.
Hof still has the best Bier and Wurst in Germany. There are only a couple of
breweries left in Hof. Lowenbrau shut down years ago and a large supermarket
now stands on that property. I think Burgerbrau was sold this summer.
(There are several smaller but excellent breweries in the area now.ed) The
Kaufhof is still in the middle of town along with the Zentral theater. Most
of the other stores are long gone. The downtown was closed off years ago and
only buses and trucks making deliveries are allowed to drive through the
area which has been turned into a pedestrian mall

Photo by ye ed....
Altstadt in 2006 across from the Kaufhof, and one of the "new" local Brauerei, Falter
featured at one of the many sidewalk cafes.
Karl sold the Blick sometime before the Ami's moved out in '74 and built a
new place that included a hotel not far from the Kaserne. From what I
understand he never really made a go of the new place after the Americans
left. Don't know if the new place burned down before or after Karl died but
the burned out building stood there many years before finally being torn
down a couple of years ago. There was always a mystery about how it burned
and many thought it was arson. Several years ago we ate at the old
Blick and I just had to check out the bathroom to see how they had changed
it along with the rest of the place. Believe it or not the only thing they
had done was hang urinals on the walls. The old tile and everything had been
left like it was where you just went on the wall but they added urinals.
The old Weinstube is still there under a new name and it belongs to a dart
group that also has a store next door. Can you believe they are playing
darts in Hof?
The Bahnhof is still the same on the old side but the big first class
restaurant was renovated some time back and now has changed into a gift shop
or something. Most of the tickets are now sold through vending machines.
Don't know if you remember the old Police station behind the Strauss Hotel
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on the hill. It now houses a radio station and a tv studio. They built a
huge new station across abd west a bit from the Kaserne

Meant to mention.... did you know that the Blick is now or was very recently a Mexican
Restaurant, featuring spareribs?

By Betty2050 on Flickr
http://www.flickr.com/photos/bettyblue/282173473/

More on B&B....
Bratwurst and Brötchen, that is... ....
(Can't you just smell them cooking?)
Just thought I'd add my 2 cents to the Bratwurst discussion. Someone was talking
about herbs and spices. Across from Marienkirche in Nuernburg was a restaurant (fast
food joint) called Bratwurst Haeusele. They had a big charcoal pit in the middle where
they grilled bratwurst, and no other meat. Their wurst was the shorter kind, about the
size of my little finger. They used rubbed sage in their recipe. The same sage
traditionally used in American turkey stuffing. We made it a point to eat lunch there
every time we were in Nuernburg. 8 links and a glob of German potato salad. Add a
half liter of bier, and you spent DM7,5. Of course, that's when a mark was a quarter.
My mouth still waters when I remember those wurst.
So much for the nostalgia.
Joe Eberhardt
My response...
I have seen sage or Salbei in a couple of "authentic" recipes but the testers report they
have not tried that one yet. Closest so far seems to include allspice and mace (Macis).
Also nutmeg and majohram get in there.... We have several recipes from Hofers and
even better, from several Metzgerei in Hof.... but there is no real similarity.... veal.... no
veal.... beef.... never beef...
Always included are fine ground pork (with ice) and pork fat... And I asked if Joe
possibly had a secret Brötchen recipe?
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Joe said...
Check with Joe Kessler. When we were over there, Joe was talking to bakers, trying
to get the recipe for Brötchen. Whether he got one or not I do not know. I was very
busy getting married at about that time,and Brötchen were very low on my priority list
just then. Funny about that. But try Joe. He might have it.

Joe E.
Good news....
from the Bear!
Greetings to Everybody!
As you all may have noted from the Subject Line, this is a good news update. After 18
months of various treatment regimes consisting of two major surgeries and months of
chemotherapy (and all that goes with it) I have achieved the stage of "observation".
That means that I am off the hook for at least three months, except for a colonoscopy in
January. I have a whole new appreciation of that particular procedure and its
benefits.
I will be monitored rather closely for a while because any relapse is most likely to occur
in the first year after completing chemo if it is going to occur at all.
About a year and a half ago I was given a projected life span of 18 to 24 months, unless
I did what they told me. I did what they told me. I'm still here and am feeling stronger
as time goes by. Still not out of the woods, but a hell of a lot closer to the forest's edge.
Thanks to everyone for your gracious support, inquiries and prayers.
Gratefully,
The Bear

Post Script: I am remiss in not giving credit to for my good news to the Veterans
Administration Hospitals in Butler PA and Pittsburgh, Pa. My initial referral was the
result of a routine annual physical in Butler. Dr. Sekhon insisted on a colonoscopy in
Pittsburgh and things progressed from there. I owe these folks.
Tom (The Bear) Bryson

Sad news.. ..
This is to inform you that on Sun. Dec. the 2nd My husband James E. Holloway
passed away at Logan Memorial Hospital, in Russellville Ky. Thank you ,
Mary P. Holloway

And from Wade Nottingham.... (dtd 12/6/07)
Jim Holloway passed away last Sunday and the honor guard from Wright -Patterson
was
at his funeral Wednesday in Russellville, Ky.
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We will miss him.
Wade Nottingham

And another...
Having received your newsletter recently, it is necessary that I inform you of the loss of
my husband, Elmer O'Neal Watford. He will have been deceased three years on
December 16th - a sudden and unexpected passing. Thank you for keeping in touch; I
sure wish we could have made the reunion in Hof! He spoke fondly of Germany and I
am sure it would have been a great trip.
Wishing the best to each of you always and a very blessed and merry Christmas!
Carol Watford CLORDW@aol.com

And more on Mindy...
At present, Mindy Elledge is hospitalized at Johns Hopkins in
Baltimore. She became unresponsive to MS treatment, so her new neurologist
suspected a slightly different disease: neuro-myelitis optica. Sure enough,
blood tests revealed the particular antibody involved. He had us come to the
ER at Johns Hopkins on Saturday for admission. She is receiving a series of
five plasmapheresis treatments, a day or two apart. Plasmapheresis filters
her blood, removing the antibodies, much as dialysis does for people with
kidney failure to rid the blood of waste products which the kidneys would
normally handle. (Lord, what a convoluted sentence!)
God bless you and yours. May your Christmas be bright with the love of God
and your New Year the best one yet.
John Elledge

From the Adjutant, no Brötchen recipe yet but
another fine Personnel Update!
In the past two weeks along we have added 23 new members to the roster!
Thanks to CA Russell for the idea and starting the effort going, Dave Salinger
for getting the message out and Joe Kessler and Nate Sparks for keeping it all
straight! If you see anybody on these lists that you recognize or should
recognize, send them a note welcoming them to the fold!
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Off Base.... And then some....

For you guys that don't have umlauts and hard S's on your
keyboards,
put them there (the same way ye ed does) with "ALT-Codes"
as in holding down the alt key and on the numeric keyboard on the right - NOT the
numbers at the top of your keypad, hitting 0128 and you get €. For the whole list of
possibilities go here:
http://www.usefulshortcuts.com/downloads/ALT-Codes.pdf.
Then raise a Maß for me along with your Würstchen!
I keep the printed sheet beside my monitor for constant referral.

Tired of being you?
When asked for your Social Security number by somebody who really doesn't have a
need to know it, use this one:
577-60-1114
J. Edgar Hoover doesn't use it very often these days.

And one of the dumber (as in dumb and dumber)
spammails to come into Hof Reunion lately.... The idea that people actually believe in
respond to these things is really scary. Ed.
Hello Friend,
Good day How are you today? I am writing to inform you that I have Paid the delivery
and Insurance premium fee. for your Draft which has been with me for a long time.
And I went to the bank to confirm if the draft has expired or getting nearer to expiring
date, and Mr. Justin Yayi the Director, Bank of Africa, told me that before the draft
will get to you, that it will expire. So I told him to cash the $1.5 Million U.S DOLLARS
to cash payment to avoid losing this funds under expiration as I will be out out of the
country for a 3 Months Course and I will not come back till ending of March 2008.
However, all the necessary arrangement for delivering the $1.5 Million U.S DOLLARS
in cash was made with FeDEX COURIER SERVICE COMPANY here in Cotonou Benin
Republic, Mr.Justin Yayi the Director of Bank of Africa Cotonou has package the sum
of $1.5 Million USD in cash for you.
etc.

And a very valuable bit of information....
EXERCISE FOR PEOPLE OVER 40:
Begin by standing on a comfortable surface, where you have plenty of room at
each side.
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With a 5-lb potato sack in each hand, extend your arms straight out from your
sides and hold them there as long as you can.

Try to reach a full minute, and then relax.
Each day you'll find that you can hold this position for just a bit longer.

After a couple of weeks, move up to 10-lb potato sacks.

Then try 50-lb potato sacks and then eventually try to get to where you can lift
a 100-lb potato sack in each hand and hold your arms straight for more than a
full minute. (I'm at this level now.)

then....

After you feel confident at that level, put a potato in each of the sacks.

For those of you who have honored and continue to honor your oath to keep classified
things classified but who wonder, worry or rage about the legality of things written in
the press are referred here:
http://www.opinionjournal.com/federation/feature/?id=110008511.
You may want to take your law degree along to get thru the treatise.
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Hof Connection Update 321
www.hofreunion.com
12.19.2007
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

It's certainly time that....
We officially welcome all the new members who have joined us in the last month! This
incredible turnout is the result of a mailing that CA Russell and Dave Salinger set up to all
the Hofers that we had any kind of address info for but who had never contacted us before.
Our new members have joined what is possibly the largest Air Force reunion organization in
the world. You have teamed up with a group of people whose lives were at one point or
another in Modern History intertwined around a small town in Oberfranken, Ganz oben in
Bayern....the Bavarian Siberia if you will. Hof/Saale (now normally referred to as just "Hof",
as in www.hof.de ).
You might wonder what all the fuss is about, or 'who can I find?' or 'who do I remember?' or
'who remembers me?'... and what do they look like! You may find some of your old friends,
co-workers, neighbors or roomies. or actually all of the above, I sure have with another one,
Ted Kenish, on today's list, but you will also find a tremendous group of new friends, folks
whose past was shaped and affected in the same way yours was, and all the camaraderie that
goes with it. Watch the names flow, go thru the roster when it arrives, read the additional
material on the CD when you get it (and you will find out all we know about the Flugplatz, the
History of the Kaserne, the origin of the name Kingsley, as in Kingsley Kaserne, as well as his
incredible story, discover the many military units, German and American and yes, Spanish(!)
that have been assigned to, stationed at, bivouacked in, past thru and around the Hof area in
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recent history. On the CD you will even find all the current weekly updates to date and all the
available bi-yearly Newsletters, and even a short bio of General Hüttner, the namesake and
Patron of the Kaserne today.
If you enjoy reminiscing and keeping in touch with things Hofisch, the weekly updates have it.
Want to know all about Myrtle Beach, N.C., the site of our next Reunion and the plans for the
week there? We'll have them. Got an interesting piece of Hofer or Barracks life to bring up or
ask or tell about (Lies and Legends are certainly welcome here!) Bring it on. We even protect
our sources if needed.
Remember to send copies of your orders that you have tucked away in the bottom of the file
cabinet to our membership chairman. And we want to see the pictures that you have
re-discovered or perhaps just plained treasured all these years. If they are faded or raggedy,
sometimes we can even fix them up for you!
In short, we are glad to have you on board and we hope that you enjoy the Group and join in
the fun as much as we enjoy having you with us! If your spouse, partner, significant other or
your family were not a part of the Hof scene, they should know that they are now and they are
as welcome as you are!
Jerry Mangas
Secretary
Hof Reunion Association

And the Hoferwetter for the rest of the week... Partly sunny with night temps from -4 to -2º and
daytimes up to 3º+, light winds from the North East and a good chance of rain on Sunday with
a temp of plus 1! I think that is the weather we just had here! And they are making snow on
Ochsenkopf!

And from Robert Hörath, our German Rep!
Auf diesem Wege wünschen wir euch ein gesegnetes Weihnachtsfest im Kreise
eurer Familie. Für das neue Jahr Gesundheit und Wohlergehen.
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wünschen

Robert und Hanna

AND...With 60% of the country currently covered in ice and snow....
the following is certainly appropriate! From Tom Mikloiche and some of the Outhouse
Gang!

Or if Yooper Outhouse Races in Michigan in the middle of winter are not your day-dream kind
of thing....
But blue skies, white boats, palmettos and a US flag snapping in a warm breeze are....
Think Myrtle Beach in early October 2008! You can't afford to miss it!
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down the lazy river.....
dream a little dream of us-all!
We'll be there!

On Myrtle Beach....
Looking forward to going to Myrtle Beach next year! I think the guys made a wise decision
and I thank them for looking out for my pocketbook. :o)
Peggy Adams
And Scott Brent asks...
Jerry,
How did we get sited in 2008 at Myrtle Beach instead of Charleston? Is Charleston the
nearest major airport or is there an airport in Myrtle Beach? Myrtle Beach is about 100 miles
north and 2 hours away from Charleston. Will tours include a trip to Charleston? Please let
me know what you can.
Thanks!
The hotels that were interested in our Reunion Association business in the Charleston area
were located in North Charleston, actually north of the Airport and in the current rushhour
traffic situation a good hour plus from the Port of Charleston, with other amenities in the
immediate area lacking. Also lacking was a price we considered attractive for the properties
concerned. $129.00 a night for a week's stay is not an inducement to a lot of people! Charleston
is a major business hub and the prices reflect that.
We also explored the various MB facilites, 6 in all that initially appeared to fit our needs in
both dining and meeting room size (remember, we hope to bring 250 plus very happy people to
this function!) the number of available rooms as well as the rest of the facility and the near by
areas. We looked for a property that was semi-compact. We actually checked one beautiful property where
we drove from breakfast to the meeting rooms or to the hotel rooms. We also discovered a need to have all
our functions on the same side of Ocean Hiway. Nobody wants to have to write home to your survivors and
kin because you were not fast enough getting across a 4 lane boulevard! The Grand Strand of MB is 20
miles long or better, with the Landmark Resort being at the southern end of the Strand and perhaps one and
a half easy hours from the Port thru some interesting country. We are indeed planning tours to Charleston!
For the golfers there are serious plans afoot to keep you interested! There are many local restaurants
featuring everything from "Low Country" cooking or fresh seafood to high end eateries, local shows such as
the Carolina Opry, Cirque (at the moment), the House of Blues, a concept I intend to see!. Myrtle Beach has
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a commercial airport with flights in and out all day. It even features a budget airlines, with
flights to selected cites around the country. Charlotte is also a possible airport as well as
airports in N.C., just north of the Strand. Tom Mikloiche, second VP and our finder of travel
bargains is currently working on rental car discounts and researching the easiest and least
expensive ways to fly into the area. And to mention room rates again, From $38.00 a night for
sunset view (iow, street view but you get the sunset!) to $58.00 for Ocean Front Suite and
sunrise! All rooms with balcony. The joys of competition! And those prices are good for as long
as you stay, before and after our function! As in Nashville, our Hospitality room will be
sizable, but with an Ocean View thru huge windows. Add 14 pools and jacuzzis to that and you
begin to see why the Board chose Landmark. ed

Another great looking car....
I had received an email with a picture possibly of the Mercedes featured in
update 319 that turned out to be owned by Al Schneider. Another email came in
with a pic that disappeared into the bit-bucket of a nice looking and similar
machine. I asked and it turns out it was from Jack Farrell our intrepid
high-speed big blue Pontiac Ambulance Driver! More of the exchange follows:
Yeah, that was me. Pic attached. I originally attached it to a reply to the Hof Connection
Update #319.
You got the spelling right - Lou Peccarelli. At least that's the way I remember him spelling
it 40 odd years ago. The young lady, Penny Varely, was TSgt Joe Varley's daughter - he
was 6915, I think, and I believe he is on the Fly By list; seems like I saw his name there a few
years ago. Lou and I used to hang out at his place, what with Penny being one of the most
beautiful young ladies we had ever seen and Lou courting. Seems like the Varleys were
feeding us about half the time. Joe had suffered a recent heart attack (during which I was the
ambulance driver trying to get him to Nurnberg at about mach 1 while the doctor - Dr.
Bergstrom? - was trying to keep him alive in back.) He went back to work but kept sneaking
cigs when the wife wasn't looking. He was doing well when I rotated home. (There is an Ivy
Varley on the Flyby list. ed)
I talked to Lou several weeks ago. Seems to me he mentioned he had joined the Reunion
association so you should have his vitals. I need to renew my membership. Will try to
remember to do that.
Jack Farrell
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The exchange went on....
Somebody asked about doing a series on their cars.... We had two.... we wuz a two car family
after my son was born... a 64 TR-4, in RED of course, and a shit-brindle patchy green 47 VW
with a custom large rear window instead of the little split window, a flower vase on the dash,
the usual crappy VW heater and defroster, a failing battery and no synchro on any gear! A real
crash-box that Pat, my wife, learned to drive quite well and we used it for a couple winters as a
drift buster, just for laughs! Spikes on the rear were a great help on the Glatteis.... which we
have a lot of here tonite! Rained all day at 32-33 degrees... so you know what it looks like
outside. We sold the Fow Vay for what we paid for it, 75$ I think and kept the TR for quite a
few years until the body finally rotted away. It never did stop running! ed

Icy outside! and it did it again all this past weekend!

Jack came back with....
I had two cars while in Hof. The first was a "domestic" '52 VW (small window and tail
lights) with no syncro, mechanical brakes, and no chrome. Everything was painted. Bought it
from a departing airman for $110. A German friend once called the car "criminal" because you
couldn't lock the wheel no matter how hard you stomped or stood on the brake pedal. I got
pretty good at double-clutching. It was the only way to down-shift if you weren't dead
stopped. I have a picture in my collection somewhere. That car got me, and buddies, all over
western Europe for about 2 1/2 years.
The second car was a Ghia 1500 (the larger Ghia that VW never exported to the US) that
nurse Major Dorothy Cucka bought new when she arrived in Hof in '64. White over red.
When she got orders for Boston to go get her Master's degree she wanted to ship a new version
of the same car home so bought a new one ('67, I believe) and sold me her old one for $700
which was what the dealer offered her in trade. I'd driven that car to Vienna, Paris,
Amsterdam, and all over Germany and loved it. So I lived on next to nothing my last 7
months at Hof to pay off the American Express car loan and to ship it home. Picked it up in
New York, drove it cross country, then went totally stupid. Traded it for a new Dodge sedan
when I got home to San Diego. The car is now a collectible, very rare and expensive. I just
loved the car and have never understood why that younger Jack got so stupid as to trade it for
piece of mundane Detroit iron. I got married right around that time. Yeah, leaving Germany
really did result in a bout of bad judgment. (I told you a story once about the main gate AP
drawing on me when I came through the main gate in an officer's car. I didn't salute back as I
tried to non-chalantly cruise through the gate. Caused great consternation. This was that
car.)
I like the idea of a car series. There were some great cars at Hof and even the common ones
had some great stories attached to them.
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Jack

From the Chat Room and Guest Book...
Hello...
My name is Terri Booth, and my dad was Charles W. Booth. We were stationed in
Germany from 1965 (?) until May 1969. I have vivid and dear memories of living in off-base
housing in Bayreuth, going to elementary school in Bindlach, and driving on the autobahn to
pick up dad from work at Hof. I'm trying to contact people who knew my dad... Any help
would be appreciated!
It was a pleasure to read the guest book and know that other people regard their experience
in Germany with fondness as much as I do.
Sincerely,
Terri E. Booth
In immediate response to this note...

From Stu Sturdevant
I remember Chuck very well, he was our neighbor in downtown Bayreuth 66-69 time frame
and I'll be glad to write
to Terri. Charles did work in Finance and was in a carpool with us.
STU
Keep and eye on the chat room and the guest book at www.hofreunion.com ! You just never know who
might show up there, or who has already! ed

CA Russell.... keeping up his studies on things Hofisch...
has come up with a very interesting link, in English (or German or Czech if you prefer) to all
things Hofer, including the following important bit of not-Trivia!
There will be a quiz!
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http://www3.fh-hof.de/fileadmin/AAA/Formulare_Incomings/the_city_of_Hof.pdf

Hi Jerry,
This Bratwürst thing... I remember a hiking trip I did in Luxembourg and along the Mosel
River in September of 1989. I got stuck in Luxembourg City for several days because my
backpack and hiking boots were being flown to more cities in Europe than I ever hit. In a walk
through old town on market day, I smelled Bratwürst roasting long before I saw them. One
bar had set up a grill out front and a guy was flipping long, slim, coarsely ground Würst over
charcoal. The smell was over whelming. I had just finished breakfast but bought a pair with
Brötchen anyway. They were so good I decided to get a pair after my day's sight seeing but,
alas, everyone had closed up shop by then.
Thanks a bünch for the ALT codes; I am having a blast with them, but ü is ALT 0252.
That's all for now, see you all down the road,
Malcolm Gaissert

Remember....
If you wear out or grow out of a Hof Reunion T-shirt, it needs a decent fitting burial and the
Middendorfs will supply that free of charge. You just have to ship the chemise there.
Keep the tee shirts coming for the Quilt. We'll let you know when we have enough tee shirts.
Hilde and Jerry Middendorf
(Please hold all mail for Hilde and Jerry until they return from Hof/Saale in January. Thanks)
If you need a new Hof Reunion T-shirt to replace that worn one you are sending to Jerry, Don
Riverkamp still has a limited supply of the Reno T-shirt. Contact him directly at
river1940@sbcglobal.net.
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Sad news...
From: Edward Roper
To: Bob Sikes
Sent: Saturday, December 15, 2007 3:28 PM
Subject: Jerry Lawson
Bob
I thought you might be interested - we just had a call from Carrie Lawson informing us that
Jerry passed away back in June. She will be moving to Arkansas to be near her son.
Ed Roper

Ed refers to Jerry Lawson, he of the roasted whole cow (or pig, I forget
which) fame in Hof. Jerry had cancer. I cleared this with Ed who cleared it
with Carrie about passing the word on in the newsletter.
Have a great day
Bob Sikes
IF you are waiting for an email response from Phil Murray, our
Newsletter Editor....
Alle,
It seems yahoo! has me over the barrel again. They are having a "problem retrieving
message," which means nothing is coming in and the inbox is constipated, 23 messages backed
up so far. Hopefully this will get out.
I've spent about 2 hrs today talking with various tech script readers and they don't support
Macs and Firefox/Thunderbird although their website says they do. They also can't explain
why it's been working for 4 months.
I'll let you know when the dam bursts.
Phil

And the latest from the Dancing Adjutant!
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Way off base!
Local Dutchy joke!
An Amish farmer walking through his field, notices a man drinking from his pond, with just
his right hand. The Amish man shouts: "Trink das Wasser nicht. Die Kuhen haben dahin
gesheissen."
The man shouts back: "I'm a Muslim, I don't understand. Please speak in English."
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The Amishman says: "Use two hands. You'll get more."

And for the record... Hof Reunion has no internet accounts with
ANYBODY!

Tis the season to be careful.... tra la la la la and a sissss boom bah!

//snip///
The return E-address which only said "dispute shipment" went to a Canadian University!
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Hof Connection Update 323
www.hofreunion.com
12.26.2007
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

Combined Obdinski Funeral Recap from Stu and Don
Let me give you an update on the memorial service for Obi. It was very impressive, the whole
chapel at the funeral home was filled to overflowing and they had a slide program that was very,
very professional. Don Riverkamp, Stu Sturdevant, Dean & Shirley Thompson, Sidney &
Gayle Futrell and one other lady represented the Hof Reunion Association. The flower
arrangement that Dean bought for the association was very nice live plant that Evi could take home
with her, in fact, it was on display down at the clubhouse where all Obi & Evi’s neighbors had a get
together for everyone.
The services were a wonderful send off for one of our fallen comrades. What a wonderful person and
family.
God Rest His Soul !
After the services all attendees were invited to the neighborhood clubhouse for a gathering to tell
stories, and say our goodbyes. The neighbors of Obie & Evi provided a wonderfu spread of food,
desserts,
refreshments, and drinks. What great neighbors the Obidinski's have.
I was so happy that Don and I went even though I had to leave Marcey with a houseful of all our
kids. I left the house at 0800 am and it was shirtsleeve weather. I picked up Don 90 miles North in
beautiful
weather. Arlington was 315 miles north and we got there at 1300 pm and the clouds were rolling in and
winds from
the North—by evening it was 40 degrees but the windchill was down in the 20s. This Southern boy is
not used
to that type weather.
I am so glad we made the trip. It put us at ease and with a great feeling of family and friend's support

From the Dietz's...
Rosi and I were really shocked when we learned about Obie's sudden
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unexpected death. We met him in Biloxi for the first time, but we
became friends very quickly.
And we feel so sorry, that he had to leave this world so early, but
sooner or later we will have to follow him. Unfortunately we will not be
able to attend the funeral, but we will pray for him from the bottom of
our hearts. We will never forget him.
It is sad having to combine this with our season's greetings.
Rosi and I wish to you all, and to your families a very peaceful Christmas and a very happy,
prosperous and healthy New Year 2008 and many happy reunions in America
and Germany.
Best wishes
Rosi and Ali

From Jim Riggen re the Military Burial ceremony to follow
I will keep you posted as I get the info, we will be talking to Evi thru Christmas
and the coming days.. We are delaying our trip down there until Thursday the 27th, unless they have the
burial on the 26th or 27th.
In any case we will leave for Arlington on the 27th at the latest.
Jim & Traudl

You can still sign...
the guest book for Obie at http://www.legacy.com/Link.asp?I=GB000099919818
I am sure his family will appriceate the sentiments.
And a well written line in that guest book.. from Eric Duenne of Augsburg, Germany, .Eric is Jim
Riggen's brother-in-law
"Frage nicht warum und warum so frueh... frage, wie lange waren wir zusammen und sei
froh, dass Ihr beide so lange zusammen sein durftet!"
Roughly.... Ask not why, and why so early.... Ask how long were we together and then
rejoice that you were together for so long!

Dick was Hof Reunion President 2005-2006
(not 2006-2007 as earlier written)
Jerry:
We certainly lost one of the good ones. Very tragic. I usually keep all Hof updates.
Somehow I did not keep the one where Dick Obdinski wrote how he escorted a detainee
from Hof to Frankfort. A human interest story with a humorous side. However, it also
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showed
how ingenious Dick was. Could His letter be reprinted as a tribute to Dick. I believe it
was in Update 204 or 205. THANKSPete & Margit Payne

From the Wayback Machine... Dick Obidinski's "VW Story" submission from
#205
A VW and a .45....
One day after finishing my last set in our work schedule, I went to the Orderly Room to
gather some paperwork for an upcoming trip Evi and I were planning and Sgt. Dansereau
(1st Sgt.) stopped and talked as we always seemed to do. As we had our coffee, the Sarge
received a phone call, I was about to leave and he waved me to sit a while. The
conversation was weird to me as they spoke in half sentences and "uh-hhuh". 'Danny'
asked me what shift I was on, I remarked that I was "on break for a couple of days, why?".
He remarked ,"I need you to take a short trip for me!" "When? " was my reply. "Now!" was
the answer. "Can you swing it? " came from the Sarge. I then asked if I could contact my
Frau as my whereabouts for the next few hours. "Do it!" was the reply.
I sat around for maybe an hour and a half until we got another phone call. Danny told me
that I should go and gas up the VW Van and check out my weapon as I would be going to
Rhine-Main . I commented that was a lot more than a couple of hours, Danny said " I
didn't know either."
So I gassed up the VW and picked up the Sarge and we went out to the site. There were
people that I didn't recognize in OPS with one of our Airmen . One of these guys came over
to us and asked Danny,"Is this guy "cleared"? "Yes " was the reply. "OK, lets' go". Then one
these guys comes back to me and says," Try not to talk too much to this guy,and don't
believe a word he tells you. If he says anything weird , write it down." and "You are going to
take him to Rhine-Main to our headquarters as soon as I get these papers completed." .
So much for the lead in.
We placed this Airman in the VW van, in the back seat and cuffed both his hands and feet
and attached his cuffs to the seat. I thought "what have we got here?".. I was about to ask
a question to the gentleman and was told that the less I knew the better it is. WOW. So I
ask the Sarge if there was going to be a guard going to accompany us ." Nope, nobody is
available and you have to leave right now." I smiled and asked if I could have some
spending money? I had only ten bucks on me. Danny gave me $40 and told me to keep the
receipts.
We eventually got under way at about 2:00 PM and I figured that I can make it to
Frankfurt by dark as it was summertime and we had a lot of daylight left. Off we GO!
The first part of the trip was uneventful . The Airman I had talked small talk and he kept
apologizing for the inconvinience he has caused me. THEN, as we passed by the Bindlach
exit (you remember that exit?) and we were cruising along at a good rate of speed, The
VW's engine quit. I coasted for a few miles trying to restart it and was unsuccessful. So, I
pulled into a side park area just outside of Bayreuth and was going to use my expert
mechanical ability to see if I could correct this problem. After looking into the engine
compartment for a few minutes and getting burnt by the HOT engine , I sat on the low wall
there and pondered the situation. I finally found out that the accelerator cable had broken
and I could not control the accelerator. The only 'TOOL" I had was my trusty .45 cal hand
gun. I hammered the cable in place with the butt of the .45 and then utilized the end of the
clip to tighten the screw on the accelerator to a point where I could lock the accelerator
'WIDE OPEN' (about 2800 RPM for those of you into VW engines), and attempt to go into
Bayreuth to a Army Military Police station there that I was familiar with. NO, there was
no one who stopped to try to assist me, I think because I WAS toting a sidearm.
It was a wild ride into Bayreuth, and what's his name was more scared than I was
because of the way I was driving. We roared into the MP Station and attracted a crowd
real fast. Maybe because I jumped out of the VW and ripped open the motor cover and
pulled out the wedge I had on the accelerator. The MP's came to my aid and you could
read their minds when they saw my passenger cuffed in the Van. I was really talking fast
and furious to try to get these guys to understand my predicament and situation.
I first tried to get them to give me another vehicle so I could continue on my
mission, but that didn't go as the CO was a rules stickler and I wasn't ARMY. I suggested
they send an MP with me, No can do as they would require orders to go. So I asked if they
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can repair my vehicle so I can go on my way, after a few minutes of 'dumb' looks on their
faces , I got only a blank stare. The CO said they didn't have any parts to fix the VW and it
would 'take a couple of days to git any'. I then had a conversation with the CO (an ARMY
2nd lieutenant) about my precious cargo and one of the motor pool guys asked how I got
this far. I explained and they asked what did I want do. My reply was that I had to be in
Frankfurt by nightfall. The motor pool guy helped me rig the accelerator again,but with
an escape mechanism to shut it down if I got into trouble. HA,HA . It worked to a degree, I
had to stop the vehicle and run around to the rear to shut it down....
I had about 200 miles to go and it was 5 PM. I gassed up and set the accelerator to a
low shriek and leaped off to Frankfurt with a bunch of ARMY guys standing there shaking
their heads.
To say the least, it was a very stressful ride through Nuremberg and then the
Autobahn stretch towards Frankfurt. I had informed Hof of my situation and they were
supposed to notify Rhine-Main of my progress. They wanted me to go to Giebelstadt (
602HDQTR) and check with them on further progress. I conferred with my passenger and
asked if he was willing to ride it out!. He just laughed and told me to go for it! We did.
I was met by AP's at about a mile from Rhine-Main and escorted directly to OSI
Headquarters with no problems except the look on these guys faces as I roared into the
parking area. We did the routine of uncuffing my passenger and as soon as I turned him
over to the Good Guys, I went to find out about my "ride". The guys had a tow truck
already there and were moving it to the shop. I told them that I hope that I didn't burn up
that engine and they just laughed.
I was questioned later on how in the _ _ _ _ did I make it this far. I answered that I
was from Hof and it was a piece of cake to handle these little bumps in the road!
Never underestimate the power of a VW and a .45 cal in the hands of a G.I.
Dick Obidinski/ 602nd ACW OLA 1
This story from Issue 205 was forwarded back by Joe Eberhart and Chet Zaremba. The
actual 205 emailed update is missing from my files. I would appreciate anyone who has it
in "e" form forward it to hofreunion@dejazzd.com for inclusion on the master CD
Thanks.... Jerry
From Joe Kessler
I can't tell you how broken hearted I am to hear about our brother Obi-wan. This is a terrible
sadness to fall upon us during this most joyous season. This Sunday I will light a candle in church
in memory of a great guy and true friend. I choose the candle because it is a source of light. Dick
was that kind of light that was a bright beacon for us to follow. I will truely miss him.....
May God bless his family and may his memory live in our hearts forever.
Joe and Dolores

From the Glovers via Cryptodude
Jerry,
I just received a card from Col. Glover (errrr I mean Ralph ) and JoAnne.
There was a long hand written note saying they both had some health
problems but it looked OK for the next reunion. Jo said that after
reading some of my stories published a few months ago, Ralph has decided
to send his HALO out to be cleaned and polished. I thought that was
pretty funny from old people.
Joe Dernoga
Ralph at only 88 just might object to that "old" comment!

The following comes under the heading of "Believe it or
NOT!"
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Can you imagine where any of our EXP-1 analysts or any of our Interaction reporters or
our Flight Commanders or the OIC of Operations or our Base Commanders would be today
if they had ever prefaced
following?

any of their reports, major, minor, Routine or Flash, with the

"In all cases, assessments and judgments are not intended to imply that we have "proof" that shows
something to be a fact or that definitively links two items or issues"
Gov-CYA-speak for "We don't really have a freakin' clue what is really going on here"!
You can actually read the whole thing at this link:
http://www.dni.gov/press_releases/20071203_release.pdf
And yes, that is a Dot Gov address!

This will cut down the number of stamps in your passport!
Nine EU states join Schengen zone
The European Union's Schengen travel zone has been expanded to
include nine new members, mostly former communist countries. They
include Estonia, Poland, the Czech Republic, Hungary and Slovenia,
plus Malta. Since midnight, 400 million European citizens can travel
by land or sea between 24 European countries without showing their
passports at inner-EU borders. At Zittau, where Germany borders both
Poland and the Czech Republic, Chancellor Angela Merkel told a group
of young people that the lifting of frontier checks was "genuinely
historic" compared to a divided Europe experienced by their parents
and grandparents. Czech Prime Minister Mirek Topolanek said
Schengen's expansion completed a process begun with the fall of the
Iron Curtain in 1989. Polish Prime Minister Donald Tusk said the
move was heart-warming. The EU's border agency, Frontex, has warned
of more illegal immigration, but EU leaders say smuggling will be
countered by improved cross-border police cooperation.
A good link on the story is here (from CA)
http://www.spiegel.de/international/europe/0,1518,524887,00.html
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from www.Spiegle.de

For all the linguists and not quite linguists out there.. .
Holdiday Greetings in 31 languages!
From Dirk Vallo
http://www9.dw-world.de/greetings07/index.html from Deutche Welle

And another C.A. find!
Anybody remember this person?
Sounds like a lot of us about that time in our lives, I think...
Portion of the bio of John F. Zavacki From http://www.zavacki.com/bio.html
"It was in the Air Force that I learned to speak Russian, love Europe, and smoke cigarettes.
These couple of years centered around Indiana University and Hof/Saale, Germany have
influenced my thinking and meandering greatly."

This was a rotten thing to do...
Sending me this picture at midnite when my stomach was just starting to growl! Courtesy of Chuck
Mattice! Comfort food here I come. Again!
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From the Christmarkt link from Hof on the Web:
http://www.hof-im-web.de/weihnmarkt/buden/32-soergel.htm
So in retribution....

And to be even more rotten.... this link: http://www.franconiabeerguide.com/
And just to break the monotony of Bavarian food and Bier...
From Chet Zaremba
If you have ever eaten anything in your life, you should be here now. My wife is preparing the
traditional Polish Wigilia dinner that we will have tomorrow night (Christmas Eve) and the smells
are incredible. Breads, pierogies, mushroom and pototo soup, real cranberry sauce. Tomorrow night
we fry the fish, then we slide into the recliner and fall asleep after we give the grandkids their
presents. We have prevailed and we do have a Wii for them.
To you and your loved ones, a very Merry and Blessed Christmas..
CARPE DIEM
Chet

To continue with the mean stuff...
A description of EKU 28, a six-pac of which was available at the Nashville2005 auction and IS
available stateside
Overall Impression
Red-amber-brown. No head. HUGELY caramelly aroma. Enormous body. Massively caramelly and
malty and intense and alcoholic. Phenomenally huge and fruity and complex and warming and fun.
from http://beerme.com/brewery.php?2457
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And for those of you (and this might have included Obi)
Who think they really know their beer stuff?
Taste descriptions/styles of 91 types of Bier, not counting subtypes, including quite a few from
Germany which many will recognize!
For instance: South German-Style Bernsteinfarbenes Weizen/Weissbier or perhaps Münchner Style
Helles which I think comes closest to identifying the Kulmbacher Mönchshofbraü that we remember
with great fondness!
There will be a quiz!
http://www.beertown.org/events/wbc/competition/reg_info/style_descr.html

From the Chatroom via Don Riverkamp
On the website guest book today, Lynn H. Snyder Jr (on
our HRA Roster as Missing) signed the book. Lynn was
in Hof 67-70 with the 606th. He stated he was on the
base bowling team, and had a great time in Hof,
especially at the Jim Beam Club and the Ranch Bar. Lynn
lives in Phoenix, AZ and his email is 300game@cox.net
.
DON

Why so wide...
Why is the 'page' of this newsletter so broad? I receive several newsletters from various
organizations and none of them is wider than the screen of my monitor. I find it very interesting
that the Hofer Newsletter is so different from everyone else. And don't tell me it's because Hofers
are so different. That is not the reason
Ray Boyden... Don Riverkamp, Robby Robinson et al...
This happens to a few addressees when I copy/paste in a submission that was originally done or
written in a .doc format and I can't delete the formatting that comes with it. Anything our readers
forward can normally be included but not quite everything, apparently. If you find this to be a
continuing problem I can easily switch your address to the PDF file list. Those seem to always come
thru properly.

Liked the Joke
AMEN TO THE DUTCHY JOKE..........GOTTA LUVIT MAN...........
WALTER TRIBBLE
(Dutchy is the local name for anything Amish, Old Order Mennonite or Pennsylavain German, or for
the very pronounced local farm accent in Berks and Lancaster Counties in PA. Ed. )

A Mini Hofer Pre-Christmas Lunch
with Jack Sinagra, Jean Jackson, Hanna Bryson, & Tom Bryson at the Hickoy
Woods Eatery near Butler, PA was real pleasant and
enjoyable. Dennis Bryson was not able to attend due
to work commitment. As you can see, Tom looks good,
and he feels good.
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photo courtesy of Jack Sinagra

What is a veteran?
A veteran - whether active duty, retired, national guard or reserve - is someone who, at one point in
his life, wrote a blank check made payable to "The United States of America", for an amount of "up
to, and including my life."

That is honor, and there are way too many people in this country who no longer understand it.
Forwarded by many people....

New email ady for Terry Hart - terryhart@earthlink.net from Chuck Wilson
Dues Reminder...
If you are unsure as to the status of your dues, you can check here, at hofreunion@dejazzd.com or at
river1940@sbcglobal.net. Either Don or I would be glad to confirm your status.
Jerry

The latest update from Joe Kessler, Adjutant
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And a little off base...
From the Berlin Islander Group....
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And off base...
sort of a "do you remember" kind of thing.
My wife was listening to a radio program this morning and the discussion centered around the
things that we did as children. Things that would be absolutely forbidden today! Just off the top for
me.... BB guns, swings or monkey bars without a rubber mat underneath, no seat belts in cars and
we rode in the front seat without air bags, tree climbing, cliff climbing with just clothesline, bicycles
without helmets... sleds without helmets, quarry swimming, exploring the entire county (just outside
of Boston) on bicycles, swimming anywhere without lifeguards, matches, canoes, knives (every kid I
knew had a Boy Scout knife and could use it - without parental supervision!), Cowboys and Indians
and Army... 50 kids in a classroom, no free school lunch, in fact no school lunch at all unless you
bagged it until high school and still no free lunch, dirt school playgrounds for recess and I never rode
a school bus, guns, both real and toy, playing on construction sites, our dogs ran as free as we did...
and the more I think about it, almost my entire childhood, or the fun part of it anyway, would
probably be illegal today!
How the hell did we ever manage to survive?
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Secretary, Hof Reunion Association wrote:
:

Hof Connection Update 324
www.hofreunion.com
1/2/2008
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

Mark your Calendars!
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You've been everywhere... almost!
For you 194848-1950's-1960's Keesler guys and and anybody else from just about
anywhere who has "been everywhere".... except Hof, Trab and possibly others....
a youtube USAFSS/ESC/AIA/video with a musical background! Some of the pics flip
VERY fast so pay close attention! Someone with a youtube account could contact the
author (Red Barthel??) and volunteer some Hof pics? Pretty neatly done! There are
others that apparently start about 1948 and includes the 2nd RSM, History of the Year
and pics of 48 cars (flashback time?) and the musical hits of that year. Your picture just
might be in here if you went thru radio (ditty-bop) school in Biloxi between 1948-1966
http://www.youtube.com/profile?user=redbarthel

Re wide printing of the Weekly Update on yahoo...
From Dan Scanny
Regarding the formatting-it's true that for
several weeks or months the HRA newsletters were
displayed in a very wide format but there was a
"Printable View" hyperlink available @ the top of
the page which quickly & efficiently modified the
newsletter to fit the screen of my Apple iBook
G4. The most recent newsletter(s) that you've
sent have immediately opened in the more
convenient format.
the "Printable View" hyperlink can be found
at the top of a Yahoo! mail page on the right
side.
And some additional info:
when the Yahoo! page is rendered
very wide on the screen then the page has to be
moved far to the left before the "Printable View"
hyperlink will even be visible.

No more waiting at the Grenze!
Just like crossing into Delaware....
>From the Frankenpost!
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And if you get tired of watching...
the US Weather Channel, you can always go here to German Weather Television and
be constantly updated on their local situation!
DSL or better is probably needed.
http://www.wetter.com/v2/index.php?SID=&LANG=DE&LOC=1254
Works apparently just like YouTube but is constantly streaming with background
music.... Even a commercial now and then.

Looking for something in Germany?
Try this.... http://www.finditguide.de/about_us.php

Correct Address?
We have 4 e-mail addresses for Hof Reunion. What is the current one?
Smiley & Elaine Hansberger
The SECRETARY is at hofreunion@dejazzd.com AND the ADJUTANT is at
Hofreunion@roadrunner.com. For all! You can notify either address, or both of any
changes to your status, phone number, address or email listing.
The proper address for mailing your Fiscal 08 check is to:
Hof Reunion Adjutant
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Did you know....
That in Sept 1945, the area around Hof and to the south and west was part of the XV
Corp of the Army of Occupation, or that the XXII Corp was actually HQ'd in Plzen and
controlled a good sized chunk of Western Bohemia?

From Bill Cunningham. ..
HELLO JERRY,
I'M BILL CUNNINGHAM 1961-1965,I WAS IN THE MOTOR POOL, I WAS A
MECHANIC,DRIVER,HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATOR,FIRE TRUCK
OPERATOR,CRANE AND WRECKER OPERATOR AND INSPECTOR AND ANY
OTHER JOB THAT NO BODY WANTED THEY GAVE TO US.BUT I WOULD NOT
GIVE UP ONE MINUTE FOR THE TIME I SPENT THERE.I LOVED IT
ALL.ESPECIALLY THE BEER.
I REALLY DO ENJOY YOU R UP DATES THEY BRING BACK OLD MEMORIES

And from the Adjutant....
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The worst part of going back is that the past is never exactly the way you remember it.
--Paul Atriedes
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Secretary, Hof Reunion Association wrote:

Hof Connection Update #324
www.hofreunion.com
01.09.20008
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

Some Housekeeping....
Joe Kessler and I are out of sync on the weekly personnel update and there is a
good possibility that one was not published. We will attempt to correct that in the
near future and include any missing information....
and still more housekeeping...
Our members with yahoo addresses may or may not be having their updates and
other mail blocked or delayed by yahoo, possibly as a sort of anti-spam measure.
The interesting thing is that even though I routinely have the mail returned as
undelivered, sometimes they see it right away, sometimes it is delayed and
apparently some times it just never arrives. Malcolm Gaissert is working on a
possible Yahoo Groups solution for our yahoo based members. Whether this will
actually be successful or not is unknown at this point but I for one certainly
appreciate Malcolm's effort and the efforts of the other people who have
contributed to discovering and working on the problem.
Also, from the Adjutant...
Enough people are using spam blockers that there is a problem. I can't tell you
how many times I have had e-mails bounced because the addressee has a spam
blocker that refuses the official Hof e-mail source.( hofreunion@roadrunner.com
or hofreunion@dejazzd.com ) I don't really have the time or desire to go through
the Q and A process to get permission to be accepted by the addressee to be
allowed through thier spam blocker. I think it would be a good idea to mention in
the weekly updates and the newsletters that if a member chooses to install a
spam blocker, he/she should provide for acceptance of the official Hof Reunion
Association e-mails.
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Joe
And more...
There is an incredible amount of mail going thru the hofreunion@dejazzd.com
mailbox at the moment with 1344 messages currently on file in the active box,
many generated in the last two weeks. If there is a message or note that I have
missed or not responded to, please send it again.
Thank You...
Jerry Mangas

Early Myrtle Beach questions....
From Murray Greer....
I plan on attending the Hof Reunion in Oct at Myrtle Beach, Sc. . I plan on
bringing 2 of my daughters with me and want to know if that will ok. When can i
receive information on the hotel number to make reservations and the dates that
the reunion will be in session. I desire to either obtain a suite or two adjoining
rooms. The Daughters attended school on base at the barracks and also at the
Bindlach school. Any information that you can provide will be helpful.
Thanks
The easy answer first:
We encourage our members to bring along everybody they want to include, from
family to good friends that just like a great party. We have seen everything from
babies, presumably grand-kids, to in-laws and we were delighted in Hof2006 to
have a 13 year old (I hope I have that right) young lady as an interested member of
the group traveling with us.
The ONLY caveat is that to obtain the pricing discounts offered to Hof Reunion
and to attend the various functions from tours to dinners is that you must register
all your guests that will attend.
The dates of this year's reunion are 5 October to 10 October at the Landmark
Resort in Myrtle Beach. Suites are indeed available, both ocean front and ocean
view, and many with separate bedrooms. Some have a single bedroom, and some
add a Murphy bed in the living room. All have facilities from kitchenettes to full
kitchens. For actual diagrams of all the possibilities go here:
http://www.landmarkresort.com/rooms/
And in succession, clink on "diagrams" for each of the room types from "rooms and
efficiencies" to "suites" to three bedroom "penthouses". There are 9 different room
types available. Penthouse suites are not "blocked" for the Reunion but if available
will be priced at "market rates" which I am told will still represent a savings for 3
couples or 6 people over the cost of three separate rooms. Ocean View and Ocean
Front rooms/suites are Reunion priced at $42 to $58. These prices are offered our
members for any time before and after the Reunion you would like to stay. Street
side rooms for slightly less are also available but not "blocked, if the sight of
constantly moving water bothers you. You will just have to put up with the sunsets
from that side of the hotel.
Fresh or salt water, your choice:
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More details, phone numbers and reservation procedures and registration forms
will follow in the Weekly Connection Updates and the January and July
newsletters.
The 2008 Hof Reunion Association President, Stu Sturdevant is always looking
for people to assist for an hour or two with the many details that go into a great
reunion. If you would like to help out, assist in any way, or just meet a lot of great
Members or are just curious, drop Stu a note at stuclan@earthlink.net. There will
be no KP and no Town Patrol.
And from the Reunion Golf Chairman Bill Toni
"HOF REUNION GOLF"
Those (ladies and gentlemen) who wish to play in a golf tournament during our
next reunion at Myrtle Beach please contact me at my email address:
bilhelentoni@aol.com . Handicaps are not necessary but I would like to have
some sort of number to go by when setting up teams. If you don't have a
handicap just provide an average score for 18 holes from previous games. At this
time I haven't thought about the format but I'm sure we can work that out before
long.
Those who wishes to assist with the set up and running of a "tournament" are
more than welcome. If you have any questions please let me have them and I'll
try and answer them for you.
Thanks,
Bill Toni
Myrtle Beach is a total Mecca for many golfers, with some beautiful
courses available!

More "Have you seen this car" stories....
I found this picture and would like to ask any of the "Hofers" if they remember
seeing it between 65 and 68 in the Air Police parking area. From what I have
been able to determine it was "SECRETLY" owned by Dave Dickson for the first
few years and upon legal ownership being discovered the title was then
transfered to some one known only as "TONTO". If you have any info on where
this vehicle was going or where it was coming from PLEASE let me know and
THANKS
MICK (Tom Micloiche)
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I asked Mick if perhaps this car had been produced by the same Warsaw Pact
effort that produced the canard winged B-17 that was attributed to the Bulgarian
Air Force as some sort of sneaky weapons systems that just stopped you cold in
your tracks and caused you to stare, open mouthed?
Mick said:
Naw I'm sure this vehicle was confiscated on one of those WHERE AM I WAKE
UP MORNINGS Dave had every now and then but I doubt if he actually traveled
to Bulgaria, it was more than likely appropriated from the Czech Republic
somewhere...
Now... in "Lies, Legends and the Lexicon of Hof/Saale", there is a story about a
late night Slivovitz raid thru the 5K zone into old Czechoslovakia to sample the
latest greatest crop of Plum Brandy. From what I was told, the car used was a
beat-up Fow Vay but in looking at this machine..... you do have to wonder a bit?

And a new unit assigned to Hof/Saale to be placed on the
roster!
the 1040th Auditor General Group
at first a one man detachment, later a 4 person office... here's the story:

Bernard Harland first wrote:
Thanks for the updates. Lisa and I really enjoy reading the stories. I was
part of a 3 person detachment at Hof, so many of the stories shed new
insight into the life of the larger operational units on base.
Anyway, the purpose of my note is to ask you if you have received my
renewal payment for 2008. If not, let me know and I’ll trace the
paperwork.
Take care and Happy New Year!
Bernie Harland (66-68)
To which I answered...

Which detachment had just three guys in it? And the guys in
the larger units are always interested in smaller units and
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what they were up to....
I was in Ops or Operations or "the Site", "New Site" or
"Disneyland East" if you were an insider, from 65-68, first as
trick trash and then as a day lady for the last year and
always figgered we were invisible as far as the Kaserne went.
We were not even mentioned in the Bavarian Sun when that
was published. We just didn't exist and I found out much
later that in fact we didn't as far as the base was concerned,
according to the editor of said newspaper. He was told very
specifically NEVER to mention Ops and I looked at over 2
years worth of editions and we were just not there.
That "attitude" as we perceived it caused a lot of us to stay off
of and away from the base as much as possible. We didn't
work 9-5 but that was the working sked of the Kaserne and
we had to fit that in with our normal shift work if we needed
something. Hard as hell as you may or may not know, to work
all night and then stay up in the AM to get this or that done!
Pat and I lived on the "economy" and we stayed out there.
Sort of the entire Hof experience in a nutshell for me: In 3.5
years I never went to Döbra, or Finance or the Bowling alley
or a lot of other offices. Bank, mail, PX, snack bar, Library,
theater only once for fun, otherwise Commander's Calls, and
rarely the 5K Club. I was in the RIAS building once and don't
remember why. Big barn of a place. I did tour the ASA
Schneeberg Det, and all the Army ASA border sites along the
East German Border as well as the Berliner Ops sites. But
the Kaserne? Rarely.
So here we are, 40-50 years later learning that there actually
were human beings in some of those buildings on the
Kaserne, real people doing real things, just on different shifts
and minus the badges, SAT's and alerts and the klaxons and
red lights.
So where, except beside the OSI det downtown did they hide a
three man detachment?
Jerry
And Bernie wrote back...
Glad you asked!!!
I arrived in early January of ’66 to open up a one man detachment of the 1040th
Auditor General Group headquartered at Rhein Main AB. When I left Hof three
years later, they closed the detachment. So, this was the first and only time that
Hof ever had a resident auditor. My sponsors were Jimmy Johnson, the base
Finance Officer and Bill Gladis, his deputy.
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Anyway, for almost a year and a half, the office remained a one-man detachment
and I performed a full schedule of audits on all of the base activities and some at
Dobra. The only encounter I had at the site was when I audited the supply and
maintenance activities and had to check some of the records kept there. Of
course, I never had access behind the “Green Door”. I knew what equipment was
installed there and had a good idea of what was going on, but that’s as far as it
got. I had no burning desire to pry into issues beyond my “need to know” and my
security clearance. I had enough of a challenge getting my one man operation up
and running as it was.
You’re correct when you say that the site was not a subject for discussion. Rarely
did the matter come up, even when doing audits on equipment accountability or
supply usage. With equipment that was “one-of-a-kind” in the world (well, maybe
two-of-a-kind), the standard rules about “special levels” for spare parts, etc. went
out the window. That made for some interesting audits and very creative
reporting.
But, back to the detachment. After a year or so of being a one man band, the
powers to be decided to send in reinforcements. Soon the detachment was
staffed with four folks, three military auditors and a German national secretary.
The new military guys were Captain Jim Tamekazu and Msgt.Dick Semple.
The last German national secretary we had was named Carmen (can’t think of
her last name – she married in Sept or Oct of 68 and she and her new husband
went to Turkey to manage a trucking operation). By the way, the roster shows
Jim and Dick as being assigned to the 6915th, but that’s incorrect; it should be
the 1040th.
Initially, my one room office was located next to the OSI office (The OSI guy was
“Mr.” Halvorson, if I remember correctly). It was in the same building as the
dispensary and Contracting – the first building on the right as you entered the
base. However, when my leaders in Frankfurt increased the manpower level for
the detachment, I moved into the office that Lt. Col Anderson used to have
when he was the base commander. That was the office on the second floor above
finance and next door to the Personnel office. It was the second building on the
right after you enter the base.
I don’t know who had those cushy 9 to 5 working hours, but I never had such a
luxury. As a one man band, I was gofer, secretary, auditor and file clerk all rolled
into one. My routine was to get to work around 7:30 or so and finish sometime
around 5:30 – 6:00. (Did that make me a “day-lady”?) Until I got help, my
Saturdays or Sundays were often spent at the office doing filing, posting changes
to the library of AF regulations I had to keep, typing up reports and answering
correspondence. It wasn’t until Jim and Dick arrived, along with a real live
secretary that things began to settle down.
Although we were a really small outfit, the three of us got to know the people who
worked at the Kaserne quite well. Of course, the standing joke was that we were
the guys who went around shooting the wounded! In reality, we provided a lot of
assistance behind the scenes, helping folks stay out of trouble with their bosses
and visiting inspectors who periodically pounced on them, looking for things to
write up.
Because Hof was so small, manpower wise, and because we were all over the
main base on a regular basis, we got to know many of the folks working there,
both military and German nationals. Jim was really great at badminton and
would take on any and all challengers at the gym, including some fellows who
worked at the site. Dick made friends with almost everyone he met and knew
just about everyone on base. My contact with the dozen or so guys I knew who
worked at the site was during off duty social activities. But, no matter how close
we became as friends, work at the site NEVER came up. It’s as if these guys
didn’t have any job – at least any they would talk about. That was just fine with
me because I really couldn’t discuss my work either. So, with that mutual
understanding we were able to enjoy each other’s company and the Hof
experience.
All three of us were married and somewhat older than the single guys, so we
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really didn’t hang out at the Blick or other watering holes in town very often. I
must confess that I never heard of some of the places mentioned in the Hof
Connection. With two little tots at “home” and one on the way, I was more
concerned with potty training my little ones than a night out on the town. That’s
why I find the antidotes so interesting. I had never heard of the terms “trick
trash” and “day lady” before reading about them in the Connection. Reading
about such things has added so much color to the portrait that we call “Hof” and
to our collective knowledge of what was “really” going on at Hof in those days.
It’s too bad that the need for so much secrecy about the site and those who
worked there created such a vacuum of sorts in those days. One of the most
valuable outcomes of the Hof Association is the Hof Connection with its constant
stream of rich true-life stories. To paraphrase what you said so well: “So here we
are, 40-50 years later learning that there actually were human beings in some of
those buildings (at the Site). Real people doing real things, just on different
shifts (with) badges, SATs and alerts and claxons and red lights (serving their
country in ways that we never knew about).”
Thanks so much for sharing some of your experiences and thoughts about Hof.
In turn, I hope that my epistle has shed some light about our little three man
detachment.
Bernie

Dick Scura has forwarded....
A nicely done DVD of his time on the Kaserne with some great pics from the late
50's/early 60's. As soon as I figure out how to do a "screen-grab" from a DVD I
will include them here, including the "Dawg Trick Boys of 79B", the water
buffaloes and more!

A Reflection!
In looking at Dick's pictures and personally knowing a slice of life in Hof about ten
years later and reflecting back on the length of time US Forces served in
Hof/Saale, the paradigm shift between the various ages or dynasties has to be
incredible as is the overall! From the earliest US Occupation Forces of the 90th ID
and 15th Corp, the 406th IR and the Charlie Company of the 9th Engineering
Battalion during the "Hard Times" to the 28th Constabulary Squadron and the
Landpolizei to the 2nd and 3rd Cav border guards and the continual and
evolving presence of the 602/3/6th TCS and AC&W groups to the various ASA
squadrons of the 40's and 50's and the 6910th/12th/15th Det's, Squadrons and
Group and all the smaller organization units needed to complete the mission. Add
in the Grenzschutz and the Bundesluftwaffe. Not to mention the evolution of the
DP Camp from an overwhelmed UNRRA organization in the immediate post war
to the effort by the then new Federal Republic that continued caring for refugees
from Communism all the way into the 70's and possibly the 80's.
What an incredible piece of History we have lived, shared and witnessed!
Jerry Mangas

Re the youtube link posted last week...
http://www.youtube.com/profile?user=redbarthel
Bill Porteous provides further info/links to Red's USAFSS sites...
Red participates on at least 2 Germany related sites as follows
(I believe you have to be invited):
http://www.myfamily.com
Red's e-mail address is:
marritt@bellsouth.net
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<http://www.myfamily.com/isapi.dll?c=content&f=sendtomembers&siteid=SE3a
AI&bookid=SE3aAI&memberid=000025>
Most of the participants are from the early years of USAFSS, etc (i.e. mid-late
50's)
Bill

Late but appreciated!

I may be slow in turning this out, but the thought is sincere. May this be a most
blessed and fulfilling New Year and may all the violent people go to some other
planet!
God bless and keep you all,
John Elledge (aka Fr. John, Dad, and Ol’ What’s-His-Name)
P.S. I love digital cameras!

And the weekly update for the Adjutant's desk...
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Secretary, Hof Reunion Association wrote:

Hof Connection Update 325
www.hofreunion.com
01/15/2008
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

A note from the President's desk:
2008 Dues are Due
Just like with the IRS it’s time to pay our annual fee to the Hof Reunion
Association so go out and float a loan and get your $15.00 to pay for your
dues.
You know I just hate it when someone writes me and asks for money but
let me assure it is not the money we really want but your continued
dedication to our group. As you know $15.00 doesn’t pay for too much of
anything anymore and we have not increased our dues even though our
printing and mailing prices have really gone up. The members of our
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Executive Board, especially the Secretary and Adjutant have looked for
innovative ways to keep prices down and services up and they have done a
yeoman's’s job. Instead of sending a hardcopy to everyone, they send the
Master Roster by either hardcopy, across the internet, or on a CD as the
member requests. They have found a printer to print and use his bulk
mailing license to ship the newsletters to us.
We are a non-profit organization and each year, under our charter, we
have donated as much as $1,500 to the Air Force Enlisted Village to
provide surviving veterans or spouses requiring financial assistance, a
place to live among peers. The amount donated depends upon our assets.
Your annual dues are tax deductible.
Of course, if you become unable to pay because of health or financial
difficulties, your association will honor your request for a “Free”
membership. So you see, we are not out to get rich and travel to exotic
places for Board meetings. We all work without pay because we love our
jobs and we love it when we see our friends get together at reunions and
relive their great times at Hof Air Station. So get your check in the mail
with your renewed membership form so we know the latest info on your
name, address, phone # and email address. Then your posted info will be
correct and your friends can keep in touch with you.
Stu Sturdevant, President HRA
See You in Myrtle Beach at our Oktoberfest!!!
membership forms will be included in the January newsletter. ed.

Off the top.... Some bad news....
My local newspaper (which can never be trusted to get any story
completely right) reports in a front page, below the fold article that the
world wide price of hops, those little bitter flower buds that make beer
taste like Bier, are skyrocketing and the price of beer/Bier is climbing
right along with it.
Just say it isn't so?

Also in our local paper...
Those of you skilled in the various German dialects might want to
source this one?
"Wie fiel iss sell hundel in em fenshder?"
"Sel oss sei shwans shiddelt so frei?"
And no, it's not Yiddish although a Jiddizerspracher and a person that
speaks this German dialect can communicate fairly easily.

You have heard it mentioned many times...
But only the select few have ever seen the other side of it!
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The Green Door!

Actually a house door in Çesky Krumlov, south of Prague.
But if we showed you a picture of the real "Green Door"...
Well... you know the rest of that story and what would happen to you.

.

And we have the answer....
but not the why! The guy in the pretty pinkish pantaloons with the
Grandma bonnet and the great legs was....
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Don Wilson, according to Ushi Wilson in the following note:
"The Ball player in the funny get up is Don Wilson, manager of the 5 K
Club. Ushy Wilson had borrowed the outfit from the Hof Theater. The
year was most likely 1962. The ball field was out at the Radar Site. "
Ushi did NOT mention why Don was wearing this haute coiture, but
please notice that his shoes apparently matched his outfit. Nice touch.

More on sports...
Via Don Riverkamp
From: "Charles & Robbie Harris" <cnr1958@cox.net>
I also played fast pitch softball at HOF. I think I played with the Fire Dept.
Filibeck was the coach, he was the catcher sometimes and he
pitched some. Hall caught most of the time and played outfield. We also had
Megs or Meeks pitching. We had
a, bookworm looking, Lt. playing third base and he was the best I have ever
seen. I also played Quarterback
for the Kaserne football team, from 1964 - 1966. Again we had Hall, Sgt
Majors (mess hall) Butler (base
Vet) Capt Harrison, Bernideto (sp?) and Fitchu played end. Our toughest
games were with B flight and 606,
Capt.Connors and his boys. I was one of the original commissary workers to
get there. Sgt Palmer and then
me. Some of the other guys were Sgt Thomas, Putnam, Mcdonald, CWO
Evans and others but I can't recall their
names.
Glad I found this Web Site, I am joining and hope to be in S.C. in out, for the
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reunion.
CHUCK HARRIS

Notes from a new guy....
Hi:
I'm new to the Hof Reunion Association so don't know if this is the
correct address for discussion items or whether the following is

previously known. 1962 was the beginning year of major changes in

happenings at Hof, and some of the commonplaces of the early 1960s
may have disappeared. My impression is that the Kaserne of 1965 was
significantly altered. In fact, in early 1962 I had the pleasure of
escorting two lady engineers surveying the buildings on a contract
to incorporate facility modifications to accommodate later
personnel expansions. So the discussion that follows is what I'll
call the "Old Kaserne."
For a few months in 1962, I was attached to the Base Civil Engineers
Office, whose first commander was USAF Maj. Randy Bowman
(Bowen?).
((Neither name is listed on the Master Roster - ed))
Until early 1962, the Army was the host agency for base civil
engineering functions. The AF took over then initiating many of the
administrative and physical changes to come. My function was to act
as translator in the hiring and management of the German hires for
base maintenance.
The Army approach to base management was to have principal functions
located at the Binlach facility with a five man team permanently on
the Kaserne. This team was headed by a German, Hans (?) and included
an Army SFC plumber (Snyder). When the AF absorbed this team, the
Army personnel returned to Bindlach and all but Hans were retained.
One of the more significant changes affecting military personnel
instituted by Pres. Kennedy in 1961 concerned physical fitness. SFC
Snyder was of a roundish stature and had no hope of losing
sufficient weight in order to be able to reup when the time came. He
had nearly 17 years in the Army and expected to be forced out.
Although his entire service career had been in plumbing, he
anticipated that the unions back in West Virginia would not give him
any seniority.
The first photo is circa summer 1961 and shows "Model Lady" of the
Army border patrol detachment at the Kingsley Kaserne. At the time
we had normally five tanks on six-month rotations from Bindlach.
However, I don't know any details as to unit designations,
((all our border troops of that period were 2nd Cav. ed))
commanders, or personnel. The building in the background housed the
motor pool, which building originally (in the mid-1930s) served as
stables for the horses of the original German troops in the
barracks. On the back walls of the bays, color drawings and adages
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reminded the German troops of proper treatment of the animals
following operations and exercises.

The Army Grunts had Cinderella passes that called for their return
to barracks by midnight, whereas the AF guys could hang around the
Gasthaus outside the gate and "entertain" the Amie ladies till much
later at night! Of course, there was a little resentment, and once
in a while, a little fight.
The second photo shows the Color Guard and Honor Guard moving into
position for greeting Audie Murphy on his arrival at the Kaserne. I
believe that Army brought along its latest tank model (a Showroom
Demo) for the occasion, as the normal complement weren't the top of
the line models.

In both photos, the parking lot is unpaved. It is gravel and
unmarked. Note the old Mercedes, VW Beetle, Opels, Taurus, and even
a Wurzberg. Parking was informal and tight. I saw the plans for the
future paved lot as well as the intended paint scheme for parking
spaces. AF standards for the width and depth of a parking space
seemed to reduce the capacity. Perhaps intentionally. Another aspect
of the Kennedy reforms meant that overseas GIs could no longer have
free shipping home for autos bought abroad. Unless you were overseas
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before 1961 or had brought a car with you, you would have to pay to
have any vehicle shipped Stateside.
The guy on the wooden bridge in the Fichtelgebirge forest is Gerald
Moxley. Jerry is from Oxnard, California, and is the first USAF
fireman for the Kaserne. With him, in 1962, came SSGT Bruno Calisti,
of Windber, Pennsylvania, the first Base Fire Marshal. Both were the
only troops commanded by Maj Bowman at the time.

The first order of business for Sgt Calisti and Airman Moxley was a
survey of the firefighting equipment on the Kaserne. Not good! Water
buckets were dried up and the hoses in poor condition. Extinguisher
cylinders were empty or nearly so. In short, the Army had neglected
this aspect of base operations for some long time. Bruno, Jerry and
I collected some 25 to 30 cylinders to have recharged or replaced at
an AF depot near Nuremberg. We placed them at the front of an open
bed deuce and a half--but with side-fencing in place--and headed
south on the Autobahn.
Not far south there were some uneven joints in the concrete surface
of the highway. Merely we bounced along, hitting this at top speed.
Suddenly we noticed our load of extinguishers dancing off the back
of the truck and into the countryside! Like a scene from the
Keystone Kops, Bruno screeched the truck to a stop as Jerry and I
literally raced over the area, clearing the driving lanes.
Fortunately, there really wasn't much traffic at that time so we
avoided any further embarrassments.
>From that point on, the facilities at the Kaserne were properly fireprotected with adequate, functioning equipment, regularly inspected
and date-tagged.
More later.
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Russ Breighner
Russ has already passed along several more pieces and pictures for inclusion later
on. His command of German, but not Hoferisch, are the source
of several stories coming up later! ed

A visitor...
Klaus Beer is coming to town next month. I am hoping to
meet him and his wife, even if briefly, as the pass through the
Washington DC
are enroute to Florida.
I am still trying to obtain some signs for Fernweh Park. The
teeth of the wheels of government in Montgomery County
Maryland do not mesh terribly well. I had a Councilman send a
letter to the highway department prior to the 2006 trip asking for
a sign. Just before the gathering I received a note from the head
of the highway department advising that they will not furnish
signs for non-highway uses.
Bob Morrison

And four days in the life....
I don't know if we ever talked about it but, right at the very
end of my tour, either as a reward, or a punishment, I was sent to work
at our radar tower at Dobra. Me and whoever the other guy was, and
there always had to be two in the tower, used to drive up there by
ourselves. I don't know if the 606 guys had their own bus or not. You
got to the tower and you had to climb up a ladder and enter through a
trap door (unless I had too much of that Yuengling Lager the other
night), as I remember. Every night at midnight you had to change the
cards in the KY-9 and then re-establish communications with the site. I
recall that KY-9 or maybe KY-8....(whatever the encryption system was,
it was upgraded once during my time there), for one end to call the
other, you would have to sit there and push the talk button which in
turn would make the light blink at the other end. Nine out of ten
times, especially during mids, no body was watching for the light. When
you did see it b
linking and you answered Dobra, it would be something like " Where the
hell were you guys, we got 6000 TU-144's coming right at you..." or
something similar to that. I recall that somebody, I don't know who,
used to bring us food in those thermal (?) containers, it was supposed
to be hot but seldom was. I don't know if it came from the site or from
someplace at Dobra, BUT, you were NEVER , EVER allow the "food
bringer"
into the radome.
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I enjoyed the "novelty" of working the radar. It was very
interesting. But I don't remember much more than that about it, but I
do remember reading James Mitchner's "The Source" there in about four
days.

From Chet Zaremba

And a photographic question from Chet...
By the way........the "car" series you were doing a while back was getting real
interesting. I have a couple of memories about "cars" during my tour.
And as with all car things, there was our share of tragedy........I took this pictures at
some point, but I don't really remember what it was all about, but I think one of our
guys was killed in this. Do you recall this at all?

Does anybody know the story behind these pictures? From time to time USAEUR
would drop off a trashed POV in our parking lot in the hopes of helping prevent DUI
so it may be from another area but worse, it could have been one of our own. Russ
Breighner had mentioned a story about a Cav M-60 that went momentarily out of
control right outside the front gate, crushing a VW with 4 German teens in it, but that
happened before his tour and he had no details. Tim Henderson says his Mercedes
didn't do to well in it's parking lot encounter with an M-60, but this is no Benz in this
pic. The tanks in the background are M-60A's, a slightly later version, mid 60's I think
with that cannon mounted spotlight. ed.

And From the other side of the world... courtesy of our
webmeister, Barry Springsteen
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You know what a small world it is, particularly when you are talking with military
people. One of your Hof guys sent me your web-site
www.hofreunion.com and I thought I would return the favor.
The USAF Security Service was a presence in Misawa, Japan, from 1949 until 1979
(when it became the ESG.) Our web-site is at:
www.usafssmisawa.com and it might be a good addition to your military links page
.
I am including the web-master, Dutch Wiest, in this exchange so he is aware of my
generous offer of his site. I would also like to have him include your Hof Reunion site
on our links page We have almost 3000 people who served at Misawa accounted for,
with several thousand to go yet. Perhaps some of the people you are looking for have
made contact with us. You never know! You are welcome to sign our Guest Book and
put in a plug for Hof!
Thanks for your consideration,
Helen Henderson
203 (Russian Linguist) in Misawa 1973-75
St. Augustine FL
Female 203's? check that signature block! Where were they in 62-63? NOT in eastern
Turkey for sure.
On that same subject, there was an article in the Bavarian Sun (called that because,
according to Steve Lawrence, the editor, because the paper only came out once in a
while!) which mentioned a USAF/Kaserne study on the practicality of billeting female
troops on Kingsley in the very late 60's. The effort was dropped because of a total lack
of appropriate housing for the ladies. hmmmmm. ed

An off-base (literally) story from the Cryptodude #1
Joe Dernoga took his lady fair back to Hof in the 80's for a visit while he was working
on a project in Germany. Marie was not experienced in European travel and Joe
wanted to do his best to impress her with the trip and the Hof visit.
They got into the Stadtmitte quite late and the only hotel that Joe remembered was the
Hotel Kunzel (sp?) right down the hill from the Kaserne and apparently it had been a
favorite of the GD guys stationed there in the 60's.
Joe in his best Hofersprache, asked the sleepy clerk for a "Zimmer mit Bad" and was
delighted to find that he could actually have one at that hour. Marie and Joe got to the
room, with Joe just carrying on about actually having a bath in their room, and to
hear him tell it, was bubbling about how rare that was and he had actually gotten one
for Marie!.
Marie stepped into the room, looked at the furniture, the bed and the tub, and then
said......
"But Joe! Where's the toilet? "
Joe is now Cryptodude #1 because he has located and recruited, hopefully, Cryptodude
#2. But that is another story!
Via phone from Joe Dernoga who IS planing on going to MB2008!

Some Reunion housekeeping....
Every week we have a lot of returned mail from yahoo.com. We have about 30 members
on Yahoo who mostly get their weekly mail. Mostly. Not always and not everybody,
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Malcolm Gaissert has set up a "Yahoo groups account" where the weekly update can be
posted which should eliminate the problem. Unfortunatly Malcolm's sister died this week
so the test will probably be put off for a week.

The Bi-yearly Hof Connection Newsletter....
Is rapidly being "put to bed". Final proofreading and format checking is being done as I
type here and it should be in the mail shortly.

>From the Adjutant's Desk.....
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Way way off Base
IF just one of these idiotic pfishing notes were true, Hof Reunion would be the BEST
endowed military group in the country!
The note below is copied verbatim

Good Day
I have been waiting for you since to come down here and pick your
package box which contents your $1.500,000.00, but did not heard from you
since that time.
Then I went and deposited the package with UPEXPRESS COURIER SERVICE
here in Benin Republic, because I travelled to Iraq to see my boss and
will not come back till next month end. You can stop any commication
with any one because you fund is now registerd with this company.
I want You to contact the UPEXPRESS COURIER SERVICE to know when they
will deliver your package. I have paid for the delivering charges and
insurance fee.The only money you have to send to them is there security
keeping fee which is $120.00 Us Dollars to received your package.
BLOW IS CONTACT INFORS OF THE COMPANY
Contact Dr AUGUSTINE MBANEFO
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Hof Connection Update 326
www.hofreunion.com
01/23/2008
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com
If you are receiving the weekly update in a scrambled sort of format with the lines
always being too wide or perhaps the font being too tiny, I would suggest you try
receiving it in PDF format which appears to be ignored by all spam blockers and AV
systems and you get to see it in it's original splendor, mistakes, warts and all. The PDF
updates come out just a bit later than the normal email version, but on the same day.
You can still print and save or archive them if you wish.
Address for the Adjutant's mail for your 2008 dues....
Hof Reunion Adjutant
6855 S. River Road
Geneva, Ohio 44041-9348
And yes, the dues are still only 15$ for the year.

Treat 'em nice guys... they may end up controlling your keyboard (if
they don't already)
see below:
Hello All
Harvey (Harris) has been down for 10 weeks with his back. We are seeing the pain Dr.
every two weeks for shots in his lower back.
He is about to go crazier since he cant sit at the computer. He can go to the
breakfast table for about an hour then it's back to the hospital bed. We have a
potty chair, and his O2 machine in the family room so we are almost a Hospital
Zone. I try to see what is on the messages,but its not the same for the big guy. Anyway if
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you thought he had died, no such luck.
I still have him only he is in slow mode and he hates having to be waited on,
but that goes with the marriage contract.
Thank you for keeping us in the loop.
Love to all from the angel as he thinks he is, and me too.
Linda Harris

And an airborne pic of the Landmark forwarded by Don
Riverkamp...

October 5-10, 2008
Be There!

The January Newsletter....
has been sent to Dave Salinger, our volunteer publisher for printing and mailing.
I have seen the advance copy and it is quite an effort by Phil Murray and Dave!
I think you will enjoy it!
Thanks!

Bavarian Siberia...
It was warmer in Hof/Saale over the past weekend than it was in Sacramento, CA! But
the
weather for the coming weekend in Hof won't be all that nice.... partly cloudy with a
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chance
of rain and the temperature at 1 to 2 degree C.
The Middendorf's just returned from their Holiday in Hof and I am hoping for a full
update
on the area soon.

Last week's issue....
carried a story about the potential for WAF's being stationed on Kingsley
Kaserne.
I was digging around, looking for other information and actually found the Bavarian
Sun article on the WAF assignment.
From Vol 1, No. 6 dtd March 29, 1968 in the "Sun".
(Quote)
Hof AS personnel won't be seeing blue Air Force skirts and high heels on
the flag and cobblestone walks this summer according to MSgt Eulice T. Row,
chief, career control, CBPO.
This station has been struck from the present USAFSS list for Women in the Air Force
(WAF)
assignments.
The main obstacle to the assignment of approximately 80 WAF through fiscal year (FY)
1970 was
that adequate billeting does not exist. Although additional real estate is present for
suitable officer and airmen WAF housing, no such construction is forecast.
The article went on to say that approximately 500 WAF had been established as the
quota for
USAFSS in FY 69 on 5 overseas bases and 2 stateside, including, Karamursel, Iraklion,
Chicksands, Misawa, Shu-Lin-Kou in Taiwan and Kelly and Goodbuddy stateside.
(Unquote, except for the Goodbuddy part)
They will never know what they missed out on in Hof an der Saale!

Ed Carchia...
One of our "earliest" members, has often mentioned that the 602nd TCS was billeted at
"the
Villa" immediately after WW II ended but with the passing of time, can no longer
locate it.
Jim Clements, a non member, has posted a series of pics of the Villa and the 602nd TCS
over on
www.usarmygermany.com and a couple are shown here. The accompanying story is that
the lady of
the house lived in an apartment on the 3rd floor and the GI's were bunked in the rest of
the
building. The gentleman of the manor, a Major and an owner of a Brauerei in Hof never
returned from the Eastern Front.
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"The Villa"

602nd TCS vehicles in the Courtyard of the Villa
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The "Gatehouse" of the Villa.
Anyone with information on the 602nd TCS or the actual location of the Villa in Hof
should contact Ed Carchia at carchiadv@aol.com
For those who were part of the 60X squadrons, Walter maintains a wealth of
information on the 86th Air Division and it's sub-commands, their bases and their
equipment, procedures and systems at his "Army" site. .

And another unsuccessful pfishing effort...
Sent to Hof Reunion, maybe since we don't want the big bucks we would take the small
ones?

(quote)
After the last annual calculations of your fiscal activity we have determined that
you are eligible to receive a tax refund of $480.23.
Please submit the tax refund request and allow us 3-9 days in order to
process it.
A refund can be delayed for a variety of reasons.
For example submitting invalid records or applying after the deadline.
To apply your tax refund form access next url:
http://www.irs.gov yadda yadda/
(but the address actually went to a website called Looking for Somebody.)

Note: Deliberate wrong inputs will be prosecuted by law.

Regards,
Internal Revenue Service
(It even had this line below it just to make it more authentic....)
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© Copyright 2008, Internal Revenue Service U.S.A. All rights reserved.
(unquote)

And yet another one good for a laugh!
These come in to Hofreunion with a good deal of regularity....
The emphasis is mine:
Hello,
My name is Maria Norwood; I work with the Total Quest Services, a consulting Firm in
London, UK. We are conducting a standard process investigation involving a client who
shares the same name with you and also the circumstances surrounding investments made
by this client at HSBC Bank Plc.
The HSBC Private Banking client died interstate and nominated no next of kin to inherit the
title over the investments made with HSBC Bank Plc. The essence of this communication
with you is to request that you provide us information on three issues:
Been a while since I met anybody whose last name was Hofreunion@!

And an authentic piece of information!
Hof Reunion Association is a 501(c)19 Corporation (organized and made up of veterans
for
veterans) and as such is tax exempt and donations and dues are considered tax deductible
Since I haven't stayed at a Holiday Inn Express in a while, check with your friendly local
tax folks regarding your own return.

Some sad news....
It is with a sad note that I have to inform all of our Hof friends of the passing of Charles
(Charlie) M. Cates on 16 Jan 2008. Charlie was the Morse man on Dog Flt. He and I
were
the best of pals. We went through Basic, Radio School, a tour in Japan and Korea, and
finally to Hof, Germany. He paid me a visit a couple years ago, and I gave him the tour
of
Washington, D.C.. I received a phone call from his son Doug as well as an E-Mail from
his
daughter Jena Barnet, telling me Charlie had a fatal heart attack. Charlie told me he
had
15 grand-kids. Wow. I had hoped to meet up with him this year at the Myrtle Beach
reunion.
I still plan on going. Hope to see some old friends.
Chuck Garbers
Able Flt (1958-1961)

And more...
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Just to update you on Gerald J. O'Dell "Jerry", I know that one of our sons let the
Reunion
Association know about Jerry's passing.
Jerry was in Hof from Feb. 1966 thru Aug. 1968. I (Carolyn ) arrived in June of 1966
and
left in June of 1968. We did live in Selbitz and had so many wonderful memories of his
tour
there. He served as a Boy Scout leader during his stay and I was the Director of the
AYA
(American Youth Association) l967-l968. I also did some substitute teaching on base in
the
Elementary School. We spent his 3 days off driving around the countryside and later
took 30
days leave to camp through out Europe. Doug Avery was often a camping buddy.
Jamie and
Lynn Seitzer lived up the street in Selbitz from us.
Jerry was diagnosed in March 2007 with Non Small Cell lung Cancer which
had already spread to the bone. He retired in 1999 from D.I. A. at Bolling Air Force
Base,
Washington D.C. Our 3 children all live near by and were quite a comfort to him and to
me
during this trial. He passed away Dec. 19, 2007 while at home in Fairfax, VA.
From Carolyn O'Dell - jerryodell@verizon.net

From the Adjutant...
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And off base and a bit south of Hof...
Did you spend time or were stationed in Giebelstadt?
Some of the members of the 602nd AC&W at Gieb have asked that we mention their
upcoming
reunion effort. I know that at one point we had Det A of the 602nd that was moved from
Giebelstadt to Hof so just in case some of you are interested.....
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If you would like further information contact Jack Zimdars at 262-392-2897 or via
jolenezimdars@hotmail.com Another local contact is here in Reading PA, Larry Cohen
at vva131@hotmail.com or 610-678-5812
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Hof Connection Update 327
www.hofreunion.com
1/30/2008
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

Thanks to a note from Jim Kezar, some of the difficulties with the last couple of updates
may have been caused by my inclusion of the pfishing notes from whatever country
wanting to
enrich the Reunion thru slightly doubtful means. There won't be any more of those, no
matter
how ridiculous they are. ed.

From our Newsletter publisher
As of last night Dave Sallinger was in the process of stuffing the last 250 or so
envelopes. They should be in the mail shortly.

And a visit to Bavarian Siberia
Or is this Saxon Siberia?
The world's tallest Knussknacker! In Seifen, Saxony
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Hilde Middendorf, on Christmas vacation with the Hoeraths and Jerry, in the
Erzgebirge, NE of Hof. Photo by Jerry Middendorf.

Earlier pics from Bob Scura
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I had mentioned that Bob had supplied an excellent DVD composition of some of his
Hofer pics and that I had asked for outtakes to include in the weekly.
This is a shot of all my roomies, The Dog Trick Boys from 79B. Left to right is Bill
Houck, Ed Pittman, Ron Roth, Chuck Miller, Steve Hogg , and Bob Scura.

This is a shot of the water buffaloes that were parked between the barracks and mess
hall when the barracks water system went south. In the center is Eddie Chase waiting
to fill his helmet.

.
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From Issue 325:
I asked: Those of you skilled in the various German dialects might want to source this
one?
"Wie fiel iss sell hundel in em fenshder?"
"Sel oss sei shwans shiddelt so frei?"
Tom Bryson came right up with the answer....
Pennsylvania Deitsch and the lines are, in English:
"How much is that doggie in the window?
The one with the waggely tail? "
Dirk Vallo got the answer also.
Deitsch is the PA German dialect as spoken here in Eastern PA.
It is easier to read than to listen to, for a GI Hoferspracher anyway.
Even the local "Dutchy" English dialect gets tough sometimes if you are not ready for it.

More early 603/602 travels
Hi,
Was just reading the latest Hof Connection Newsletter......Update 326. The
article about the 602nd at Giebelstadt having their reunion soon, reminded me of an
item I
have not yet heard from anyone in regards to another connection between Hof and
Giebelstadt. Just a little refresher for the ones who may have forgotten...or never
knew.
I arrived in Germany, after a 9 day boat ride from New Jersey, the first day of March
1955....There were 8 of us radar technicians fresh out of Keesler. We were assigned to
the 602nd AC&W Sqdn Hq at Birkenfeld........About 50 miles northwest of
Ramstein......near
Baumholder. Took the train south out of Bremenhaven and changed trains at
Frankfurt.....this second train appeared to be a very ancient 'milk train' or something to
that affect. I thought it was 12th class,....but was corrected......Only 4th class. LOL.
...... Stopped at all the local villages along the way.... We got off at Baumholder and a
6x6 came and picked us up. Well....picked up 7 of us....as Amn Katzak decided to stay
behind and check out the local gasthaus. (another story).
On / or about 20 April, we became part of a convoy for a TDY.....and moved our
primary search radar, the AN/MPS-7 in a 17 truck convoy to Giebelstadt.
Giebelstadt was Det 2 of the 603rd AC&W Sqdn. (The 603rd HQ was located at
Langerkoph
near Kaiserlautern). As a young troop back then, ....I had heard that Giebelstadt
needed
a replacement radar to fill in for the one they had....as it was out of commission, and we
filled the bill. What I didn't know at that time was..........that the 602nd at
Birkenfeld was slated to close. Didn't learn that for many years to come.
For this
move...5 of us newbies.....along with two seasoned radar techs and our maint officer
were
the only party remaining with the equip after the installation. The other support
personnel returned to Birkenfeld.
We were instructed to find quarters somewhere...and for some reason....we did not
locate in the large billeting where all other Giebelstadt personnel resided. We found a
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place in the attic above the BX and Airman's club. Attic was quite large....and even
part
of it was completely finished off with interior siding, cupboards and conveniences. Just
the 5 of us. No one else would ever come up there....so gave us lots of privacy.
In June of 1955....as Det 1 of the 603rd at Hof was extremely short manned in
the radar maint section. Only 3 radar techs........Two of us at Giebelstadt were pcs'd to
Hof. In Sept of that same year.....the rest of our small unit at Giebelstadt
followed with the MPS-7. And now we were all in Hof.
Now since I set the scenario a bit. I used to love to travel....see the country
side.......so volunteered for many of the transportation required duties needed by the
station. I would quite often volunteer to be the 'Courier Driver' between Giebelstadt
and Hof.... And of course.....I chose any route I favored at the moment between the two
stations. One place I never hear mentioned.......was another detachment of the
603rd.......And wonder if anyone else is familiar with it. I was aware of it....as on a
few occasions I was requested to stop by them to either pick up or drop off stuff. The
unit was located just outside of Mausdorf on a hill side over looking a creek. Had to
cross over the creek and drive up to the compound. Maybe it had 25 or so personnel
assigned. Trying to think back on it......It was probably a radio relay station....But part
of the 603rd. To get there, would go down the autobahn to near Lauf and cut over
towards
Erlangen.. I believe the station was located near Dormitz. (Still east of Erlangen).
(Can't find Mausdorf on my map).
Was just wondering if anyone else was aware of it.
Anyway.....in closing........It was near the end of July (26th??), in 1956 that the
603rd Det 1 at Hof got a unit change designator. The remembrance of the date played
a
very significant role to me. (Another story). On that date.........Giebelstadt became
the 602nd AC&W Hq.......as the HQ at Birkenfeld had now long been deactivated. Hof
fell
under Giebelstadt and now became Det 1 of the 602nd.
Don Ross
((I have a downloaded "History of the 602nd in and before and well before Gieb if
anybody is interested? ed))

And From Shirley Harvill
Jerry,
Just read about Jerry O'Dell. I remember both he and Carolyn at Hof during the time
we were
there. I even have a picture of them by the new Chapel on a Sunday morning. Was so
sorry to
hear about his passing. I sent her a short e-mail and I hope she remembers me and
answers.
I spent a lot of time at the Chapel both old and new, and was my first time to be in a
mixed
group of church goers. So glad I got to have that experience. I was teacher one summer
for
the Vacation Bible School and had ages 10-12. I was also the Brownie Girl Scout Leader
for
1 year. I had about 10 wiggly little girls and 2 were my own girls. The ladies of the
Chapel
had yearly buffets and invited the Germany friends or landladies' to join us.
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Our homes in Oberkautza and Kautendorf were always open to friends for meals and a
good game
of Canasta. So many that I have lost their names over the years. Sorry for that loss. I
loved every moment I was there even when I lost a newborn baby in 1966. The guys and
their
wives at the office where Richard worked were so helpful during that time of loss. They
helped us get moved into our home in Kautendorf while I was still in the hospital in
Nuremburg.
Marla and Karen were old enough to recall their time in Hof but our son Rick was only 3
while we were there. Marla learned her German very well and when we came back to
the states
she took German in the 6th grade and one or two time corrected the teacher on some
words he
was pronouncing incorrectly.
We saw Holland and other towns in Germany that we missed on our first tour.
(1957-1959) I
got to travel to Italy and Berlin with the church group with Chaplin Reager.
The time in Hof was a very happy time for all of the Harvill family.
Shirley Harvill
Richard (deceased)
after I asked where she had lived in Oberkotzau...

I stayed so much in the house that I could not tell you exactly where we lived. You see I
came over on the plane with 3 kids and 1 was only 9 months old. I got pregnant and lost
a
baby while we lived in our first home. My oldest daughter could probably tell you more
about
the area as she was sent to the store to shop on several occasions. We had no extra car
so
you see why I was homebound a lot.
In Kautendorf, we lived in the first American apt. that was built by the landlord and his
son. It was a very beautiful home. 3 story and we had the middle level. The family was
always so very nice to us. Oma gladly watched the kids for us when we went out, which
was not all that often. They were so thankful to us that when we moved out we left
them our
washer and dryer that was hooked up in the common basement.
Next time I speak to my oldest daughter in Sac. Ca. I will ask her more about the
location.
Oh yes, she told me the other day that her dad DID play on the baseball team. I thought
that
was him in a picture in one of the newsletters but I had forgotten he played in Hof. He
played some kind of ball at all bases except one and that one he umpired.
Thank you for reminding me about the fee. ((Widows pay no dues ed))
Thanks for all the info about Hof that you get and put in the newsletter.
Shirley Harvill
Oklahoma City

From Don Riverkamp
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The below picture is of the Hof Air Station Softball
Team which were German Sports Conference Champions in
1967. Don is still trying to locate four of
the team members. If anyone knows the where-a-bouts
of Gary Gray, Rich Pena, Dave Witherspoon, or Bernie
Capps, please email Don at river1940@sbcglobal.net.
Thanks.
Members pictured: Front Row (L to R) - Tony
Cameron(Quincy, IL) Gary Gray(MISSING), Rich
Pena(MISSING), Jim Hepler(deceased), Leo Pauley (San
Antonio, TX), Marty Wright(Valrico, FL), Chet
Carrigan(Antigo, WI).
Back Row (L to R) Don Riverkamp(Austin, TX), John
Reaves(deceased), Charlie Jackson(Magnolia Springs,
AL), Dave Witherspoon(MISSING), George
Sadler(Marysville, CA), Marv Norris(Temple Hills, MD),
Bernie Capps(MISSING), and Lenny Mack(deceased).

Based on bouncing emails and unreturned phone calls, or
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disconnected numbers...
We have lost contact with the following members:

Kearney

Nenita

John (D)

1C Meramec Lane

Eureka

MO

Finch

Jean

Robert (D)

1181 Eatonville Rd

Hattiesburg

MS

Nick (D)

50 Fairway Drive

Shalatte

NC

Lacerenza **Jean
Davis

HelgaWerner Wayne (D)

288 White Water Way Yuba City

CA

If anybody has any further or more current information, please pass it on to the
Secretary and the Adjutant?
Thank you

From the Adjutant's desk....
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Secretary, Hof Reunion Association wrote:

Hof Connection Update #328
www.hofreunion.com
2/6/2008

Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com
From Wikipedia...
(not the most reliable but among the most interesting sources)

One simple word.... HOF!

Hof
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Jump to: navigation, search
Hof means "farm", "farmhouse" or "courtyard" in German. There are
several communities in Europe with this name, including:
Hof, Germany, a city in Bavaria, Germany
Hof (district), a district in Bavaria
Hof, Rhineland-Palatinate, a municipality in Rhineland-Palatinate,
Germany
municipalities in Austria:
Hof bei Salzburg, in the state of Salzburg
Hof am Leithaberge, in Lower Austria
Hof bei Straden, in Styria
Hof, Vestfold, a municipality in Vestfold, Norway
Hof, Hedmark, a former municipality in Hedmark, Norway
Hof (Netherlands), a village in the municipality of Bergeijk
Hof may also refer to:
Hof, is the Old Norse term for a heathen temple or church, presided
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over by a hofgoði or temple priest.
Hof, a historic rectory in Vopnafjörður, Iceland
In South Korea many bars use the word Hof to advertise that they sell
beer. Many South Koreans, mistakenly, think that Hof is the German
word for Hops.
((They missed Hoff, the scene or site of one of the larger Napoleonic battles,
in what is now Poland.))

When sending in your 15$ yearly dues to...

HOF REUNION ASSOCIATION
6855 South River Rd
Geneva, OH 44041-9348
please be sure to specify what format you would like to receive your roster
in... Hard copy by regular mail, E-copy by E-mail or a copy of the roster plus
other information on a CD?

For all you Mid-Atlantic, Mid-West and East Coast
guys...
How in the world did we miss this Bavarian Fest? Not 40 miles away from
me and I didn't hear a word about it! Shame Shame!

http://www.google.com/search?q=Hershey+Gaufest&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8&aq=t&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&client
The 2009 Gaufest will be somewhere in Toledo, Ohio. Do a search on
Gaufest +2008 for further updating if you live in that part of the world.

Re the Nussnacher (tallest in the world in last week's
issue)...
Sure glad I don't still have my old crt. It's much easier tilting this flat
screen to see the photo in its proper prospective.
Doug Wampole

Bratwurst redux...
Tony Jordan has been doing his research!

This is a pretty good breakdown of German Brats.
The Hofer Brat is a fine ground sausage with a high
percentage of veal.
Deutsch: http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bratwurst

English translation:
http://www.windowslivetranslator.com/bv.aspx?mkt=en-US&dl=en&lp=de_en&a=http%3a
“Hofer fried sausage: The Hofer Brodwärschd is finer and
above all many leaner than their direct Nachbaren
(Thüringer, Coburger and Frankish one). Since the
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regional regulations orient themselves at the Coburger and
Bamberger fried sausages, recently some Hofer butchers
were warned, because their fried sausages are too lean
according to regulation.”
“Kulmbacher fried sausage: The Kulmbacher fried sausage
is characterized by a high calf meat portion. It consists,
like the Hofer fried sausage, of very finely gekuttertem
Mett, to which when processing ice is added. Regionally
typically the Kulmbacher fried sausage in a long
Bratwurststollen covered with anise is eaten, which
includes sausages completely up to three.”
I was there ‘61-‘63 and have missed the Bavarian brats
and bockwurst since. There is nothing comparable in
CONUS; that I’m aware of.
Deutsch: http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bockwurst
English: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bockwurst
Another delicacy was Karl’s Weiner Schnitzel at the
Gasthaus Schönblick (The “Blick”); across the strasse from
the Kaserne.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiener_schnitzel
Needless to say – we tried not to eat in the mess hall;
which had a “field” mess classification, and consequently
did not get a full ration of fresh edibles and served lots of
C-rations. Breakfast was okay (SOS is good everywhere).
Note also that we also had K.P. Duty. Think the First
Shirt kept that going just to remind us that we were still
grunts. The locals that worked in the Mess were probably
amused too. The GIs always got “Pots ‘n Pans.” The
Armored Cav guys didn’t have any details because they
were on alert duty; from Christiansen Barracks ( Bayreuth)
but they had a curfew. The AF would pounce on their
women after they went back to the Kaserne for the
Midnight curfew.
I did discover some imported Kulmbacher beer some years
ago; but it was of course pasteurized.
They ruined Coors the same way.
Also found this recently: Bill McCusker, 62-64
http://mccusker.org/airforce/Air-Force.htm

C.A. (Tony) Jordan
And thanks to that reminder from Tony, I have been prowling around Bob
McCusker's website (no www needed in the above address) and was
reminded that the sun did shine from time to time in the summer
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but that as I thought I remembered correctly.... it does snow in Hof im
Winter! At least in 1964.

Both pictures by Bob McCusker
from his website

If you are looking from a Dirndl dress to fill out your Bavarian
wardrobe....
Jerry Middendorf can point you in the right direction! Get the matching
shoes and other Bavarian goodies at the Bavarian Super Store in
Kulmbach!
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A visit back to the Hofersprache glossary:
Mox Nix or more properly Macht es nicht!... Doesn't matter, or doesn't
mean anything, or perhaps/also.... Who cares?
Mox Nix truck... a double truck, a straight axle truck pulling the same
size trailer. Under powered and impossible to control on the ice and snow or
rain slick roads. When you were hit by one, macht nichts! Or in English,
reduced you and your Fow Vay to bugsplatt! You might have been Kaput!
POV... Your privately operated ve-hic-le. Not a military ve-hic-le.
Fasching... That indescribable period of social irresponsibility (Isn't that
polite?) that starts on 11/11 at 11:11 (yes, same time the WW I Armistice
started) and lasts till Shrove Tuesday evening at midnight. If you needed
something done on the economy, it wasn't going to happen quick, as in
Macht Nicht, Ist Fasching! One really long party if you liked parties. The
Germans REALLY like parties. Ended the night before Ash Wednesday
with a really big Fasching party . Just sorta like Madi Gras, but lasts
months longer.
Glatt Eis... or glat ice. Black ice, Actually smooth or slick ice. invisible on
the autobahn road surface and dangerous to your health. Bad stuff for Mox
Nix trucks. But HEY.. it's Fasching.
Ausfahrt. Exit on the Autobahn. As in “There sure are a lot of towns called
Ausfahrt”.
Rastplatz. An Autobahn rest area. Sometimes just a wide spot with girl
trees and boy trees. If you shut your eyes you were invisible.

And from the Wayback Machine.....
Did you know?
That during WW II, members of the Spanish Blue Division (250th) were
billeted at the Kaserne in the wooden buildings or E-heims that we knew
later as the DP Camp? They were being trained in German tactics and
equipment at Grafenwöhr. A Spanish Lazarette was also maintained on the
Kaserne until the division was decimated at Krasny Bor and most of the
remaining troops returned to Spain.
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In issue 326...
I posted a section on the 602nd TCS along with pictures of the "Villa" where
they were billeted. In response to a question to Jim Clements I received the
following note:

Jim Clements, a non member, has posted a series of pics of the Villa and the
602nd TCS over on
www.usarmygermany.com and a couple are shown here. The accompanying
story is that the lady of
the house lived in an apartment on the 3rd floor and the GI's were bunked in
the rest of the
building. The gentleman of the manor, a Major and an owner of a Brauerei
in Hof never
returned from the Eastern Front.

In response to a question to Jim about the location of the Villa, I received the
following note:
Hello Jerry,
Sorry I have taken so long to answer your questions.
The best way I can describe where the villa was is that it was off a road
East of the autobahn (at that time) and just South of the road to Hof.. It
was on a hill side facing East. The photos show that it faced Hof. I did send
a description of how to get to the Radar site from the villa to Ed (Carchia).
However, I did not know the road names as I do not remember seeing any
road signs. They might have been taken down during the war like the
British did. I am not sure if I sent photos to Walter Elkins from the porch
of the villa towards Hof and the radar site.
I would be very interested in seeing Capt, McDowell's orders if possible as I
was with the 602nd in Greshiem and Darmstadt before I was attached to
the 602nd Detachment A. Were you in Hof? Did you go up with us to Hof
via a convoy in the middle of the night? I wrote a description that Walter
put in the web site along with photos that I had.
What is the Hof Reunion Association? I was not aware of one being in
existence. I have never met anyone from the 602nd since I was discharged
in November 1948.
Would enjoy hearing some one else's experience of the 602nd and
Detachment A.,
Jim Clements
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And a bit forward in time to the 60's...
...after a side conversation with Claude Proctor who answered one of my
notes with the following:

Your note about the airmen security detail at Syracuse for LBJ's visit is an
interesting footnote to the unrecorded history of those times. It suggests to
me that there are so many of these colorful personal vignettes that need to
be preserved for posterity. Nonetheless, the real gems are the operational
ones that remain behind the curtain with our generation who served in the
so-called "business" during that period of brinkmanship. The curtain has
been parted ever so slightly, but the full Cold War story is yet to be told.
Keep 'em flyin'.

Claude
I took a look back thru old orders to see if I had all the names of all the
Skytop 203's that were assigned as part of the huge "Security Detail" for
President Johnson when he gave his "Gulf of Tonkin" speech at the new
Communications Arts Building at Syracuse University. The note of
appreciation from the Skytop Commander was personalized, with just my
name showing but I know that Charlie Epperson, Donn Koenig, Larry
Seits and Greg McCassey (un-located) were there for sure. I think I
remember the entire detachment being turned out for this Presidential
security detail on Aug 4th, 1964. Since this was not even a year after
President Kennedy had been assassinated you can well imagine the level of
security and tension that day. Plus I think you could safely say that the
Syracuse Campus was just a touch on the radical side?

In going over this, it occurred to me that there could be many of our Reunion
members that would have been at Skytop on that pretty historical date and
month in 1964 and would have taken part in that detail and heard that
speech! I would like to hear from you if you were there.
A side note: We stood in the aisles of the rather large audience, facing away
from the President, watching the crowd and the nearby buildings for any
sign of any kind of problem. The codeword was simple: "Gun". That was all
we had to yell if we saw anything we thought out of line in any way.
Thankfully, we didn't have to yell.

If the "Gulf of Tonkin" speech doesn't ring a bell, perhaps the names
"Maddox" and "Turner Joy" do? Pop quiz time! ed.
And a quote from somewhere: "People who say they remember the 60's well....
probably were not there!".

From the Adjutant
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Subject: Re: Hof Connection update 329
From: "Secretary, Hof Reunion Association" <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>
Date: Wed, 13 Feb 2008 14:40:41 -0500
To: "Secretary, Hof Reunion Association" <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>

Hof Connection Update #329
www.hofreunion.com
02.13.2008
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com
An apology to the group....
My apologies to all for the huge list of addresses on update 328. That is usually sent as
BCC but that particular list was on it's way when I noticed that it was going in the clear.
Those lists are no fun when you are trying to print out an update. Wastes a lot of paper.
Jerry Mangas
OPN-C, EXP-1 65-68

And an apology to Bill McCusker:
It was nice to see a link to my web site and a couple of my Hof pictures in your
latest newsletter. Just one minor detail though, my name is Bill McCusker, not
Bob McCusker.
Regards
Bill McCusker

The Bi-yearly Newsletter
Is in the mail and already arriving in different parts of the country! Watch
your mailbox for a 5X8" envelope stuff with all the goodies!

2/13/2008 2:45 PM
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When sending in your 15$ yearly dues to...

HOF REUNION ASSOCIATION
6855 South River Rd
Geneva, OH 44041-9348
please be sure to specify what format you would like to receive your roster in... Hard copy
by regular mail, E-copy by E-mail or a copy of the roster plus other information on a CD?
Folks not paid up as of the end of March will be dropped from the weekly and the mailing
lists.

>From Pat DiCintio
Thanks for your great work with the newsletter. I look forward to reading them and
particularly like all the history that you and others dig up.
Pat

If you find or have a Hof based or Hof related historical item, or items related to or of
interest to Hof Reunion personnel, bring it on. We have the space to print it!

For instance....
Here's an addition to the "mox nix" glossary. We used to call the funky turn signals on
some German cars that popped out of the side pillars as "mox nix sticks"
Ed Chase 57-60

Or this...
Jerry, Read with interest the article about the security detail for Pres Johnson while
at Syracuse on 5 August 1964. I still have my copy of Capt Thorne's letter to me, and the
one he sent to my parents about the security detail..........now for the rest of the
story.........my Class, SCZ 9-12-63 was relegated to standing behind some building along
some street there on campus. We never saw the motorcade, the President, or anything
connected with it. They told us to stand there until relieved. I do remember still
standing there and someone pointing out Air Force One flying away from Syracuse.
My God, what a day, we actually had to put on our Class A Blues for this detail, but I
don't recall anyone ever trying to call us to "Attention".
Chet Zaremba
the letter sent to Chet's parents
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I asked Chet to prod his classmates as to their recollections and got this response...
Prod my classmates for their recollections???? PROD MY CLASSMATES FOR
RECOLLECTIONS ???
Hey man, I mean like this was the sixties, ya know, and man, I mean like, it was all just
a smoky haze, and man, I mean, like my classmates don't even remember what decade it
was, man.......
(( But I'll prod them anyway))
I read a line somewhere that said.... "People that say they remember the 60's probably
weren't there". I remember the 60's for the most part just fine. Unless there was a little
Yeni Raki involved. It's the 00's that I am having trouble with! ed.

and from Donn Koenig
Jerry,
My memories of that detail were different from yours, not contradicting
yours, just different. For example, I have no recollection at all of the
subject of the President's speech. What I remember is how I
and the group I was with did not do all of our job that day.
The speech occurred in an outdoor setting with the crowd on a hillside,
almost a natural amphitheater, on one side of the new Journalism/Language
Arts Building. There was a fairly large semi-circle of chairs (1,000 or more)
for "guests reserved seating" around the podium. This area was roped off,
a single rope line, and we were stationed outside the rope with a 15-20
foot separation between us. The common spectators had a large area on the
hillside outside the rope line where they could sit on the grass and take in
the program quite well. In addition to watching the crowd and surrounding
buildings for suspicious activity we were instructed that none of the common
spectators was to cross the rope and get into the reserved seating area.
Well, the program started and many of the reserved chairs were still empty.
I do not know how it began, but suddenly there was a rush of people in my
area going over the rope to get themselves a seat. There were just too many
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people to try and stop them, so they just filled up the reserved seating. I
was relieved that the only thing the people rushing through the rope wanted
was a chair to sit on.
I thought then, and I think today that we were on that detail mainly for
window dressing. A show of force in numbers only, so that anyone thinking
about doing something bad would see all the military people, and not knowing
if we carried any concealed weapons would just decide to find a better opportunity
to try something. The only really useful thing we provided was all those extra pairs
of eyes watching for anything going on.
Donn Koenig

A forwarded note via Joe Kessler
In reading the updates, I don't see too much of the folks that were there between 67-70
era. I worked in supply in the warehouse and live above a Gasthouse/Candy/Variety
Store on ghe main street in Oberkotzau. What a beautiful area!
I went back to Germany twice more during my Air National Guard days before
retirement in 2004. However, I spent time at Bitburg and Western Germany. Never Got
back to Hof area because of time constraints.
I believe I saw where Robert Finch passed away and I believe I was there and worked
with him during 67-70 time frame. His wife's name was Jean as I recall.
Good luck to the org. I enjoy the info on the Web from you.
Thank you,
Alan Rabidoux
If you were part of the 67-72 period in the Kaserne.... and have stories, tales, lies and
legends or even better, pictures, pass them on and we can take care of Alan's request!

And Bratwürst revisited:
To all those BRATWURST AFFECTIONADOS:
Everyone knows that German Bavarian beer-purity law goes back a few years, like in
1516, and its called the world-renowned Reinheitsgebot, but did you know that the law
governing the making of pure bratwurst goes back to 1432. In the Weimar city archives
a yellowed, handwritten parchment from 1432 laid down the law regarding the
production of Thuringian Rostbratwurst, perhaps the most popular variety of sausage in
a country where wurst is worshiped as sacred grub. This is certainly true of all the
Military Hofers based upon all the discussions in recent newsletters. My guess is the Hof
Bratwurst is a very close relative to the Thuringian Rostbratwurst, if not an original
family member. Weimar is approximately 65 miles NNW of Hof as
the crow flies, or 55 miles North and 20 West when you look it up on a map of Germany.
It appears that bratwursts are a favorite food of the Thuringia populace, since every
man, woman and child consumes an average of 60 bratwursts a year. So we`re not
alone. It could be that the Hof bratwurst is only a near relative, because according to
my source on information there are 41 varieties throughout Germany.
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Another interesting sidelight - a replica of the bratwurst-purity law will soon be, or
already has been, enshrined at the German Bratwurst Museum
(www.bratwurstmuseum.net) located in Holzhausen.
Norm Hines

More Kaserne History...
There are always small surprises when it comes to the Military History of the
Kaserne....
Last week I mentioned that the Spanish Blue Division had been billeted in the
Kaserne during WW II. In looking for information for Bill Okerlund, one of our
'earliest" members at Hof just after D-Day, 1945 (and now suffering from Alzheimers,
see the sad note below), I found this:

On the map above Hof (and Graf, where they first trained in German tactics)is shown
as the billeting area for both arrival (into the Wehrmacht) and repatriation back to
Spain after Krasny Bor. Hof is listed as Hooff, which may or may not be the correct
Spanish spelling for Hof. The part that was interesting to me is the route in red above.

In the Wappen and Units section under Insignia on www.hofreunion.com I listed the
250th Division the Blue Division, and a link to their history as
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http://www.balagan.org.uk/war/1939/krasny_bor.htm.... (No longer available but
try http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Krasny_Bor ) Somewhere in looking all
that up I came across a notation that mentioned that the Division had been shipped
by train to the end of that line and had then marched on foot to Witebs/Vytebsk. The
legend in red above is listed as a 900 km march! 900 klicks is quite a hike for
anybody's combat Division any time.
Another factoid that came to light in the same search for information for Bill was that
a few of the soldiers in the 250th were not all Spanish but Portuguese and
Belorussians as well! So far I have no imput as to which units of the 250th were
actually billeted in Hof
from: http://forum.alexanderpalace.org/index.php?topic=7593.msg259350
//quote//
And for those who didn't know, not only Spanish volunteers fought in the Blue
Division , but White Russians and
also Portuguese, such as as João Rodrigues Júnior, who was 26 years old then. He
fought in the
Nationalist side during the Spanish in the ' Foreign Legion ' in 1936. He joined the
Blue
Division in 1941. //snip//- Yes, approximately fifteen (Portuguese). But I think I'm
the only one that still alive." The source of this information is
http://www.geocities.com/divazul/portuguesesdivisionazul.html (well, to be polite I'll
say
Perhaps the more interesting testimony is the one done by Jaime de Assuncâo
Graça,//snip// .
In June of 1.942 during a revision done by a sergeant, he
remembers the name of another called Portuguese Francisco Leonardo Olinda and in
this way he
became a volunteer to Russia where he was until January 1943. From Africa he
went from
San Sebastian to the barracks of the Blue Division in Germany to Hof. It was in the
front (at) Leningrad, next to Pushkin when he was hurt for the first time //snip//
//end quote

MB2008?
Was just checking out the tentative schedule for reunion
and have a question: Has the trip to Charleston been canceled?
We (wife and I) were sort of looking forward to seeing
Charleston again.
Also, on the subject of Bratwurst and other German foodsWe had some pretty good stuff at Mifflinburg PA Chrisckindl
Market this past December. Despite the fact that it is real
close to us we had never gone there before, but sure will
go in the future. To get there travel west on PA Rt 45 from
Lewisburg toward State College about 12 miles. Lewisburg,
home of Bucknell University and Federal Prison, is located
on US Rt 15 between Harrisburg and Williamsport. I'll
try to get info for next year when the time nears.
Thanks and looking forward to Myrtle Beach!
Dick Herbert
6915 RSM
1962-1963

Bad bad news from Berlin...
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Forwarded by Steve Lawrence who suggests the Bundestag recruit qualified ex-GI's to
help out! I predict a crushing wave of volunteers as long as you leave the fruit juice out
of it!
German Beer Sales Losing Their Fizz
Published: 1/29/08, 10:46 AM EDT
By KIRSTEN GRIESHABER
BERLIN (AP) - Germany and beer go together like Porsches and the autobahn, but
health-conscious residents are turning from the country's traditional beverage in favor of
juices and bottled water, sending suds sales down to the lowest levels in 15 years.
According to a government report released Tuesday, the amount of beer sold
in Germany fell to the lowest sales figure since 1993 - dropping by 2.7 percent in
2007 to 22 billion pints, down 612 million pints from 2006.
The Federal Statistics Office said the drop in beer sales came as the demand for beer
mixed with fruit juices, soft drinks and other nonalcoholic beverages rose 18.1 percent
from 2006 to 2007, with some 887 million pints consumed by thirsty buyers.
Beer consumption in Germany has been falling steadily for more than a decade, a trend
that experts have attributed to an increasingly health-conscious public and an aging
population that is less likely to binge.
For last year's decline, the German Brewers Association blamed a rainy summer, noting
that foul weather dampens the mood for lifting a stein on a summer evening.
For the country's remaining beer drinkers, there's more scary news: Their beloved
beverage - often called 'liquid bread' because it is a basic ingredient of many Germans'
daily diet - is getting more expensive.
Some breweries have already raised prices, and many others say they will follow later
this year.
The director of the famous Hofbraeuhaus beer hall in Munich said the brewery would
increase its prices by about 74 cents per case in April.
"This is not about profit, it's about cost increase," Michael Moeller said, adding that the
raw materials for the national beverage - barley malt and hops - have been getting more
expensive.
Moeller said that per case of beer, the price of malt had increased by 30 cents and hops
by 7 cents, and that energy costs to brew beer had risen by 10 percent.
On top of all the bad news, the southwestern state of Baden-Wuerttemberg has said it is
considering a ban on selling beer from midnight to 6 a.m.
It's no wonder the Germans lost the title of biggest per capita beer drinkers to the
Czechs a few years ago.
But, Huhnholz said, they still drink more than the Irish, who closely follow Germans.
((That, apparently, in spite of all the help from my very Irish Bro-in-law!))

A shopping tip from Joe Dernoga
when you need your Kaufhof fix and just can't seem to get down to Altstadt?
Go here, instead!

http://www-qvc.streamworld.t-bn.de/qvc/livetv.php?rewrite=no&cm_re=HOME-_-TOOLBOX-_-QVC%20LIVE-TV

From John Dorsch....
in the last newsletter (forwarded by CA since I
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did not receive it) there is mention of Fasching, my
favorite time of the year in Hof (Volksfest was a
close second). Does anyone else remember the Fashing
train? It was a three-car train with a boxcar
outfitted with a band that wound its way through the
Frankenwald, stopping in each little Dorf that had a
dance hall. We got on it on Friday night and came back
to Hof on Sunday.
John uses a yahoo mail address and those have become problematical for mailing the
weekly update. If you are are yahoo, check with Malcolm Gaissert who has set up a
Hofreunion users group or forum there and posts the weekly update. Malcolm can be
reached at
MGaissert3@yahoo.com
Yahoo Reunion mail is often delayed for several hours and sometimes dropped totally.
From Jack Farrell....

By the way I believe this IS ACTUALLY a picture from 65- 66 with DAVE DICKSON
on Duty...
Tom Mikloice

Hof Main Gate 65-66
Photo by Jack

A Request from Stan Rudnick...
That when you sign a note, include your years at Hof and your duty section...
"it is just that for me it often jogs the memory to see Joe Smith Baker 69-71 and say oh
yeah I played b-ball with him.... putting a face with a name.."..

Re the Newsletter and the "choices" section...
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Since I picked up all of the info on Shreveport/bossier City, LA. from the city's
Convention and tourism offices, plus the Chamber of Commerce, they only mention the
8AF museum at Barksdale AFB as a tourist attraction. They didn't take into account the
Lodging office, or the newly enlarged, revamped FamCamp for RV'ers. People can call
the 2BW Services Sqdn for details at 318 456-3091.Nice places to stay, and the rates are
good. If I can help, contact me at heydanwood@aol.com.
Dan Haywood
318 742-3550

And from the Adjutant....
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www.hofreunion.com
02.20.2008
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

The problems with Yahoo continue...
Our ability (and the ability of others ) to send the Connection Updates and normal mail to
Yahoo subscribers continues, with some issues getting thru, some being reported as
delayed for up to 7 hours (but actually delivered right away) and sometimes nothing
getting thru at all, no matter the size, content or format. Since the PDF format seems to go
thru with few problems so far, I will switch all yahoo users to that format and hope for
the best.
Malcolm Gaissert and John Dorsch continue working on the problem but so far
without a lot of success.
The following is the note from Malcolm:
Dear Fellow Yahooers,
This mail thing is getting serious. I just received an Orbitz newsletter that was 20 hours
late and I've noticed other newsletters arrive long after they were sent.
My Hof Connection update was completely blocked this time and last time. Since Yahoo
doesn't seem to stop short emails with an Adobe PDF file attachment, Jerry sent me this
one as a PDF file and I am forwarding it to the Yahoo group.
Hopefully the PDF format switch does the trick

More on Yahoo...
All yahoo addressees have been moved to the PDF Blind Copy section of the address list.
Hopefully this will prevent some problems for our members.
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When sending in your 15$ yearly dues to...

HOF REUNION ASSOCIATION
6855 South River Rd
Geneva, OH 44041-9348
please be sure to specify what format you would like to receive your roster in... Hard copy
by regular mail, E-copy by E-mail or a copy of the roster plus other information on a CD?

Folks not paid up as of the end of March will be dropped from the
weekly and the yearly mailing lists.

The Hof Connection Newsletter...
is arriving on both the East and West Coast but members in Texas are reporting no joy
in their mailboxes. It is worth the wait!
And just before mailing this I received the following from Stu Sturdevant...
Dear Jerry
The Pony Express finally made it to Texas, today, probably because of President Sam
Houston's Birthday. Stu will have more on MB2008 tours and Reunion activities in the
upcoming updates. And re MB2008, when the ladies order their T-shirts (if you didn't
notice we now have a ladies style available as well as the usual men's style) they should
order one size larger than they might have with the men's style in the past.
And re Reno2007 Sweatshirts...
WANT A 2007 RENO REUNION SOUVENIR TEE SHIRT ??
Don Riverkamp still has some extra tee shirts from the
2007 Reno Reunion available. IF you wish to have one,
please contact him at river1940@sbcglobal.net . The shirts cost $10, which
includes packaging and mailing. Below are sizes that are
available for purchase.
3XL = 11 available
1XL = 8 available
Large = 7 available
Med = 3 available
Contact Don first, and if your size is still available, he will inform you
of his home address. Make the check out to Hof Reunion Association.

And input from the Hausnachrichtensdienst:
For a free vacation guide to the Myrtle Beach area, either visit www.myrtlebeach.com or
call 1-866-681-6233. We just did!
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New from Hof.de.. (now www.stadt-hof.de)
Jerry,
I just found out that www.stadt-hof.de is now also viewable in the English version. At
the Homepage, to the right there are two flags, a German and a British one, if you click
on the British Flag you will get the Hof.de website all in English. Yeah, that is great
news for all our Hof Reunion members that every now and then visited the website but
couldn't really read it unless they were fluent in German.
The City of Hof also will be soon viewable in French, guess I better brush up on it. Just
kidding. I thought you might want to include that information in this or next weeks
version of your update.
The Best from Rosie Queen
A sample from http://www.stadt-hof.de/hof/hof_eng/index.php

(that British flag is tiny and looks more like Norwegian but it's British)

Hof – an endearing town
Hof is, as the town’s ambiguously formulated slogan states, at the
top of Bavaria
and is situated at quite an altitude: 495 metres above sea level. This endearing town on
the River Saale, is set amid magnificent countryside between the Franconian Forest and
the Fichtelgebirge mountains in a tranquil environment guaranteeing peace and quiet
as well as a chance to escape from the stress of everyday work.
And this out-take:
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What happened to Bratwurstchen Eh? (Sorry about that yoooper accent)

The Innenstadt webcam in Hof is now also available in English... as above, look for the
little British or American flag on the right:

http://www.panoramablick.com/index.php?lang=en&kat_id=2275&cam_id=1836&nav_id=2037&action=showkat
Other Oberfranken links are there also.

And another:
The Amber Room Treasure?
Found near Hof? Stolen from the Russians in WW II? Our research department has
uncovered a trove of information that some of you history junkies might find interesting!
Check the maps here:
http://maps.google.com/maps?ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&hl=en&tab=wl&q=
Deutschneudorf

for

And the story here: http://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/0,1518,536358,00.html
Two tons of Gold? Hof?

Fasching Trains....
In the last Hof Connection Update someone mentioned the Fasching train. Larry
Patterson, Norm Parrow and I managed to get a kitchen pass from our wives and
joined the revelry on the Fasching Zug from Hof to some little Dorf an hour or so south of
Hof. We boarded the train in our Western gear late in the afternoon in Hof and stopped
at every little whistle stop along the way to take on more revelers. Of course, there were
libations on the train and everybody was pretty greased by the time we got to the
Gasthaus at the end of the line. There were parties on every level of the multistoried
Gasthaus along with various activities in the dimly lit, blue grotto below. In the very
wee hours of the morning we were returned to Hof.
The Germans often told me that Oktoberfest was for drinking and Fasching was for sex.
In fact, I haven't looked at the records, but somebody else told me that the German birth
rate peaks about nine months after Fasching.
Claude Proctor
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Hof, 1968-71
P.S. Our arrival in Hof in January 1968 coincided with the Fasching celebrations at the
Resi Hotel (anyone remember Frau Bauer?) where we lived for about six weeks awaiting
housing. The celebrations became so noisy that we just dressed in our party clothes,
went downstairs and joined the fun.

It'll be a cold day in.... Hof?

Snow in July.... by Chet Zaremba

Another sign in the Fernweh....
Fernwehpark in Hof, Germany: the public park is a signpost forest in the German city
Hof. The city sits in the northeastern corner of the Bavaria region; Annapolis couple
Roger and Mary Polk visited there recently. The couple visited Hof as part of Roger’s
reunion with others who were stationed at the Air Force base in Hof between 1948 and
1975, at which the participants decided that contributing signs to the park would be a
neat side note to their trip. The park was started in 1990 by German film producer
Klaus Beer as a common point of interest for visitors to have their names, license plates,
place and street signs, or other types of logos from their hometowns placed in the
“Middle point of Europe.” While the park has a long way to go before collecting more
signs than the original signpost park, in Watson Lake, Canada (50,000 signs strong
since the 1940s!), Beer hopes that one day Fernwehpark will eclipse the originator and
achieve a Guiness World Record. And thanks to Roger and Mary, visitors to
Fernwehpark now know that Annapolis, Maryland, is only 4427 miles west of Hof.
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Courtesy of Jerry Middendorf.

And more on President Johnson's security detail:
My entire Intermediate Russian class was involved in that detail. Some of our group
were on the platform behind the president as he gave his presentation. I was in charge
of a group of basic language guys, all one-stripers, (I was a SSgt) and had to march them
away from in front of the platform to a rest area. I had no clue how to march troops,
having forgotten most of that stuff and having not marched in about four years. I told
the guys in the front of the columns that, when they got to the corner, turn right.
Somehow, we made it without forever shaming the Air Force.
Others who eventually went to Hof were Barry McBride, Don Seitz, Mike Helfert
and Denny Bateman. There were, IIRC, 15 members of my class.
Lonnie Henderson

And another....
As I recall being at that Johnson speech event, it was mostly about numbers, the extra
eyes as Donn (Koenig) put it. The guys in my group never expected to see anything
eventful. We did get to see Johnson, in the far distance, from where we stood along a
building, but never heard the speech, just far off noise. The worst part of the deal was
having to wear the blues and stand at parade rest for the duration. Interesting
comments about the event.
Doug Wampole
OPN-C 66-67

And a Lonnie Henderson story....
I have included this since many of our Hofers did time in the eastern
Turkish Black Sea "resort" cities of Samsun and Trabzon, or perhaps later,
Sinop... Lonnie's story might have been any of us in those medieval towns
that could have been described at that tpoint in history as rushing madly
into the 14th century! If you have never been privileged to catch a whiff of a
Bafra cigarette mingled with lemon oil aftershave and a sheep butchered
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several days ago, count your blessings!
****
In 1965, I returned to Hof for my second tour after completing the Intermediate Russian
class at Syracuse. In 1966, Ron Buck and I were sent TDY to Samsun to help those
troops transition into the FLR-12 system. Following is my account of that trip.
***
JOURNEY TO SAMSUN
A soft summer breeze barely rippled the surface of the Black Sea, cooling the June heat
of a Turkish summer. It was market day in Samsun, Turkey - a city of about 100,000 on
the southern shore of the Black Sea in North Central Turkey. Tanned, slim, with black
hair and a pencil-line black moustache, brown eyes - the American passed easily for a
native Turk. That is, until he spoke, because his command of the Turkish language was
practically non-existent.
It was June, 1966, and he had only been in Turkey for about a month, having been sent
from his base in Germany to help set up and test new equipment at the Samsun
listening post. The route to Samsun was circuitous, from Frankfurt, German to Incirlick
Air Base in Adana in the south to Trabzon in the extreme northeast and finally to
Samsun. Interestingly, he had translated for the American pilot at the Trabzon airport.
Interesting since the he spoke no Turkish, the Turk at the airport spoke no English;
however, both he and the Turk spoke German - so they squabbled over the cost of a
postage stamp in German. A Comanche Indian from Anadarko, Oklahoma and a young
Turk haggling in German over the price of a stamp!
He had taken the bus from the American base to the city square downtown, the only
American on board. Acrid smoke from the strong Turkish tobacco filled the air, burning
the eyes, causing involuntary coughing. The square was crowded, mosty men, very few
women. After all, this was Turkey in 1966 - but it could have been Turkey in 1066 - not
much had changed. The few women present were dressed in black from head to toe, and
upon meeting a male, the veil automatically went up.
A small crowd began to gather and to the slow beat of a drum, the men began to dance.
Again, only men, since this was man's business. The dance began slowly, then the pace
quickened, but he could tell that the rhythm and steps had not changed for a thousand
years. He felt as if time were standing still as he realized that Turkish men had been
gathering in this very market place for hundreds, if not thousands, of years. He felt the
antiquity of the place and stood in awe at what he was experiencing. He returned to the
American base with a new sense of respect for these citizens of a country which was old
when his own was not yet discovered. All too soon, his mission in Samsun was over. New
equipment was in place, operators had been trained, and his return trip to Germany was
scheduled. From Samsun, he flew into the Capitol of Turkey, Ankara, and from there to
Istanbul - formerly Constantinople. With an overnight stay in this ancient gateway to
Asia, he explored the old market place - an area stretching for miles with everything
imaginable for sale - on the shores of the Bosporus. One side was Asia, the other Europe.
A thoroughly modern city but still as ancient as time itself. On the streets were women
dressed in latest Western fashion complete with high heels walking next to the
traditional woman dressed in black. With half-closed eyes, he could imagine camel
caravans from the east laden with spices meeting with ships from Europe burdened with
textiles.
He had dinner at the rooftop restaurant at his hotel - the Istanbul Hilton. From this
vantage point, he could see much of the city - the Blue Mosque in the distance, the ships
and barges transiting the Bosporus from the Black Sea into the Aegean, he could hear
the hustle of the city muted by traditional Turkish music from some hidden cabaret. He
imagined the gentle swaying of a belly dancer keeping time to the music. His only regret
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was that he was alone and had no one with which to share that mystical, magical
moment in time.
The next day, he returned to Germany and his permanent duty station. Those days and
moments, however, were burned forever in his mind, and even now, over thirty five
years later, he can close his eyes and transport himself once again back to the square
and the dances, to the shores of the Bosporus, to the rooftop of the Istanbul Hilton savor again the smells of commerce, of East meeting West - close his eyes and say a
silent prayer of thanks to our Lord for giving him that opportunity.
****
Lonnie Henderson (Chief)

When traveling in strange foreign countries....
Drink the beer, never the water!
Look what happened to (left to right) Ken Kielbania, Gay Kielbania, Inga Mikloiche and
that guy Mick!

Science is still looking for a cure!

Bratwurst!
Or are they Knackers now?

After the 2002 Hof reunion, Donna and I spent 3 days in Regensburg. While walking
around the city, we came upon a place on the Danube river with a sign describing
"bratwurst in the old style" (at least, that is how I thought it translated) along with the
hours of operation. Needless to say, we arrived there for lunch the next day. You could
sit inside or outside, so even though it was a cold, windy day, we opted for the ambiance
of an outside table - as much out of the wind as possible. There was a large outdoor grill
(charcoal or wood), and an enormous mountain of bratwurst. The "chef" was a slender
woman about 6 feet tall - wearing an Aunt Jemima outfit (it would not be politically
correct in the US, but it seemed fine, there). The menu was pretty brief. You could
order the Regensburgers (do all German cities name their sausages after the city?) with
Kraut and potato salad. You could get 6, 8, 10, or 12 sausages. A Regensburger is about
5 inches long and 3/4 inch diameter. Having already observed their size, we of course
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ordered 6 apiece. 5 would have been plenty, but we made the sacrifice and consumed
them all. I even remarked to Donna that I could not understand why they had the large
quantities on the menu - after all, who would order that many? Right after that
remark, a German woman and man about the same age as us sat down at our table and
promptly ordered 10 and 12 Regensburgers, respectively! They cleaned their plates
quickly, along with their bier, of course. The thing that ticks me off the most is that
they were not fat! There was a basket of delicious hard-crust rolls on each table - and
you had to tell the waiter how many you ate, so he could add them to the bill. It was one
of the memorable meals we had in Germany.
Steve Murphrey '63-'65

From the Adjutant's desk!
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Slightly off base...
In response to the comment last week about the drop in beer consumption in Germany...

One of the aspects of reduced alcohol consumption all over Europe that never gets any
press is that the indigenous populations have stopped breeding. Population growth in
nearly every European country is a result of Islamic population growth, where alcohol is
verboten. The most common name in several major European cities for newborn boys is
Mohammed (or Osama in Brussels)
A good discussion of this is in Mark Steyn’s most recent book, “America Alone” where he
shows that France will be a majority Muslim country in a couple decades absent a major
shift in birth rates.
Japan will be half of its current size by the middle of this century for the same reason.
John Adams
66-68 Dog trick
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